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Shall We Ra se More Cows?
A somewhat extended study into
dairy conditions in New England leads
me to the conclusion that we are approaching a cow famine. Statistics
abundantly prove that there are not so
many cows in proportion to the population as there were at the close of the
last decade. We are also aware that our
people are using more of the products of
the dairy per capita than formerly.
These two conditions warrant an extension of our dairies through the raising
of more heifer calves.
The first consideration, of course, is
the choice of the right stock from which
to breed, and in the light of our present
dairy knowledge this is not a hard task.
For supplying the demands of nearby
city markets they need not be purebred,
but should carry enough of the blood of
some dairy breed to give them the general type and color markings of that
breed, be fully np to the average size
and rich in constitution and vigor.
Heifers raised from such cows bred to a
prepotent purebred male of the same
breed will find a ready sale at remuneraMales resulting from such
tive price».
bree ling can be disposed of as veals at
that
will
make them an important
prices
by-product of the dairy. The same is
true of those heifer calves which for any
reason one may not wish to raise. There
need be no blanks.
There should be no difficulty in selecting the breed. Personal appearauce,
market conditions, the characteristics of
the farm and the breed most popular
and the most liable to become generally
kept in the neighborhood are the factors
that should govern the selection.
Where the conditions will warrant,
where the owner is willing to strive to
learn and master the intricacies of breeding. ami where sufficient capital is available, I would advise choosing purebred»
of the chosen breed. Given these conditions. I know of no special line of
farming that offers greater inducements
to a young man than the raising of
heifers to help fill the cow shortage that
is all the time becoming more apparent.
A dairy, once established, will pay
well in its regular channels, and through
its by-products will constantly add to
the productive values of the farm on
which it is kept; and the young cows,
sold to dealers or to dairymen near the
large cities, will aid in creating a substantial yearly revenue.
Now is the time for the young man to I
establish himself firmly in
The prevailing high prices of grain, the
scarcity of help and the disinclination
to stick closely to business are driving
the weakhearted to seek new fields.
Many will be found jumping into some
other special line that for the moment
may offer inducement of quicker returns, more business for the money invested or greater ease for the operator.
It matters not that by the time they get
well placed there others ahead of them
will have filled the vacant places and
These
the markets to overflowing.
places must be filled by others who have
mastered the intricacies of dairy husbandry and have determined to stay by
it till they conquer. The reputation of
a herd can be established by choosing a
minimum of production for each animal,
according to its age, and rigidly excluding all that fall below it by having good
foundation stock, by taking good care,
by liberal and judicious feeding and by
square dealing under all circumstances.
—B. Walker McKeen in Tribune Farmer.
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(ended for this department to Hknby D.
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Maine's Greatest Crop.

Id an address at the recent institute at
Freeport, Mr. W. B. Kendall of Bowdoinham, in referring to bis method for
the raising of the standard of production
and decrease of cost of the hay crop,
said in part:
If you are a farmer you are interested
in the production of Maine's greatest

crop, hay.
Since my bulletin of twenty years ago
was issued no other eilort has been
made in our state, either by our success
ful and efficient department of agriculture, the Maine Experiment Station 01
the University of Maine, to solve this
important question, the cost of growing
a ton of
hay in Maine. They could
however, tell us with accuracy the cost
of producing a ton of sweet corn, pound
of butter, or a bushel of potatoes
Doubtless the reason the experiment has
not been undertaken on the hay crop is
because of the extreme difficulties and
obstacles in carrying on an experiment
of this kind, on a scale large enough,
and iuciuding farmers enough in the
different counties to cover our state
sufficiently, to be complete, succesful
and satisfactory as to one or more
methods in producing hay, either by the
use of barn dressing, commercial fertilizers. farm chemicals, hay followmg
potatoes, ashes, bone and ashes, etc.
Even after these twenty years, although Maine has made rapid and remarkable progress in her production of
potatoes and bids fair to rank tirst
among the states in this great industry,
yet our hay crop which amounts to
uearly one and one half millions tons
yearly, which feeds 'ur 207,000 sheep,
110,000 horses, 185.000 cows and ΙόΟ,ΟΟΟ
other cattle, a total of 723,000 farm animals, besides shipping thousands of
The
tons aunually to other markets.
crop, on which our growing dairy interests rest, the crop which holds up
our agricultural existence throughout
the long, cold winter, the crop which is
to Maiue what the cotton crop is to the
South, the wheat and corn crop to the
West, in fact, the real foundation of
agriculture in Maine.
This crop, we say, is, in point of
value so persistently neglected and illconsidered, that, in spite of our well
c instituted hay
lands, which, when
cleared from the forests by our forefathers continuel! to grow the native
grasses for long years in succession
without replowing. We repeat that, in
spite of our fertile soil and natural conditions, it is a surprising and lamentable
fact that in the value of hay per acre
produced, Maine holds the lowest
record of any and all of the New England. Central aud Middle States. In
fact there are only seven states in the
union whose value per acre of hay is
less than that of Maine:—Minnesota,
Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota, South
Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas.
In comparing the per acre value of
bay grown in each of the New England
States the excess over Maine is as follows:—New Hampshire §2 SI, Massachusetts $0.70, Vermont |1 84, Kbode
Island $7.20 and Connecticut $4.49. If
the per acre value of the Maine hay crop
could be raised to the average of the
other New England States the annual
value of our hay crop would be $8,218,473 greater than at the present time.
These enormous tigures should command your keenest thought and most
carelul consideration. Maine not only
stands lowest among the New England
states iu the per acre value of her hay
crop but also in the amount per acre

dairying.!

Early

and Late Plowing.
an advantage to plow as
early as possible in the winter or spring.
Early plowed land has a greater waterholding power than late, and tbis is of
It is always

importance, especially during a dry
season.
Then the early plowing will
allow of the decay of all vegetable matter before planting time, which might
otherwise be detrimental to the growing
crop by causing the soil to dry out
vast

Land plowed in the fall or
wiuter will be freer of weeds and insect
pests that hibernate in the ground, as
the freezing will kill them.
It has been shown by experiment stations that early plowed land will produce better crops than late plowed. The
action of the weather sets more plant
food free and makes it readily available
for the use of the growing crops. Land
that is inclined to be cloddy will be
made more tractable by the freezing and

quicker.

grown.
It must be seen mat tne gooa oia
Stafe of Maiue hardly merits our excellent motto, "Dirigo" when applied to
the production of her leading agricultural crop
It's dollars in your pocket to commence in 190$ by a broader acreage and
higher plane of production to find some
method whereby this standand may be
raised.
To attain the highest degree of success in thin undertaking, the following
instruction* must be closely followed.
Much depends upon the thorough cultivation and preparation of the soil, so
barrow and reharrow, let the sunshine
into the land and when in prime condition apply your fertilizer aod harrow
it in once before sowing your grain.
Many difficulties attend an undertaking of this kind viewed from the
standpoint of the fertilizer manumuch depends on the
facturer. So
previous condition and character of the
soil, the tendeucy on the part of many
farmers during busy spring time to
hurry their seed iuto the ground, especially in clay loam soil, when cold and

thawing.

A little experimenting will readily
show the relative value of early and late
plowing. Plow part of the field early
and the other half late and note results.
A marked difference will be noted all
through the season.—Goodall's Farmer.
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In a penetrating voice which couicl
not full to reach the ears of the men
next door or the actors In the scene
below she adjured lier daughter In

à

English.

safest to
employ, she decided hastily, because
the brigand with the rucksacks would
not understand, while the flower of
Ithactian chivalry in the adjoining
room were doubtless acquainted with
This

CH, bluiniel!" exclaimed

^4

language

was

the

Frau
Yorvan. and
rmf& "·λ('^· hi m ni el!" slit
mmimÊL? exclaimed again, bei
voice rising to a wall,
with a frantic uplifting
all modern languages.
of tbe bauds.
"Helen!" she screamed, loyally reTbe grand duchess grew pale, for tbe
membering in her excitement the part
exhibited
cheeked
suddenly
lady
apple
she was playiug. "Helen, where did
tbese alarming signs of emotion while
come across that ferocious looka
of
tbe
private dining you
passing window
room. Evidently some scene of horror
was l>elug euacted outside, and Virginia and Miss Portman bad l>een
away fur many hours.
It was the time for tea in England,
Frau Yorvan
for coffee iu Ithactia.
bad Just brought In toffee for one,
heart shaped
with
sugared cakes

/

ι -Ί'; V

.1X1 N*y·.

have appealed more
the grand duchess' apatite if the absent ones bad been with
her to share them.
Naturally at the
good woman's outburst her imagination iustantiy pictured disaster to the
one she loved.
"What, oh, what is it you see?" she
implored, her heart leaping, then falling. But for once the courtesy «lue
to an honored guest was forgotten, and
the distracted Frau Yorvan fled from
which

would

poicnantly

to

the room without giving an answer.
Half paralyzed with dread of what
she might have to see, the gruud duchess tottered to the window. Was there,
—yes. there was a procession com ins
down the hilly street that led to town
from the mountain. Ob, horror upon
horror! They were perhaps bringing
Virginia down, injured or dead, her
beautiful face crushed out of recognition! Yet, no; there was Virginia herself. tbe central figure In the procession. Thank heaven! It could be nothing worse than au accident to poor,
But there was
dear Miss Portman.
Miss Portman, too, and a very tall,
bronzed peasant man, loaded with

cloaks and rucksacks, headed the band,
while the girl and her ex-governess
followed after.
Unspeakably relieved, yet still puzzled and vaguely alarmed, the grand
duchess threw up the window overlooking the little village square. But
as she strove to attract the truants'
attention l>y waving her hand and
crying out a welcome or a question,
whichever should come first, tbe words
What could
were arrested on her lips.
lie the matter with Frau Yorvan?
The stout old landlady popped out
through the door like a Jack out of his
box on a very stiff spring, flew to the
overloaded peasant and. almost rudely
elbowing Miss Portman aside, began
distractedly bobbing up and down,
tearing at the bundle of rucksacks and
cloaks. Her inarticulate cries amended like incense to the grand duchess at
the open window, adding much to the
lady's intense bewilderment.
"What lias that man been doing?"
demanded the grand duchess in a
loud, firm voici», but nobody answered,
for the very good reason that nobody
heard. The attention of all those below was entirely taken up with their
own concerns.

•Tray, inein frau let him carry our
'hi.igx indoors," Virginia was insist-

iiu. while the tall man stood among
He three women, motionless, but ap•
r.vutiy a prey to conflicting emoIf the grand duchess had not
tions.
with a certain idea
.■oil obsessed
which was growing in her mind she

■

Cord Wood,

A.

mary In Search of

Portland does not pose as an agriThrough tickets on sale at principal
cultural community, but it has a city
railroad stations.
farm which is evidently carried on in a : nisi have seen that his dark face beimThe receipts
business like fashion.
"a; ed a mingling of amusement,
Freight rates as iow as other lines.
from the sale of farm products in 1907
iojjee. annoyance and lioyish misis
inAll cargo, except Live Stock,
amounted to ?10,158.20 and the expendi.i >f. He 1 >»'!;< ! like a man who had
sured airainst tire and marine risk.
tures *4,115.33, leaving a balance of
false posliiu. j-iw sUnaUud into a
The
$0,042 Do to the credit of the farm.
J. F. L1SCOMB, General Asrent,
.">n from v. lii :li it would be difficult to
from
is
kept separate
clammy.
piggery account
Portland, Me.
ί· .ie whh liignLy, yet which he half
The grain crop and the first stand of the farm and from tbis source hogs were
all
affects
of $9,433.80. The
to
the
amount
so
.joyed. Tom between a desire to
sold
materially
grass which
future crops will be seriously damaged expenses of this department including ia;:gh and lly iuio a rage with the
by such slack treatment for which alone the cost of teams, etc, for collecting of • :.ci.)us landlady. lie frowned warn·
the farmer is responsible, thereby, large- offal amounted to $5.893 39, which i.iily at Frau Yoivan. smiled at the
ly reducing the high average which leaves a balance of $3 405.41 to the ρ incss and divided his energies beThe
farm
account.
would be attained if all were given the credit of the
tween «l'iick. secret gestures intended
proper cultivation and proper seeding.— amount netted from the farm and pig- for ι lie
eyes of the Uhaetlan woman
34.
The
was
99,583
Turf, Farm and Home.
gery for the year
to unburden himself in
an.!
endeavors
show
that
the
before
the
reports
year
of the load he
net income was but $4,002 but this was his own time and way
tireen Food Summer and Winter.
accounted for by the fact that the farm carried.
Fowls that are allowed to run where was worked to the limit this year, the
With each instant the perturbation
they can obtain grass and other green yield of crops in many cases being con- of the grand duches6 grew. Why did
food during the warm months consume Hiderably larger than the year before
the man uot speak out what he had to
much more of this succulent food than and in consequence the revenue from the
one
Why did the landlady first strive
If
of.
say?
aware
are
farm has been so much the greater.
people geuerally
the things from his back, then
thai
seize
hens
to
watch
to
takes the trouble
There are at the present time at the city
have a grassy range he will be surprised piggery 1083 hogs. The live stock also suddenly shriuk as if in fear, leaving
own devices? Ah,
at the amount of time they spend, pickkept at the farm includes 16 cows, six the tall fellow to bis
ing the blades and storing the tender calves and 14 horses.—Turf, Farm and but that was a terrible look he gave
South Paris, Maine.
bits away in their crops. Other farm Home.
her at last—the poor, good woman!
animals eat hay as well as grain during
ho was a brigand! And the
Perhaps
How to (let Poor Quick.
the winter, and the hen ought not to be
rememi»ered tales she
duchess
graud
forgotten. Why not feed her hay, too?
According to Success here are three
of fearful deeds, even
read—tales
had
hens
the
Four years ago I began feeding
sure rules of how to get poor quick:
done iu wild
clover leaves and heads that fell off in
Do not try to save your loose change. in these modern days,
the feeding rooms during the winter It is too small an amount to put in the mouutaln fastnesses and remote tilit quickly absorbed.
when the o<her stock was ted. We had savings bank. It would not amount to lages
such as Alleheillgen—not in
Giktt Relief at Once.
a larger egg yield that winter than ever much, anyway, and there is a great com· Khaetla perhaps, but then there was
before, and I gave most of the credit for fort in «pending it. Just wait until you no reason
It cleanses, soothes,
why they should not liapthe unusual laying to the clover. I be- get sutbeient to make it worth while
h>-als and protects
at a place like this.
peu in Khaetia
the dis*· i-»»d mem·
gan by steaming the leaves and heads by before y»u deposit it.
And if there were not something evil,
brane resulting from
Do not try to economize. It is an
pouring hot water on them in a tub or
to be dreaded, about this
C.ntrrh and drives
large kettle, then covering for an hour infernal nuisance to always try to save a something
I· rau
Part of the time I would mix few cents here and there. Besides, you big. dark browed fellow, why had
or more.
aw-.iv a CoM in the
of
H "ad quickly. Bethis with the mash fed at noon, some- will get the reputation of being mean Yorvan uttered that exclamation
stores the Sendee of
times feeding it alone. It was always and stingy. You want everybody to frantic dismay at sight of him aud
1 aste Ηϋιΐ
Full size .10 cts., at Drug- ea'en greedily. I then made a "pocket" think you are generous.
rushed like a mad woman out of the
w'i^ts <>r by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents. in each pen of wire netting large enough
Just look out for to-day. Have a house?
that
•Kly Brothers, 5tf Warrta Street, New York. to hold λ bushel or two. Every night, good time as you go along. Just use
It occurred to the graud duchess
when going from the barn to close up your money yourself. Don't deprive
be some notorious desmust
man
the
the henhouse, I would carry a big bas yoursolf for the sake of laying up somemountains who had oh
A new Lot
ket of the clover leaves to keep the thing for other people to tight over. perado of the
or got
full. The hens would eat a Besides, you are sure of to day. Tou tained her daughter's confidence
pockets
o!
best
The
of Plumbing Goods.
bushel in a surprisingly short time. might not be alive to-morrow.
her aud Miss I'ortman into his powoak woodwork for closets. No old Small, unmarketable potatoes make fine
fortunately
er. But. she rememi>ered.
winter feed for hens when cooked and
goods. Call and see this line.
Caring for a Carriage.
some or all of the mysterious gentleNc mixed with enough ground feed to
To thoroughly wash your wagon, take men stopping at the inu had returned
bing promptly attended to.
make a crumbly mash. Cull apples, the hose and wash off the thick
for team.
mud; and were at this moment assembled In
cabbages, beets, etc., are first class green then, reducing the pressure of the wathe room adjoluiug hers. The grand
food for fowls shut in during the cold ter to a
Xj. M. Longloy,
gentle flow, keep the nozzle in
that at the first sign
months. All these are waste products one hand, while with the other you duchess resolved
on
of insolent liehavlor or threatening
Maine. on nearly every farm and can be turned
Norway,
sponge the carriage, constantly dipping
these
into as good money as first class hay,
the part of the luggage carrier
a
of
into
bucket
your sponge
soap-suds
potatoes and apples. One of the most and washing off the soapy water with noblemen should be promptly sum
eminent poultry feeding specialists says: the hose as fast as it is
If you uioned by her to the rescue of hei
applied.
i:
"Those who ueglect green food durinu
this by apply- daughter.
supplement
occasionally
winter can look for failure."—John B.
ing furniture polish, with a piece of
Her anxiety was even slightly allay
Lisk, Komulus, Ν. Y., in Tribun* clean flannel, after the wagon is dry,
ed at this point in her reflections by
Farmer.
your varnish will always look well, and the thought (for she had not quite
will last well, too. So long as it gives
outgrown an innate love of romance
not
should
b<
season
The opening
protection from rain and sun, the struct- that the emperor himself might go tc
Fornlxteen years I have fitted glae«e· to de
at
farm
or
on
imto
is
of
little
any
ure of your coach-house
pass
(active eye* an·) nothing else—that make· me k allowed
assistance. His friends wen
country home without making some portance; a damp place will soon ruin Virginia's
specialist. If your eye· trouble you In any way
features
room, having come dowr
attractive
its
next
to
for
the
so
in
addition
!
plenty
provide
and if you want
your upholstery,
expert advice In regard to th«
There is always room for another shrub of light and ventilation.—Suburban Life from the mountain about noon, and
• »rae, come to the man who 1· a
specialist, whi
there seemed little doubt that he was
doe· one thing only. No charge for eye examtn
plant, flower border or ornament tree for April.
Attention to this each returning spring
If he had not alreadj
atlon· or consultation.
among them.
o;
that
he
a
farmer
attractive
Did
everhear
place
say
you
will soon maVe an
looked out of his window, drawn bj
1
with
it
does
and
no
use
for
a
has
garden,—that
even a humble country home,
the landlady's excited voice, the grani
ever
out
realizing any cost.—Maint not pay? The man is a loser who holds
that in the circuin
Eye Specialist. Norway, Me. Tel. 18-4.
to such notions, lie misses the pleasures duchess resolved
Farmer.
tt
of having vegetables to eat in their sea- stances It was her purt as a mother
he has to pay household ex- make him look out. She had promiset 1
and
son,
th«
i
We Do all Kinds of....
Animals appreciate regularity
which would not accrue if a good to help Virginia, and she would hell
They get into tb< > penses
same as people.
were allowed to contribute to
JOB PRINTING.
her by promoting a romantic first en
habit of having feed and water at régula garden
from irregularity the food supply.—Farm Journal.
counter.
Atwood 4
South Pari· time· and will Buffer

A. W. Walker &.

Democrat.

Oxford
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The stout old landlady Jtno to the over·
lo idcil peasant.
Ins: ruffian? Can't you see he intends
to steal your rucksacks or—or blackmail you or something? Is there no
manservant about the place whom the
landlady can call to help her?"
All four of the actors on the little
stage glanced up. aware for the first
had the
j time of an audience, and
grand duchess' eyes been younger she

I

1

might have been still further puzzled
by the varying and vlvhl expressions
ιf their faces. But she saw only that
the dark browed peasant man who had
glared so haughtily at poor I'rau Yorvan was throwing off his burden with
haste and roughness.
"I do hope he hasn't already stolen
anything of value." cried the graijjl

"Better not let him go until
looked into your rucksacks.
Remember that silver drinking cup
you would take with you"—
She paused, not so much in deference
to Virginia's quick reply as In amazemeal at Fran Yorvan's renewed gesticulations. Was it possible that the
w:.»iuan understood· more English than
her guests supposed and feared lest
the brigand, perhaps e iuaily well induchess.

you've

deuces w!ieii I u:u at Allehelligeu? This
time I believe he « ut the baths of Me
If you cau't remember these
Una.
tbiugs I fear I shall be driven away
from here to look for chamois elsewhere than on the Schneehorn."
"Indeed, I will not be so stupid
again, your—I mean I will do my very
best not to forget. But never before
have I l>een so tried, to see your highborn, Imperial shoulders loaded down
as if—as If you had been a common
gepacktrager for tourists Instead of"—
"A chamois hunter. Don't distress
yourself, good friend. I've had a day
of excellent sport.''
"For that 1 am thankful. But to see
your—to see you comiug back in such
an unsuitable way has given me a
weakness of the heart. IIow can I order myself civilly to those ladles who

have"—
"Who have given peasant Leopold
some hours of amusement. Be more
civil than ever for my sake. And. by
the way, can you tell me the names of
the ladies? That one of them—a companion, I judge—is a Miss Manchester.
I have heard iu conversation, but the

others"—

mother and daughter, sir.
The elder, who in her ignorance cried
treasonable abominations
out
such
from the window, as I could tell even
witli the little English I have picked
up. is Lady Mowbray. I huve seen the
name written down, and I know how
to speak it because I have heard it
pronounced by the companion, the
The younger, the
Mees Manchester.
beautiful one. is also a mees, and the
mother calls her Ilelene. They talk
together in English, also In French,
and. though 1 have so few words of
either language, I could tell that London was mentioned between them more
than once while I halted on the table.
Besides, it is painted in black letters
on their traveling boxes."
"You did not expect their arrival?"
"Oh, no. sir! Had they written l>eforehanri at this season, when I generally expect to be honored by your
presence. I should have answered that
the house was full or closed or any
excuse which occurred to me to keep
étrangers away. But none have ever
before arrived so late in the year, and
I was taken all unawares when mj
son, Alois, drove them up last night
He did not know you had arrived, as
the papers spoke so positively of your
visit to the baths, and 1 could not send
travelers away. You have bidden me
not to do so once they are in the
house. But these ladies are here but
for a day or two more on their way to
Kronbwrg for a visit, and I thought"—
"You did quite right, Fran Yorvan.
Has my messenger come, up with let-

"They

are

ters?"

α

"Yes, your—yes, sir. Just now also
telegram was brought by another

messenger, who caiue and left in a
great hurry."
The chamois hunter shrugged his
shoulders and sighed an impatient
sigh. "It's too much to expect that I
should l>e left In peace for a single
day, even here," he muttered as he
went toward the stairs.
To reach Fiau Yorvan's best sitting

(seltishly occupied, according to
opinion, by four men absent all
day on a mountain) he was obliged to
pass by a door through which Issued
unusual sounds. So unusual were they
kthat the emperor paused.
room

one

might seek immediate
Some one was striking the prelimvenge? His bare knees alone were
of a volkslled of his faevidence against 1j is character in the inary chords
vorite instrument, a llhaetian variaduchess.
^ave
of
the
They
grand
eyes
tion of the zither. As he lingered, lis
him a brazen, abandoned air. and a
telling, a voice l>egan to sing. Ah. what
a
so
long
man who cultivated
structed,

re-

young
space between stockings and trotifers
might be capable of any crime.
"Oh. mother, you're very much mis-

taken!" Virginia was protesting. "This
man is a great friend of mine and has
saved my life. You must thank liiin.
If it were not for him I might never
have come back to you."
At last the meaning of her words
penetrated to the intelligence of the
grand duchess through an armor of

a

voice!

was as the cooing
of a dove in the spriug to its mate,
pure as the purling of a brook among

Softly seductive It

adventures.

"My darling, who do you think was
listening and looking from the window next ours?" she breathlessly Inquired when she had embraced her

newly restored treasure, for the secret
of the adjoining room was too gootl to
keep until questions had l>een put.
"Can't you guess? I'm surprised at
that since you were so sure last night
of a certain person's presence not far
away. Why, who but your emperor
himself!"
The princess laughed happily and

kissed her mother's pink cheek. "Then
he must have an astral body," said
she, "since one or the other has been
with me all day, and it was to him—
offeret1
or his doppelganger—that you
for
accusing
make
to
up
your purse
him of stealing."
The grand duchess sat down, not si
ji
much because she wished to assume
as because she expert
sitting

position

sudden uncontrollableweaknesi
of the knees. For a moment she wat
unable to speak or eveu to speculate
but one vague thought did trail dimlj
her brain: "Heavens, wha

enced

a

across

somt
have I done to him? And maybe
day he will be my son-in-law."
Meanwhile Frau Yorvan—a strange
ly sulidued Frau Yorvan—had droop
iutt 1
ingly fol!owed »he chamois hunter

the inn.
1
"My dear old friend, you must lean
ο
not to lose that well meaning head
yours." said he in the hall.

burg!"

She was going to Kronburg in a few
days, according to Frau Yorvan. But
Kronburg was not Aliehelligeh, and
the emperor, was not at his

Leopold,

palace in the way of meeting tourists
or even "explorers."

day should

never

an

Enijlisk yirl, ytt she tiny*

our

Rhactlan music"

meadow flowers, rich as the dorp notes
of a nightingale In his passion for the
moon.
And, for the song, it was the
heartbreaking cry of a young Khaetiau
in a
peasant who. lying near death
.'tinstrange land, longs for one ray of
rise light on the bare mountain tops of
the homeland more earnestly than f<>·
his tirst sight of an unknown heaven.
The man outside the door did not
lie
move until the voice was still,
knew well, though he could not see,
who the singer had been. It was impossible for the plump lady at the
window or the thin lady with the
glasses to own a voice like that. It
She only of the trio
was the girl's.
could so exhale her soul in the very
perfume of sound, for to his fancy It
was like hearing the fragrance of a
rose breathed aloud. "I have heard an
angel," he said to himself, but in
reality he had heard Princess Vir-

ginia of HaumenburK-Drippe showing
off her very prettiest accomplishment
In the childish hope that the man she
loved might hear.
Leopold of Ithaetla had heard many
golden voices—golden in more senses
of the word than one—but never before, it seemed to him, a voice which
so stirred his spirit with pain that
was

bittersweet, pleasure

as

blinding

and a vague yearning for
something l>eautlful which be had nev.
as

pain

known.
If he had

er

been asked what that
he could not, if he
would, have told, for a man cannot ex
plain that part of himself which he
has never even tried to umlerstnnd.
Before he had moved many paces
from the door the lovely voice, no
longer plaintive, but swelling to brilliant triumph, broke Into the national

something

was

anthem of Rhaetia—warlike, Inspiring
as the "Marseillaise," but wider, calling her sons to face death singing in
the defense.
"She's an English girl, yet she sings
our Rhaetlan music as no Rliaetian
woman I have ever heard can sing

it," he told himself, slowly passing
on

to his own door.

"She Is a

new

type to me. I don't think there can l>e
many like her. Â pity that she is not
"Oh, but, jAur majesty"—
the
"Now. now, must 1 remind you agali *a princess or else—that Ixjopold,
emperor, and Leo, the chamois hunter,
that his majesty is at Kronburg ο
Fetersbruck or some other of his resl are not two men. StilL the chamois

fall on the same date.
On the morning of the Journey the
grand duchess had neuralgia and was

frankly

II CHAPTER
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i'or

j£| ETTER8Lady Mowbray and her
daughter to influeiiΙ^Γχ, tial
and Interesting j>erof

introduction

attached to the
Rhaetian court were
necessarily a part of the wonderful
plan concocted in the English burden,
though they were amoug the details
thought out afterward.
lhe widow of the hereditary (>rand
^ons

Duke of Bauineuburg-Drlppc was reIn the journals of various countries to be traveling with the 1'rincess
Virginia and a small suit through fan
ada and the I uitcd States, and. fortu
nately for the success of the Innocent
plot, the grand duchess had spent sc
many years of seclusion in England
and had even in her youth met so few
Rhaetlans that there was little fear of
detection. lier objections to Virginia's
scheme for winning a lover instead of

ported

thanking heaven quietly for

a

mere

husband were based on other grounds,
but λ irginla had overcome them, and
eventually the grand duchess had prov
ed not only docile, but positively fertile
in expedient.
The choosing of the borrowed dag
under which to sail had at first l»een
It was pointed out by a
a difficulty.
friend tHkeu into their confidence, a
lady « hose husband had l»een ambas-

of the late Duke o·
Northiuoreland had been a Miss Mow
bcay, and there were still several eminently respectable, inconspicuous Mowbray cousins. Among these cousin?
was a certain Lady Mowbray, widow
mother

Virginia.

name, and who could blurne
the lady if her mind rushed forward to
the time when she should have earned
οι
gratitude from the young empress
Rhaetla? For of course she had no
doubt of the way in which the adven

would end.
As for the wife of the late British
ambassador to the Rhaetian court, she
was not sentimental and therefore was
not quite as comfortably sure of the
sequel. As far as concerned her own
safe
part In the plot, however, she felt
enough, for, though she was after a
ture

fashion deceiving her old

acquaint

Kronburg, she was not foist
on
Ing adventuresses upon them,
the contrary, she was giving them a
chance of entertaining angels unawares by sending them letters to
ances at

ladles who were in reality the Grand
Duchess of Baumenburg-Drippe and
the Princess Virginia.
The four mysterious gentlemen left
Alleheiligen the day after Virginia's
encounter with the chamois hunter.
But the Mowbrays lingered on. The
adventure had begun so gloriously that
the girl feared an anticlimax for the
next step. Though she longed for the
second meeting, she dreaded it as well
and put off the chance of it from day
to day. The stay of the Mowbrays at
Alleheiligen lengthened Into a week,
and when they left at last it was only
Just in time for the great festivities
at Kronburg which were to celebrate the emi>eror's thirty-first birthday, an event enhanced in national
Importance by the fact that the eighth

Mowbray.

The travelers broke the long journey
at Mellnabad. and Virginia's study of
trains had timed their arrival I11 Kronburg for the morning of the birthday
eve, early enough for the lirst ceremony of the festivities, the unveiling
by the emperor of 11 statue of Khactla
in the I.eopoldplatz, directly in front
of the Ilohenlangenwald hotel.
Virginia looked forward to seeing the
emperor from her own windows, as.
according to her calculation, there was
an hour to spare, but at the statiou
they were told by the driver ot the
carriage sent to meet them that, the

crowd in the streets being already very
great, he feared it would be a tedious
undertaking to get through. Some of
the thoroughfares were closed for traffic. He would have to go by a round·
about way and in any case could not
reach the main entrance of the hotel.
At best he would have to deposit his
side
passengers and their luggage at a
entrance in a narrow street.
As the carriage started, from far
away came a burst of martial music—
a military band playing the national
air which the chamois hunter had
heard a girl sing behind a closed door
at Allehelligen.
1 llf

nilU|R*

mic

111!

inces of Ithactia. Splendid new shops
rivaled the l>est of the Hue de la l'aix
in Paris.
Gray mediaeval buildings
made wonderful backgrounds for ilra-

blue and garlands
pery of crimson and
of blazing flowers. Modern buildings
of purple red porphyry and the famous
honey yellow marble of Khactia fluttered with flags, and above all. in the
heart of the town, Iietween. old and
Virginia's
new. rose the Castle Hook.
of
pulses beat as she saw the home
Leopold for the tirst time, and she was
proud of its plctnresqueness. Its riches
and grandeur, as if she had so;ue right

in It too.
Ancient narrow streets and wide new
streets were alike arbors of evergreen
Prosperous
and brilliant blossoms.
citizens in their l)e<t. Inhabitants of the
poorer quarters and stalwart peasants
from the country elbowed and pushed
w-ach other good naturedly as they
Leopoldplatz.
streamed toward the
Handsome people they were, the girl
thought, her heart warming to them

and io her it seemed that the very
air tingled with expectation. She be·
Merod that she could feel the mag·
netlc thrill in it even if she were
blind and deaf and could hear or sec
nothing of the excitement.
"We must lie In time! We shall In·
In time!" she said to herself. "I shall
lean out from my windows and see

him."
Rut

at

the

note,

wmon

finally reach, the girl had

tney
to

am

U\ar

a

bray's party when he received their
letter a fortnight before and that he
had allotted them a good suit, with

balconies overlooking the river at the
back of the house—quite a Venetian effect, as her ladyship would find. But
as to rooms at the front—Impossible!
All had lieen eugaged fully six weeks
In advance. One American millionaire

thousand gulden solely
was paying
for an hour's use of a small balcony,
today for the unveiling and again toVirmorrow for the street procession.
a

was pale with disappointment.
"Then PU ko down into the crowd and
tako my chance of seeing something."
she said to her mother when they had
l>een shown into handsome rooms sat
Isfactory in everything but situation.
"I must hurry or there'll l»e no hope."
»
"My dear child, impossible for y
to do such a thing!" exclaimed the
grand duchess. "I can't think of allowing it. Fancy what a crush there will

ginia

lie—all sorts of creatures trampling
Besides, you
on each other for places.
could see nothing."
"Oh. niofher," pleaded the princes*

tired feeling annually prove.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is the

most

effective medicine

ever

devised for the complete purification of the blood and the
complete renovation of the whole system.
It will make you feel better, look better, eat and sleep
better and give you the best possible preparation for the hot
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days of summer, as over 40,000 people have testified
last two years. Today buy and begin to take

or
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or

for

It makes the food more
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sions.

her «oftost, sweetest voice, the voice
she kept for extreme emergencies of
cajoling, "I couldn't heir to st.i;· shut
Hp here while Mint music plays and the
crowds shout themselves hoarse for
Besides, Ifs the must
my emperor.
curious thing—I feel as if a voice kept
callin? to me that I trust l>e there.
*
Miss Portman and ['!! ♦
each other. You w!!l let
rou?"
In

··

Of course the grand dut-h·1
yielded,
her one stipulation being that the two
should keep close to the hotel, and the
princess urged lu*r reluctant companion
away without waiting to hear her
mother's Inst counsel·».
Their rooms were on the first lloor.
ur. rl;
down th*
and the girl turn···!
broad flight of marble stairs. Mise
Portman following dutifully upon i> r
heels.
»
They could not get out by way
front door, for people had
standing room there an'
yield an inch, even for
while the two or three
and the broad pavemeut la flout v«.re
■

..

closely blocked.
Matters began to look hopeless, but
Virginia would not be daunted. They
tried the side entrance and found It
free, the street into which it lei being
comparatively empty, but Inst beyond,
where it ran Into the great "pen
square of the I.eopoldplatz. t!i *re was

as

solid wall of sightseers,
"We might as well go back." said
Miss Portman. who hid non of the
princess' keenness for the tin !"-f iking. She was tired after the Journey
and for herself wot'11 rather have had
a

cup of tea than see fifty eiup'tors
unveil a< many statues by celebrated

a

sculptors.

"Oh. no!" cried Virginia. "We'll get
to the frovt omehow sooner or l.'ter,
even if we're taken off our feet, I.ook
II·
at that man just ahead of us.
doesn't menu to turn back. He's uot
a nice man. but he's terribly determined.
Let's keep close to him and
see what he means to do; then maybe
we shall be ahle to do it as well."
Miss Portman glanced at the person
Indicated by a nod of the princess*
head, Undismayed by the mass of hu-

lieings that blocked the I.eopolda few yards ahead, he walked
rapidly along without the least limitation. He had the air of knowing exactly what lie wanted to do aud how
man

plntz

I£vcn Miss Portman. who
to do it.
bad no imagination, saw this by his
The set of the head on the
back.
shoulders was singularly determined,
and the walk revealed a consciousness
of Importance accounted for perhaps
by the gray and crimson uniform which
might lie that of some official order.
On the sleek black head was η large
cocked hat. adorned with an eagle's
feather, fastened in place by a gaudy
Jewel, and this hat was pulled down
very far over the face.
"Perhaps he knows that they'll let
lilm through," said Miss Portman. "Ito
seems to Ih> h «limitary of some sort.
We can't do lief ter. If you're determil· I to g«> <>n. than keep near hint."
'lie has «Le air of being ready to
die," whl no red Virginia, for they were

dove to the man now.
"IIow eau you tell? We haven't seen
Ills face." replied the other in the sauie
cautious tone.
15m look at the back of bin
"No.
neck and his ears."
Miss Portman looked and gave a litShe would never have
tle shiver.
thought of observing it If her attention had not been called by the prinBut it was true. The back of
cess.
the man's neck and his ears were of a
ghastly yellow white.
"He's
"Horrid!" she ejaeulated.
probably dying of some contagious disΓ>υ let's get away from him."
ease.
"No, no." said Virginia. "lie's our
only hope They're going to let him
pas

Listen."

through.
*:

the
purifying and your whole system renovating in
that
and
of
loss
appetite
spring, as pimples, boils, eruptions,

liquid,
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Portman listened, but as she
M.
disappointment. With many apol
understood only sueh words of Khaeogles the landlord explained that he
tlnn η« she had picked up In the last
had done his very best for Lady Mow-

keen

Needs

Usual form,

fyoyal is indispensable.

from Allehelligen. "We've perched on
mountain top, like the ark 011 Ararat, for a week, freezing. The adventure you had there is only a complication. What have we to show for our
trouble—unless incipient rheumatism?"
Virginia had nothing to show for It.
at least nothing that she meant to
show, even to her mother, but In a
little scented bag of silk which lay
next her heart was folded a bit of
blotting paper. If you looked at Its
reflection In a mirror you saw written
twice over In a firm individual hand

name of the
house from which the rulers of IthaeTherefore everything In
tia sprang.
the lieaufiful city of Kronburg which
can take the name of Holienlangenwald has taken It. and it was at the
Holienlangenwald hotel that a suit of
rooms
bad been engaged for I July

cruris

puddings are required

or

a

Your Blood

Hood's

cake, hot-breads,

"I don't see, after all. what you've
accomplished so far by this mad freak
which has dragged us across Europe,"
she said fretfully In the train which
they had taM*n at a town twenty miles

sador to Rhaetla. that a real name shut until ι lie day after tomorrow, but
and a name of some dignity must Ικ> their windows were unshuttered ami
adopted If proper Introductions were gayly decorated to add to the brightAnd it whs the grand ness of the scene. Strange old shops
to be given.
duchess who suggested the name ol displayed the marvelous chased silver,
Mowbray on the plea that she had li· the jeweled weapons and gorgeous ema way the right to annex it.
broideries from the far eastern provThe

Where the finest biscuit,

cross.

bag.
Holienlangenwald Is the

come?"

delighted
daughter's

"S7u:'*

anniversary of his coronation would

"She'll never know to whom she
gave her ring," he thought, with the
dense innocence of a man who lias the name "Helen Mowbray."
studied all books save women's looki.
The princess had fouud It on a table
'And I'll never know who gives her a in the l>est sitting room after Frau
plain gold one for the finger on which Yorvau had made that room ready for
she once wore this."
Its new occupants. Therefore she loved
But in the next room, divided from Allehelligen; therefore she thought
him by a tingle wall, sat Princess Vir- with redoubled satisfaction of her visit
there.
ginia of Baumenburg-Drlppe.
To learn her full name he must have
"When we meet again at Kronburg
be mustn't dream that I knew all the thought It worth while to make Intime," she was saying to herself. "That quiries. It had lingered in his thoughts
would spoil everything—just at first. or he woul-1 not have scrawled it twice
Yet, oh, some day how I should love on some hit oT paper—since destroyed,
to confess all—all! Only I couldn't pos- no doubt—in a moment of idle dreamsibly confess except to a man whe lug.
would excuse or perhaps even approve
Through most of her life Virginia
because he had learned to love me had known the lack of money, but she
well. And what shall I do, how shall 1 would not have exchanged a thousand
bear my life now I've seen him, if thai pounds for the contents of that little

To tills Lady Mowbray the grand
duchess had gone out of her way to l>c
kiud In Germany long years ago, when
she was a very grand personage in
deed and I.ndy Mowbray comparative
ly a nobody. The humble conuectlon
had expressed herself ns unspeakably
a
grateful, and the two had kept up
friendship ever since. Therefore whei:
the difficulty of realism in a name pre
sented Itself the grand duchess thought
of Lady Mowbray and Miss Helen
Mowbray. They were about to leuv<
England for India, but had not ye
left, and the widow of the baron wa>
flattered as well as amused by the ro
mantle confidence reposed In her b;
the widow of the grand duke. She was
to lend her name and her

English or I should never forgive myself for what I've said. Ilere

hastened to the door of the improvised
sitting room to welcome the moitn
talneers as they returned to tell their

and Leo, the di Vrence between
and a woman.
"Goodby to oar mountains tomorrow
morning," he said to his three chosen
companions. "Hey for work aud Krou
women

Princess

know

grand

pold

of a baron of that ilk and possessing
daughter some years older and Innumerable degrees plainer than the

"Oil, then you have been in danger!
Heaven 1κ» thanked for your safety,
and also that the man's not likely to

as
eini>eror might be at the window,
really it was a pretty picture and, it
seemed to lier, presented a pleaslnii
phase of Virginia's character.
She eagerly awaited her daughter's
coming, and, having lingered at the
window to watch with impatience the
rather ceremonious leave taking, she

hunter of Rhaetla would be no match
for Mies Mowbray of London, so the
weights would balance in the scales
as unevenly as now."
Re gave a sigh and a smile that
lifted bis eyebrows. Then he opened
the door of bis sitting room to forget
among certain documents which urged
the importance of an Immediate return
to duty the difference between Leo-

a

misapprehension.

Is my purse, dearest. Catch It as I
throw and give it to him jn.-t as it is.
There is at least il'o* in it, and 1
only wish I could afford more. Ihit
You
what is the matter, my child?
look ready to faint."
As she lu",'an to speak she snatched
from a desk at which she had been
writing a netted silver purse. Rut
while she paused, waiting for Virginia
to hold out her hands, the girl forbade
the contemplated act of generosity
with nn imploring gesture.
"lie will accept no reward for what
he has done except our thanks, and
those I give him once again." the girl
She then turned to the
answered.
chamois' hunter and made him a present of her baud, over which he bowed
"with the air of a courtier rather than
the rough manner of a peasant. And
duchess still hoped that the
the

NUMBER 16.
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Sarsaparilla

in tablet form, called Sarsatabs, 100 Doses $1.

few weeks she could merely surmise
that he was ordering the crowd out of
his way because he bad a sjiecial message from the lord chancellor to the

burgomaster.
[to

be

continued.]

No Need of Them Some Day.
At a monthly examination a boy of
fourteen failed to spei! 10 per cent of
The tutor told
his words correctly.
him tills was surprising and must not
happen again. The boy replied that lie
he had done pretty well on

thought

the whole.
"You must study those words over
and over again." replied the tutor.
"This must not occur at any future
time. Study them so that you can remember them forever."
The boy stood still in silent contem·
plation for a few moments and then

remarked:
"I was Just thinking that I wouldn't
live that loug."—narper'e Weekly.
Private Theatrical·.
In some private theatricals a fugitive
from Justice was supposed to escape
from his pursuers by conceallug himThe table was
self under a table.
small, and the territled fugitive waa

somewhat lengthy.
The commander of the pursuing parover
ty rushed on the stage and fell
the legs of the man he was searching
for. Picking himself up and ludicrously rubbing his shins, he couvuUed the
audience by exclaiming In true dra-

matic style:
"lia, ha! The dastardly villain has
eluded us again!"
Philadelphia In—

quirer.

Bobby's Rrason.
Little Bobby was saying his prayers
at his mother's knee, but so rapidly
that she asked him· why he did not

Kpeuk

more

slowly.

"Because, you know," he replied, "It
would keep all the other children wait-

ing."— Llppiucott'a.
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Guf Morgan, who met with an aocident
The Universallet Good Will Society
will have their "White Sale" thie week, last week at the chair factory, Is able to
and evening, on Wednesday,
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home made candies for sale. The enter- caped a much more eeri°u* accident
Mr Tide well has purchased the Ned
tainment In the evening will consist of
PARIS, MAINE, APR. 21, 190S.
Parla Hill.
music, readings, and the comedy play, Robertson 'hop" on Main St^et and U
season
of
Beautiful spring,—the
mad, "A Sea of Trouble," with the following tAarine it down and moving it away.
horse hairs and housecleaning.
i. an old landmark but lie removal
cast of characters:
ATWOOD A
FORBES,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cummings arrived
John Brock. will very much improve the site upon
Gout, an Invalid,
Godolphus
from New York last week and will spend Hiram Orcutt, a Yankee,
C. F. Barden. which the M. E. parsonage stand·.
Editor· and Proprietor·.
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A. W. Grover is very low and
Mr
Ellsworth Curtis.
and Mrs. W. H. Cummings.
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L. M. Irish. under the care of a trained nurse
a poet
Bobolink,
Byron
Mr L Ε Bates has sold out his blackMr. and Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer have Mike McShane, from Emeral'l Itle,
Merton Hammond. emUh business to Fred Holt and will
removed to their home from "Elmhurst"
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Hill
Paris
to
came
Library
Admission to the evening entertainment Golden Croieio Portlend.
per inch In tengtb of column. Special contract·
marie with local, transient anri yearly advertl·- wirh the Review of Reviews, has been
delegates were present, addrwes we
ten cents.
er·.
given by the directors to the village
The bodies of Mr. and Mrs. Scott S. made by prominent men
the nrdnr
Jo· I'KLwriSQ -New type, fast preesee, electric school room, and through the generosity
It was one of the beet meetFarnum were brought here from Lawpower, experience·! workmen anil low prloe· of Mrs. Ε Π. Jackson the picture has
in the«Ut·.
rence, Mass., Tuesday of last week for ings ever held by this order
omblne to make this ilepartment of our bust
been suitably framed and is already burial in our
Work has begun on the new b ock to
nose complete anri popular.
village cemetery. Their
huog.
daughter, Mrs. G. S. Allen, accompanied h« erected at the comer of Mam
The recent addition of new books at
where the
by her husband from LawreDce, came Church Streets on the :Bite
•IKiLE COPIES.
Mr.
Hamlin Memorial Hall carries the num- also, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Small "Cross store" formerly stood.
cents
are
four
the
of
Democrat
Single Copie»
ber above three thousand.
of that city were here. The bodies were Daniel Hastings is to build » three-st°ry
each
They will be mailed on receipt of price by
who
Mr. and Mrs. Olban A. Maxim,
escorted to the cemetery by a delegation wooden block with stores and offices on
the publisher· or for the convenience of jiatrons
winter in
been spending the
jingle copies of each Issue have been place·! on bave
of West Paris Lodge of Odd Fellows, the first and second floors, and a Masonic
•ale at the following place· in the County
the
last
home
reach
to
Florida, expect
and some of the relatives here. Before U
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Part·,
of this week.
Daniel Hastings intend
marriage Mrs. Farnum was Mies Abby
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
and was a sister to the late to eo to Montana in May.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Briggs,
North Waterford.
A lfral role, Postmaster.
Easter Sunday was observed by
Rackiielri.
George Henry Briggs of this place.
Mrs. Harlow. Post Office.
Paris Hill,
The
Mrs. Guy Bancroft, who was so danMr. and Mrs. C. Howard Lane were in cervices in all of the churches.
Samuel T. White.
Weet Pari·.
gerously sick last week, is said to be Portland Wednesday and Thursday of ITniversalist church held a concert, also
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Communion was
gaining.
last week where they attended the state the M. E. church.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Ramsdell and session of the Grand
Commandery, U. nhserved at the Congregational church.
to
move
to
Adelaide are
Bob was played Friday
Winthrop 0. G. C. They report a fine time.
State Convention where he has going
A
a position as head clerk in
Rev. Seth Benson and wife have mov- before a large audience at Odeon Hall.
a store.
ed from North Paris into their house It was given under the auspices of the
WILL BK HELD IK THE
Dr. Sylvester of Harrison was called here which Mr. Benson
purchased last Universalist Society and under the trail·
here to attend Mrs. Guy Bancroft.
Portland,
Armory,
fall. It is their intention to make a per- inir of Mrs. E. C. Vandenkerckhoven. A
Mrs. Hattie Curtis has gone away from manent residence here. Mr. Mattherson dance followed the drama. It was very
Mrs. Washburn's.
Thursday, April 30th, iqoS,
and family, who rented the lower part successful.
Schools opened Monday.
At 1:30 o'clock, P. Μ
Harry Brown was laid up last week of Mr. Benson's house during the winfor the purpose of seiectiug six candidates for with a bad cold, but is now able to at- ter, have broken up housekeeping and
Mexico.
electors of President anri Vice-President of the tend to hit* work again.
stored their goods for the present. Mrs.
I'nlteri Stale·, and four delegates Ht large and
Mrs.
is painting
Chandler Merrill
call
issued
As
E.
April 8 the RepubliCora
Miss
per
and
N.
S.
National
the
daughter,
Kepubllcan
Young
four alternates to Attend
the town ball the
Convention to lie held tn the City of Chicago, In Washburn's house.
Young, are still occupying the upstairs cans of Mexico met at
of
the
l«th
several
on
been
llllno
laid up
Uy
Merle Morse has
Ti'esday
the State of
s,
inet
N. G. Foster was chosen
rent in the house.
June, l'.M\ anri the trau-ta· ting of any other busithe
knee.
days with a cut in
Henry W. Park Mcretaj.
W. \Y. Dunham of North Paris lost
ness that may properly c>me before it.
Ernest Stone broke three toes by hav- one of his nice
«·*!■ of representation will l>e as follows
pair of work horses last Chose by ballot, delegates to attend the
!
entitle
will
lie
anri
idantatlon
on
them.
thrown
town
a
bolt
Each city,
ing
week. The hired man who was driving state convention to be held at Portland
to one delegate, an·I for every ?.% roles ca»t for
the team had not known of any illness April 30, 1008, as follows:
the Republican candidate for ΝΜΗΜ In l!*»î
West Bethel.
of
S. G. Foster.
an aririitlon*! delegate, an I for each fraction
of the horses, but while waiting at D.
Lewis A. Thomas.
40 vote· !n excess of 75 vote-, an aririltlunal "Kin* out your bells, ring out your belle,
H. Fifield's grain mill noticed one of the
W. L. WeecoU.
Vacancies In the rielegatlon of any Those glorlou·» strain* your story telU
delegate
to
animals acted strangely and started
James M. Doyen.
city, town or pi intatlon can only be tilled by Of htm wh<\ c owned with life aiiew,
res'! tents of the County In which the vacancies Will crown his humblest follower, too."
He drove the team a few rods Chose
run.
by ballot to attend the district
exl*t.
when the horse dropped dead.
"Swefte»t of ail are the songs of the children,
convention at Lewiston May 1^.
The .state Committee will lie In session In t*e
the glad Kaeter-tlde.
w.th
Greeting
rapture
valuable
his
also
lost
II. G. Brown
anteroom of the Armory at 12 3u o'clock P. M.
Leon M. Small.
Hark! through the air rings the glad jubilate,
on the riav of the Convention fAr the purpose of
F. A. Perkins.
Jersey cow last week with milk fever.
Spreading ihe -tory tto far anil so wide.
A >tel"receiving the crerientla s of rielegites
Stevens.
W.C.
and
are swinging,
Brown
Oneer*
Mr.
family deeply appreciate
gate In or-fer to l>e eligible to participate In the
W. P. Hutchlns, M. I).
Hosannas are ringing,
the fact that Mr. Geo. W. Ridlon most
Convention must be eWteri suhne<juent to the
nation- are thronging
The
date of this ca'l. anri del'.'gates cannot lie elect·.··!
kindly circulated a paper among the The above delegations were authorized
Their Lord to a<lore.
under this call to the St .te Convention to be
any occur.
Winter has vanished, sorrow Is banished ;
neighbors and friends who thereby con- to fill vacancies if were
hereafter ca'l -ri for the purpose of nominating a
Death
is
no
instructed to use
Is
more."
the conqueror;
The delegates
Love
tributed to purchase another cow as a
candlria'e for Governor.
means
honorable
all
AII elector-of Maine, without regarri to past
possible to secure
The weather is becoming more spring- gift to replace Mr. Brown's loss.
|>olitlca! affiliation··, who belleve In the prln like.
Miss Bertha A. Emmons of Portland delegates to attend the national
dples of the Republican party and endorse Its I
The Lenten season is 'over, and sweet visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. F. tion, who will in turn use all
under
this
to
unite
Invited
corrilallv
are
|K)ltctes,
E tster has come.
oil In electing rielegaten to this convention.
Emmons, over Easter Sunday and ;
Peronler. Republican ">tau· Committee.
llazen B. L>well and wife had another Patriots' Day.
SETH M.CARTER, Chairman.
week.
to
their
last
son
added
Misa Mabel E. Kicker and Mrs. Maude
family
BYRON I" >YD. Secretary.
Elbert R. Briggs has employment in Day have been visiting Mrs. Grace Miles
Lewlslon, February 12. lane.
the post card store of Whitten ά Denni- aud Mrs. Delia Penley at Berlin, Ν. H.
following resolutions were unanimously
Miss Evie Bridge of Mechanic Falls
Under this call, the towns and plantation· in son.
Tliat the claims of Oxford
Oxford County w.ll be entltl "ri to delegate· aHenry A. Cross has returned home has just been making a few days' visit
follows :
from his visit in Manchester and Nashua. with her cousin, Mrs. Arthur K. Shurt- Counly for its candidate for RepresentaOXFORD COUNTY -ft!.
tive to Congress, the Honorable John
Ν. H.
leff.
should
Sleds and sleighs were used on the
are the advertised letters in Swasey of Canton, deserve and
6
Following
1
Albany.
| Norway,
have recognition by the entire Second
roads here from Dec. 1st to April 10th. West Paris post office April 18:
3
oxford,
Anriover,
S
3
Parle,
Bethel,
Congressional Dietrict of
Wesley Dennis is working in the Η. Ε Abbott.
î
3
Peru,
Brownfleld,
ford's candidate is a man of clean life
Mrs. G. E. Frost.
picture frame manufactory of Whitten &
3
Porter,
Buck tie! 1,
Leda Glover.
and character, a man of force and ability,
Dennison.
1
Roxbury,
Byron,
Wesley Hammond.
7
2
a life long Republican, whose voice has
Rumford,
Canton,
Rtver driving will beat a standstill and
W. A. Jordrle.
2
1
Stoneham,
Denmark,
Wn raised in many hotly contested
until rain falls.
Henry Kyllonen
1 loafers numerous
4
Stow,
Dix fle d.
2
campaigns for Republican principles and
3
Sumner,
Maple syrup is quite plentiful, and a Mrs. Mary Magee.
Frveburg,
"Just
1
Bis record has been one of
DoUoies
A traveling company played
Sweden,
Ullead.
large party from this village attended a
1
Grafton.
here
Dunham's
at
Ijiton,
Hall, unswerving loyalty to his party and its
off" at F. L. Ordway's in Plain Folks,"
"sugaring
2
2
Vvaterforri,
Greenwood,
the defeat of per3 Gilead Tuesday evening.
Friday evening of last week.
1
Woodstock,
Hanover,
Tuell is in the hospital for
L. G. Whitten and family have moved
George
PLANTATIONS.
2
ResoWed, That Oxford County with its
into the tenement over the Haskell store, treatment.
3
Lincoln,
Hiram,
The only special exercises Sunday proud record of loyalty to
3
recently vacated by Ε. E. McKeen.
Magalloway,
Lovell,
1
1
Milton,
Mason,
No improvement is seen in the condi- were at the Universalist church where its magnificent Republican majorities,
4
Mexico,
B. Murphy. Dr. J. A the programme was as follows for the which at times have plucked ''ctory
92 tion of John
1
Total,
Newry,
from seeming defeat for the district,
Twaddle of Bethel Hill was summoned morning service:
Gounod should not be ignored, presenting as
by telephone to visit him on Monday 1. Voluntary, Unfold, Ye Portals,
and
trombone,
does
a candidate in every way thoroughly
Organ
last.
Mies Lane and Mr. Irish.
Coming Events.
Misses Marion Morrill and Florence 2. Opening cervices.
qualified and equipped for the position
Stiles, and Mrs. S. W. Potter are employ- 3. Anthem, Welcome, Happy Morning, Lerman
Choir.
That in the event of tlie
May S.—Oxford Pomona Uran^e, Bethel
ed in the wholesale post-card store of
Mar 1 J.—Supreme .Ju'llcial Court, Rumforl
♦. Responsive reading. Scripture and prayer.
nomination of the Hon. John Ρ Swasey
Whitten & Dennison.
rail-.
By Pastor.
The Merrill, Springer Co. have bought 5. Anthem, He Is the Resurrection,
Berrldge to be the Representative to Congress
Choir.
from the Second Congressional D'strict
a new engine of 40-horse power, aud are
NKW ADVKBTISKM ENTS.
Rev. I. S. Macduff
6. Sermon,
wo pledge ourselves and our fellow Reerecting a small mill for sawing birch on
Followed by baptl-un and reception of
the spot where their spool and novelty
publicans to roll up an overwhelming
six members into the church, and comStomach Center of Human Life.
munion service.
and unprecedented Republican majority.
mill was recently destroyed by fire. À
The Two Invincible·.
7. Hymn and benediction.
The Kent Value» tn Suite an<l Coat·*.
large manufactory of some kind is needRain Coat*
That the delegates this day
ed in this village.
Eve Examination».
the Sunday School:
elected to attend the Second CongressionThe Dairy Kliteran'l Strainer.
(jreenwood.
Mise Brown. al Convention be and hereby are instruct1. Organ Voluntary
South Pari·» **»ν1ηκ» Bunk.
Pastor.
2. Invocation,
Blj{ Brown Eggs.
ed to use all honorable means to secure
A sudden and tragic death occurred
Choir.
3. Λ wake, O, Karth
Amerlc&n Fenre.
ihe oomloatloo of oor candidate, John
in town last Friday, the victim being 4. Responsive reading. Scripture and
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Pastor anil School. p.
Prayer
Orville Ames, with whom we have been
Swasey.
Choir and Congregation.
5.
He was β. Hymn,
It is (.ioing to be Swasey.
acquainted nearly 40 years.
Welcome, Beautiful Easter, ...Clara Bacon.
west bumner.
never married and was keeping house
7. An Easter Offering
By Junior Clae-t
At the preseut status of things, it
Bertha Pen ley.
8. Ranttr Day Is Here,
R-:v. G. W. F. Hill will begin his
with a widow Swift, who had remained
looks decidedly as if tbe Republican
a. Solo, A Blueblnl ToM the Story,
here May let.
in the family since the death of his
Alice E. Barden. pastorate
nominee for representative to congress
Grto. Ε Pulsifer left Saturday for Boswhich occurred several years 10. Recitation, Wake Up
Maud Tueil.
mother,
would
from tbe Second Maine District
Swift.
Mrs.
Eva
Nun's
Easter
The
a specialist as be has a
11.
consult
ton
to
Later his father died, thus leaving
be Hon. John P. Swasey of Canton, and ago.
Class of seven children.
12. Springtide Song,
bad throat trouble which the doctors
his son alone on the farm and the widow 13. Tne
Hubert Churchill.
Easter Story.
the prospect grows better as time goes
here pronounce laryngitis.
still remaining there as bis hired help M. Singing, Easter Bells,
on and more of the caucuses are held.
Children's Chorus and Choir.
Miss Lou Chase of North Paris is
and housekeeper. On the day mentionMr. Swasey will have the 1)2 votes of Ox13. Reading, Through Death to Life,
a few weeks with her sister,
led Mr Ames had an errand to Locke's
Rev. Miss Macduff. spending
ford County solid. In addition he has
Mills, going on foot on account of the 16. The Twenty-third Psalm,
By a Class. Mrs. Carl Dunham.
already delegates instructed to support traveling, and intended to return before 17. Anthem,
Choir.
Black
Easter Day
Geo. Packard ^as gone to
him from at least two towns in Franklin
18. The Four A ngels of Eastertide,
Mountain to work fur Nathan Morrill in
night. But nothing was seen of him as
By Ave young girls,
County and four in Androscoggin County,
Mr. Morrill's mill.
nor until the following Monla. Remarks and Benediction by Pastor.
and is known to be the second choice in expected,
Miss Harriet Swett will leave Friday
when John O. Swan came along
Large congregations were present at
other towns of these counties, even day,
for
her home in Canton. She expocts to
his
on
remains
that way and found
lying
and
the
church
decoraboth
services,
for
the
are
candidates
there
though
return in a short time and continue her
the snow, face downward and frozen, as tions were
very pretty, there being potnomination in both counties.
He had led
also «ω most of the body.
plante, cut flowers and four pots of dressmaking.
According to present indications, tbe taken his mail
Mrs. N. Cushman Ford has been sufferalong with him, and as it Easter lilies, also a large Easter cross
contest for the nomination will really be
was found scattered about it is thought
ing terribly with a carbuncle on her
covered with flowers.
between Mr. Swasey and Hon. Harold
head. Dr. Marston is
he sat down oo the bank to rest and
attending her.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Π. Lane, Jr.
M. Sewall of Bath. The other candiHer head is beginning to heal and ehe is
examine it and there expired. An in- had a little
party last Saturday afterdates will receive some support, and
much better.
was he'd and the verdict was that noon in honor of the
birthday of their very
will all receive some complimentary quest
James Robinson is at work for I. O.
he died a natural death. That no rob- little
Margaret, who was one Swift.
to prevent a
daughter
votes, perhaps enough
and murder had been committed
year old. Five babies with their mothnomination on the first ballot. If that bery
I. O. Swift left Monday for Lynn,
that there ers were
was evident from the fact
present, also several neighbors
should be tbe case, it is thought that
Mr. Swift is in poor health and
and
an
no
of
were
signs
injury,
quite
were re- Mass.
Several
and
relatives.
canthe
other
of
gifts
of
the
strength
enough
amount of money was found in his pock- ceived and refreshments of sherbet and will be treated by a physician while
didates will come to Mr. Swasey to sethere.
et. His remains are said to have been
That there is a
fancy crackers were served.
cure his nomination.
Mrs. Elias Johnson lost two fine pet
buried the next day in a cemetery on the
Kev. I. S. Macduff was called to Brystrong sentiment in his favor throughout
farm where he lived. Mr. Ames and the ant's Pond last Sunday afternoon to at- cats last November. Since that time
all the northern counties of the district
sea~ch has been made
to which he belonged were sometend the funeral of Mrs. Eleanor Whit- though diligent
is unquestionable, and even in tbe south- family
Mrs. Johnson has been unable to find
and we intend to notice man.
will have some what eccentric,
ern tier of counties he
them. Last Sunday a fine black cat was
tbem again in the near future.
Mrs. Clara A. Ridlon has been for
support.
Hay is getting scarce and is now said several weeks with her daughter, Mrs. seen by W. E. Bisbee in his barn. He
Poor
once notified Mr. Johnson.
.Notes on the Congressional Campaign. to be worth $lt5 per ton in the barn. It L. H. Penley, at Berlin, X. H. Friends at
looks rather doubtful now about cattle here will be
pussy after her winter's sojourn in barns
glad to hear that a little son and
out houses had become very wild
getting their living by the 10th of May. has been born to Mr. and Mrs. Penley.
and ha>l to be driven into a box trap beHon. James S. Wright of South Paris
Tha* fall of snow last Wednesday week
Miss Dora I. Hill is teaching school
will preseut Mr. Swasey'» name to tbe was utilized to good advantage by some at Richardson Hollow instead of the fore she could be caught.
W. B. Young, wife, and little son,
convention. His friends predict that it to say the leaer. One man took twenty Tubbe District.
Mrs. Frank Buck and son Guy, of South
will be his master effort. Oxford Coun- bushels of potatoes to market in the
Oxford.
Paris, were the euests of Mr. and Mrs.
ty eloquence will be in evidence, and a morning and found good sledding going
Frank Young Tuesday. The next day
large delegation of "rooters" will be on over, but rather sloppy coming home.
T. A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., celebrathand to take part in the proceedings
The sap season still c ntinues and will ed its 20th anniversary on Friday, April they attended the funeral of Mr. Henry
Poland.
until it is warmer weather.
and help in tbe 'shouting."
10th, at Robinson Hall. Visitors present
Mrs. W. E. Bisbee is so much improvSmelts are now in order and myriads were
Geo. Andrews, Mrs.
Greene,
Major
Oxford County Republicans have gone
ed
in health that she is able to do some
of those little tish are now devoured by Laura
of
President
one
Stevens,
Department
into the campaign with but
object, the creature man.
work.
light
of
the
Relief
Maine,
Portland;
for
Coips
and that is to secure the nomination
James Tuell, who was badly injured
Mrs. A. S. Brooks with her little adopt- Rev. J. H. Little, South Paris; Mr.
no
second
Royal
have
John P. Swasey. They
in a railroad accident some four months
ed daughter made a pleasant visit at the of
Casco; Capt. Hamlin Bucknam and
choice. It will be a square victory or a
AlBennett place Wednesday, and got a wife of Mechanic Falle. A dinner was ago, is stiII in a crippled condition.
Oxwith
no
defeat
dickering.
square
treat on maple syrup, which they pro- served in
Hall to which all though he has in a measure recovered
Temperance
ford County will stand by him to the
nounced very tine; and they are not the families of soldiers were invited. Com- his general health hie left arm is seriousend. They have no doubt of ultimate
only ones who have been treated in a rade J. F. Fuller furnished maple syrup ly injured. His arm has withered away
victory.
similar manner.
After dinner there until it is now two and one-half inches
for the occasion.
smaller than the other one. Although
There come to us from several secwere speeches from visitors and a musiit is Mr. Tuell's left arm it is his right
East Bethel.
tions of the district rumors of bargain
cal and literary entertainment. It was a
is now
and sale and use of corrupt means to
Mr. W<H Holt has moved his family pleasant occasion and much enjoyed by hand for be is left banded. He
an electrical treatment.
Πβ has
The friends of Mr. home to live with her
secure delegates.
all present. Each of these anniversaries taking
parents.
of
that
a
vibrator
which
he
uses
every day, and
nothing
Swasey can rest assured
Albert Swan is working for E. S. Bean lessens the number of comrades present.
Dr. Marston treats him once a week with
this kind attaches to his canvass. He during the maple syrup season.
Will any be left when the next twenty
the galenic battery.
has no trades to make and no deals to
Edgar Swan is working for Mr. 0. A. shall havr> passed?
The S. B. R. Club met with Mrs. M.
It will be a clean campaign Buck, who is
enter into.
John Faunce, a member of thi^ post, at
doing quite a large busiThe
from start to finish.
Mr. Buck present with his brother in New Jersey, A. Heald Thursday afternoon.
ness making maple syrup.
bad been postponed two weeks
is very sick and can live but a short meeting
The Lewiston Journal's public opinion has 800 trees tapped.
on account of stormy weather.
The roll
Mrs. Norman Sanborn and little Hazel time.
ballot in the Second Congressional Discall was anewered by some reminiscence
Mrs. Hitchings, who has been traveltrict now declared closed was very satis- visited her parents here last week.
and other of Christopher Columbus. The life of
Mr. James Mayconnell died at the ing in Michigan, Florida,
factory to Mr. Swasey's friends and was
great discoverer was told in brief.
WednesOxford
Maine
General
the
will
Central
Hospital
Spring the
open
places,
as follows:
Mrs. Hiram Howe read from Dr. GrenFuneral
season.
71
the
House
coming
aged
15,
years.
day.
Apr.
Swasev, 1st choice 174, 2Ί choice, 132.
fel's Parish. Closed with conundrums
services were held at tbe church here
Married, April 10, by Rev. Mr. NewSewall, lit choice, 136, "i'l choice, 1:18.
-Ό, 21 choice, 44.
the 18th, Rev. F. B. Schoon- port, Mr. Flagg of Harrison and Mise and music on the piano. Cake and ice
Win# 1*1 choice,
Saturday,
1", W choice, 46.
cream was served.
The next meeting
Blaucharl, 1st
over officiating.
Bertella Towne of Oxford.
Llbby, 1st choice, 16,24 choice, 16.
will be the 30th inst.
Wilson's Mills.
Delegates so far chosen are instructed
East Sumner.
East Brownfleld.
as follows:
Swasey, 55; Sewall, 33;
School began Monday, Àpril 13. Cora
The funeral services of Henry Poland
3.
There
7:
Blanchard,
Libby,
Mrs. Caesie Poore Furlongh and husWing, 17;
teacher.
his late residence on WedBennett,
at
occurred
are 12 uninstructed, and of these some
are at the home of G. C. Poore.
Ε. E. Bennett of Wentworth's Loca- nesday, conducted by Rev. J. H. Little. band
The 17
are known to be for Swasey.
Clarence Allen spent April 11 in Porttion is in town getting his year'· wood. A large attendance was present as the
votes of Wing, which are those of AuD. C. Bennett is also getting wood. C. deceased was widely known. A widow, land.
Eli Whitney is still quite ill.
burn, it is understood will come to 1. and Azel Wilson are
yarding it for a son, and a daughter are left to mourn
tbe
122
Mrs. Z. O. Wentworth of Fryeburg was
Swasey after the tiret ballot. Of
them.
with many others bis sudden departure.
is
sure
so
far
chosen, Swasey
of her parents recently.
delegates
Ned Carter's teams of Bethel moved Pneumonia with heart trouble eaid to be a guest
of nearly tiO on the first ballot, and will
Hannah Stlckney has gone to Sebago
out of the wooda Friday.
55.
cause of death.
Age
ballot.
second
on
the
70
have over
for the summer.
Laurence Littlehale and Β. E. Storey
The bqll on tbe old church on Sumner
On April 14 Frost Mt. Grange held an
Oxford County has not had the repre- have been cutting wood for Κ. E. and D. Hill has been removed to the Congrega- all
*
day's session. State Master C. S.
As
Sumner.
C.
Bennett
East
at
church
tional
sentative to Congress from this district
Stetson was present.
Brooke
has
to
the
are
church
the
old
at
services
Edgar
hospital
dispensed
gone
Franklin
for forty
County,
years.
Miss Alice Moore was visited by her
with and the bell was of no further use
which is little more than half as large as for treatment.
aunt, Mrs. Thankful Fripp, of North
it
to
wife
of
P.
C.
to
remove
tbe
Born
best
5th,
was
it
thought
since
April
Oxthere,
Oxford, bas been represented
Ν. H., last week.
to the ne^ church building where it Conway,
ford was. These two counties saved the Ripley, a son. Eleven pounds.
In L. A. Bradbury's
While
might do service. It was first installed mill one working
district to the Republicans two years
day last week, Albert Dnrgin
Peru.
in i860 and was from tbe foundry of
has
in
if
and
anything
county
any
ago,
came in contact with a saw and received
S. A. Getchell is round with his saw- Henry N. Hooper Co. of Boston.
the shape of a real claim, it la one of
quite bad injuries. He is recovering
these.
Androscoggin County out of ing machine sawing wood for his neighWest Lovell.
very well.
that forty years had the representative bors.
Frank Smith of Portland was at F. R.
Nelson MacAUister is visiting his sisfor thirty years, nearly, and for the past
Sap is running nicely this spring and
a few days ago.
Bradbury's
MacAUister.
Mrs.
ter,
made.
Georgie
eight years the seaboard counties in the there is a nice lot of sweet
Considerable building is being done
is
McAllister
Olden
Mrs.
very
poorly
Babb
has
been
to
and
M.
H.
are
identical,
Norway
district, whose Interests
here and it is thought a number of
little work.
have been represented. The Republi- bought him a nice pair of horses. They yet not able to do but a
houses will be removed to this place.
and
two
Kimball
Mrs.
and
John
Mr.
hundred.
has
about
that
Oxford
feel
weigh
cans here
thirty-two
County
Acting on a petition of several resiMiss Grace Packard of Dixfleld is at sons visited at N. Fox's last week.
the best claim tq, name tbe man. Mr.
dents Fish Commissioner Carleton held a
is at home from S. H.
Ailard
Flint
H.
for
Mrs.
D.
Conant.
of
the
work
and
clean
is
worthy
able,
Swasey
hearing at Hotel Uberty last Thursday
George Conant is working for Howard Harriman's mill.
honor. No man in everything and every
to see if Little Saco should be olosed foe
M. A. Sargent has bought a horse of
hi· saw mill.
way would so well represent our people. Turner in
three years. The result is that it is open
School commenced in town on the Edgar McAllister of No. 4.
He is an old soldier, a thorough temperthrough May, June and Jnly and olosed
cold
bad
is
a
Heâld
Arabella
having
ance man, and his fealty to Republican 13th.
tbs remainder of the year.
1 thf
week.
past
I Sunday vu an awful windy day»
unquestioned.
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began Monday, April

13.
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co^pinyW*t Neztnicot Ml Wedne.d.y

"TSS.'aMM.nd.y
attend the
delegates

to choo..

Republican D
Lewiston, May

to

trict Convention at
π«« V R Dver. A. E. Cole and A. F.
Warren were chosen as delegates.

iasfM
and Lizzie

Emily Churchill.

..

t0TeàcherS"xamination

wiU be hehl at
the school house on Friday, April 24, at
10 o'clock A. M.
WfttprMrs. Harley Rawson went to Water
ville Monday, where Mr. Rawson is ac
iDg as coach to the Colby base ballteam.
Mayflower Chapter, O. E. S., initiât
two candidates at their refiuUr meet.ng

Refreshments were
Friday evening.
served after the
or.kh
Mr. Hamden Alien passed his Both

birthday Wednesday,

the 15th.

Mr. A

Any

one

of these three may be seen about town

daily

as

spry

as

the boys.

3SrW and
i|h„V.
Wednesday afternoon, wh»
A verv

pleasant affair occurred at the
Mr..

ty

their
daughters, Effie May and Lizzie Emily,
were joined in marriage to Mr. Ernest
Bailey and Carlton Fred Churchill. The
have been acquaintances and
from their earliest years
and
and are among the most

narties
jschooolmates

was a

good

attendance.

four weeks has been visiting her sister,
relo
home
Warre
Misses Jeannette and
after a two weeks' visit on their
returned home to
_

had
cords
have
fitted for the stove at their
of hard
door and will have some for
Ri»v A W. Pottle made a business
trip to Portland Monday and to South
PariR Friday. They leave for conference
at Augusta Monday, visiting friends at
Lisbon Falls and Bowdolnbam, Monday

,SSi3h2rsHe.
She

was

fifty-four

years of age.

»■a

jaul·

■

"*
vuu·

during

H.^Wiley,

And by tbe way, the builders of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.'s building bad some of tbe feeling of the pio-

neer who saw a smoke on the horizon
and immediately picked up and moved
because the neighbors were getting too
Boston and vicinity.
The Singer building,
The smelts were plenty at the mill darned thick.
brook Thursday night and many were while not so high as the other, was so
near it that the plans for the Metrotaken.
politan Tiife structure were revised and
twenty-five feet added to tbe height, so
Albany.
feet above tbe
Mrs. F. G. Sloan and son Roger spent as to get it seventy
and out of the reach of compea few days with her brother, Elliott Singer,
tition from it. This tallest building in
Rich, of Bethel, last week.
Alien and Sybil Cummings called on the world rises to a height of 688 feet.
Miss Estel la Bean recently.
According to the assertion of an allegGuy Cummings is very ill with rheued scientist in England, which is attractmatic fevor.
Clarence Briggs of South Pari· was in ing some attention, the north pole is
town a few days recently.
moving westward. Now will he or some
Ray and Roy Cumminge of Bethel are one else kindly tell us bow on earth the
spending a few days with their grand- north pole, if it were to move, could
other direction except
move in any
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Cross.
F. G. Sloan recently sold a cow and south?
calf to J. M. Pbilbrook of Bethel.
REPUBLICAN
A. D. Bean is Rawing shingles with his SECOND DISTRICT
CONVENTION.
engine to cover his mill.

Cornish.
S. L. Plummer has been

on a

trip

to

Hiram.

Mrs. Lusanna W. Hubbard, widow of Hon. John P. Hubbard,
and daughter of Gen. Peleg and Lusanna
Wadsworth, died after a lingering illness, aged 78 years, 16 days. For more
than sixty years she has been an earnest
leader in the cause of religion and humanity, and a more extended notice will
appear later. The funeral was attended
Friday aftenoon by Rev. Dr. Anderson, a
former pastor. The burial will await
the arrival of ber daughter, Mrs. Minnie
H. McLaren, of California, who Is en
route for Hiram, as yet unconscious of
ber sorrow.
Born April 17th, a son to the wife of
On

April 14th,

Sera W. Bosworth.

Norway Lake.
C. W. Partridge seems to be failing
and Mrs. Partridge is in very poor health

now.

Mrs. Sabrlna Lasselle Is getting better.
Little Carl Perry is improving.
Mrs. R. W. Knight visited at Ο. M.

Cummings' Thursday.
Mrs. C. F. Whitney Is improving.
Mrs. C. ▲. Stephens Is at home now.
Mr·. 0. V. Boober U quite slok bow. I

laying aside

clothing for spring and summer
coming so late this year you will need

of winter

Easter

wear.

for that

day

\ NEW SUIT.

cottages.

According to the atatement given ont
by State Highway Commissioner Sargent,
444 towns and plantations made applica-

A NEW HAT.

Tbe Second District Republican Convention
will be bel<l In City Mall. Lewleton, Maine, Tuesday, May 12th, 1908, at 1:S0 P. M. for the purpose of nominating a candidate for Congress to
bo voted for at tbe September election ; electing
two district delegates and two alternates to attend the Nations I Republican Convention at
Chicago, June 16, 1906; electing a district committee; and transacting any other burines· that
may properly come before It.
The basis of representation will be as follows :
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate, and for each 78 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor In 1906
an ad<nilonal delegate, and for a fraction of 40
votes In excess of 75 an additional delegate. Vacancies in tbe delegation of any city, town or
plantation can only be filled by a resident of the
oounty In which the vacancy exista.
Tbe District Committee will be In session In
the reception room of the Hall at 11 o'clock, A.
M. on the morning of the oonventlon for the pur·
pose of receiving credential· of the delegates.
Delegates In order to be eligible to participate In
tbe convention roust be elected subsequent to tbe
date of the call for tbla convention.
Tbe chairmen of the various delegations are
requested to forward a full Uat of tbe delegate·
and alternates to the Secretary of the Dletrict
Committee, H. H. Hastings, Bethel, Maine, aa
soon as they are choeen.
Per order Republican District Committee.

LewUton. Maine, ΛΡ*Ι

A. D.
F. B.
D. O.
Η.

^
CORNISH,
NICHOLS,
COOLIDG1,

Η,^ΑΜίΐΝβ·.

GLÔVES.

A NEW PAIR OF

A NEW RAIN COAT.
A NEW EASTER TIE.
'

We have the latest

We

are

A NEW SHIRT.

styles

and

our

Waiting

prices

believe

we

are

right.

to Serve You.

F. H. NOYES CO.
Norway

Soutli Parie

Spring Specialties

carpet"3EPÂKTM ent.
Lace Curtains.

ENTIRE NEW LINE AT 50c, 75c, 87 1-2C, $1.00.
$(.25, J.50, 2 25, 2.50, 3.00 and 3.50 per pair.

Couch and Table Covers
OF TAPESTRY, AT
$3.00 and 3.50 each.

50c, 75c, $1.00.

1.50.

1.75,

Wall Papers.

THE NEW LINE OF WALL PAPER IS NOWOVER 7000
READY FOR INSPECTION.
ROLLS. PRICE 5c to 35c per roll.

marriages.

cently.

Jacob Curtis in Greenwood. She
space it takes, all the cases mentioned in
her 90th year. Besides a mother Mrs. the News-Citizen list were fully reportWhitman leaves two brothers, Amos S. ed in tbe Democrav, witb the single exand Albion Bryant. Mr. Whitman died
ception of one case in which there was
in 1892.
no conviction, and indeed no action, the
George A. England, Esq., attondcd the case simply having been continued to the
Socialist mass convention at Norway next term on account of the illness of
Friday.
the respondent. Further, if tbe NewsEd Penley of West Paris is buying Citizen will examine the files of tbe
potatoes in this section at βό cents per Democrat, it will find there not only
bushel.
three casrs in which state prison senMrs. Pearl Wing, who has been very tences were
imposed upon Rumford Falls
few
the
has
ill,
past
slightly improved
parties, which are not mentioned in its
days.
list, but also at least one case in which a
A Republican caucus was held here man is now serving a term in jail on
the
and
following
11th,
delegates
April
liquor indictments found at the last term
elected: To the state convention:
of court, as well as two or three other
•J. ST. Day.
cases in which a plea of guilty was enterF. !.. Wyman,
ed and tbe case was continued on good
A. M. Andrew».
behavior, none of which appear in its
For the district convention:
"complete list."
G. Q. Perham,
r P. cole,
Ansel Dudley.
Portland is having a hard time locatMr. Stephen Rowe is improving very ing its new city hall. On one side are
slowly. Bis sinter, Mrs. Hannah Bil- those who, looking to the future, desire
to take advantage of tbe opportunity to
lings, is with him for the present.
Freeman M. Morse will occupy one of create a new civic center in the city,
eurrounded by beautiful and impressive
the rents in the B. R. Billings house.
public buildings, for which future
Lovell.
generations will rise up and call tbe men
resitime
of this day blessed. On the other side
Mr. Dean
along
dent here, died Thursday, the 16th Inst., are those who look to both present and
after a few months1 illnes^, aged 72 future from tbe financial standpoint,
known to the considering the needs and abilities of
years. He was well
traveling public, having been a stage tbe present generation, or for sentiment
His or other reasons prefer tbe city ball on
driver for more than forty years
last route was from Lovell to Fryeburg, the old site. That there is much to be
where he drove from the time the rail- said on either side is unquestionable,
road reached Fryeburg until he sold out but there is one feature of tbe situation
a few years since.
Always cheerful and which ought to be decisive. A town
accommodating, he made and kept many meeting was held, under the city charter,
friends. He leaves a widow and daugh- and the vote was almost unanimous in
He was a member of Delta Lodge, favor of building on tbe old site and the
ter.
F. and A. M., and of Kezar Valley old front. Whether that is right or
Lodge and Lake Kezar Encapment, I. 0. wrong, in your view or mine, the vote
0. F.
ougbt to settle the matter. Our local
Mrs. Cora E. Walker of this village government in New England is still
also died the same day. She was the democratic in form, and ought to be so
She in reality— as it generally is.
widow of Algernon S. Walker.
leaves two sons. Her death is a hard
blow to her family and she will be much
Plans for another building in New
missed in the community.
York,
only 445 feet in height, are anPreston L. Charles is again running
and they call it a "skyscraper"!
nounced,
wood
about
the
bis engine and sawing
G. W. Walker and J. H. Walker were
in Portland Friday.
Mrs. Adelbert A. Stearns is visiting at

EASTER SUNDAY, the 19th, and PATRIOTS*
DAY, April 2Cth, are the spring clays that mark the

The 1'arkhurst correspondent of the
Leroy Abbott sawed a thumb and Presque Isle Star-Herald says: Thirtyfinger so he is not able to use the hand, five dollars will buy a good talking mabut bone not injured.
This kind always makes me
chine.
Deacon Dunham lost one of his valu- wish the devil had the inventor. Most
able work horses Tuesday. It dropped of them are made in New York. From
dead in the team at West Paris.
five to seven dollars a week hires one
Mrs. Ida M. Brown is at home for a that will sing and laugh and fiirt and
few days.
break dishes and hearts and chew gum.
Seth Benson moved to his place at I admire this kind. Many of them are
week.
last
Paris
West
made in New Brunswick. A bachelor
The last of the apple crop is going out can get one for about three dollars but
at one dollar per barrel.
he must agree to keep the instrument
and take care of it. This kind has a rerecord and will talk indefinitely.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Noyes visited at B. peating
Some of them are bo constructed that
K. Dow's April 16th.
Frecan pull hair and scratch.
Mrs. A. T. Hollie and Carl visited at they
wear the poor man out and
Lor mother's, Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson'e, quently they
he dies to get rid of them, then they are
at West Sumner recently.
on the market again and are considered
Fred Proctor of Woodstock is yarding
by some to be worth more than when
birch on Mr. Whitman's lot.
new.
Geo. Noyes has sold two horses re-

ralgia. Her friends and neighbors had
been encouraged as to her recovery
Our friend the Betbel News-Rumford
until early Thursday evening, when there Citizen
prints a list of "convictions ο f
Mrs. Rumford Falls
was a rapid change for the worse.
parties at the recent term
Whitman was about 79 years of age and of
which it alleges is printed for
court,"
the daughter of Samuel Bryant Jr. and the first time in any
paper, saying that
The mother is still all
Rebecca Stevens.
lists have been incomplete.
previous
living and in cared for by the family of While the matter is hardly worth tbe
is in

village.

most important transaction in
resort property in Maine in
recent years, involving property to the
value of a quarter of a million dollars,
has just been concluded at Sorrento.
The Frank Jones estate has sold to
George H. Grant of Ellsworth all ita
holdings at Sorrento, which includes 500
acres of ahore property and five large
The

snmmer

tion within the time limit for atate aid
for highways under the new law. Thirty·
Mr. Frank C. Jewett has begun mak- one towns voted against raising the reing cans for the corn shop.
quired sum to enable them to receive
Mr. Geo. W. Gray is having a fresh state aid, and a number of towns approcoat of paint on bis house.
priated more than the necesiary amount
Mr. Augustine Ingalls is painting the to be eet apart.
inside.
office
post
The Washington County railroad has
Mr. A. B. Ordway is painting his
gone all the other railroads in the counhouses.
better In the matter of accomMr. Elmer W. Berry has been confined try one
its patrons. A passenger one
to the bouse the past week with a sore modating
day last week lost a set of false teeth
throat.
out of the window. The loss was reMrs. Walter Blake has made about
ported to the obliging conductor, who
fifty gallons of maple syrup.
stopped the train, backed to the scene
of
Hebron.
catastrophe, where the missing molars
were found and returned to their owner.
The death of Mrs. Henry K. Stearns
has cast a gloom over the whole place.
The heaviest sentence in a liquor case
The funeral Wednesday was largely at- in KeDnebec County, and the second
tended. Mrs. Stearns' sister, Miss Hazel largest in the state, was imposed by
Donham, who is teaching in Springfield, Judge Hall in the Kennebec Superior
Mass., and her cousin, Mrs. Florence Court at Angusta, Monday, on Benoit
Donham Pinkham, of Newton, Mass., Arsenault of Augusta. Arsenault tiled
Dr. Crane was assisted by a demurrer to an indictment fjr mainwere here.
The taining a common nuisance near the
Prof. Sargent in the exercises.
were beautiful.
tributes
floral
Soldiers' Home in Togus, and the «enMrs. Pinkham returned to Newton tente was a fine of $750 and costs, and in
default of payment one year in jail.
Wednesday night.
Miss Gertie George has returned from Arsenault filed exceptions.
a long visit to friends in Massachusetts.
The annual report of Dr. A. G. Young,
The debate which was to be Friday of
of vital statistics, on the births,
this week has been postponed, and the registrar
divorces and deaths in the
senior class will give an entertainment marriages,
state, shows that the number of births in
on that evening.
the state the past year was 15,878, against
This Thursday evening Wm. G. Ward,
for the preceding year, an inProf. English Literature, Emerson Col- 15,294
crease of 584; the number of marriages
lege, Boston, will give a lecture
was 6408, an increase of 234 over the
The village school, taught by Miss
preceding year, and the number of
Leavitt, began Tuesday of this week.
deaths was 11,427, against 11,381 for the
Miss Agnes Bearce will teach in the
The
an increase of 40.
Centre district, beginning next Monday, preceding year,
marriage rate was highest in Oxford
the 20th.
The report shows that of the
Mrs. Mary Bearce has opened her County.
births 8100 were females and 7095 males;
house and Mrs. Henry Bearce is now
9542 were of American parentage. 3205
with her.
of foreign parentage, and in 2891 inWe would say to L. D. that birds have
was foreign.
and stances one of the parents
found fine cracked corn, wheat
There was one divorce for every twelve
the snow.
cracker crumbs

Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field and daughter
Ora visited at D. D. Small's April 10th.
Mrs. Eleanor Whitman, widow of the
Mrs. Ernest Mason has bought Frank
late Àlanson Mellen Whitman, passed
Keene's place. Mr. Keene has bought the
away at her home in this village Thurs- Abner Benson
place.
day evening, April ICth. Mrs. Whitman
had been ill some two weeks, suffering
Here and There.
at first from a bilious attack and neuυι

ward the Allen delegation waa elected
tboae favoring the nomination of
Walter C. Emeraon of Portland.

over

Denmark.

North Paris.

Everett,
%,„h;rôdorDy,W.P.no.chio,..,e &SSK.
turned
Thursday.
Georgia
grand^KesoÎved,
Westbrook,
parents,
just
forty
MTheaDudleys
wood*

principles ?n spite'of

were

Th."."boo!Df.Mn.

Mr^an^Mrs.

specif

School

all glad to bave Miss Littlehale
teacb again. She is a favorite with both
ι g
scholars and parents.
on one candidate Monday even ng
Mrs. Henry Corliss of Yarmouth was
.ho.. th.t there the guest 0f Mrs. Alice Farrington last
are 2&3 eoholnre In to»», between the week.
Mrs. Ida Crooker was at South Parle
Rebekfth I.odge held a Wednesday.
Mrs. Helen Bryant and Lola Foster atwell attended meeting on
tended the meeting of Pythian Sisters at
ing. Refreshments were served after t
Bryant's Pond, Thursday.
Walter Cowan of Auburn is the new
o««· »·'
afternoon
The Canadian Jubilee sing night watchman at the mill.
The sewing circle met with Mrs. Alice
here M.y 12end «ire. conFarrington Wednesday afternoon. There

Mm

ΓΗΕ BLUE· STORES Wish to
Call Your Attention to the Fact
That Their Spring Stocks of
Goods Are now Complete.

Main· News Not··.
Locke's Mills.
The last basket ball game of the seaion was played at Mt. Abram Hall, SatHon. Amoi L. Allen la practically
urday evening, April 11. The married aeaured of λ renomination for congress
men were again defeated by the single in the Firat District bv the Republican
In every
men.
Score 8 to 26.
caucuses in Portland Friday.

Carpets and Art Squares.

WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST LINES WE
IN ALL GRADES.
HAVE EVER SHOWN.
CALL AND SEE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
33 MARKET

SOUTH

THE UNIVERSE.

SQUARE,

MAI.NH

PARIS,

Man's Place In This Eternity of Space
and Matter.
The solar system is but u fragment
of the universe. Every star is a sun
It Is possible that
w ith a solar system
there may be millions of planets in
haliited by beings higher or lower than
ourselves. What we see going on is
what we ca'.l the process of evolution
—from broken fragments to coherent
masses and to Inhabited worlds, from
rhaos to cosmos, a struggle upward of
the universe from something lower
aud disorganized to something higher
and organized:
As to how life originates on these
planets science is ignorant at present.
It Is an entire mystery. I would not
have you build too much on that. I
do uot think It will always remain a
mystery, nor would I have a theolo
gian shaken in his views if science
should discover something about the
nature and origin of life. I want you
to realize that this process of evolution is not a process which negatives
or excludes the Idea of divine activity
It Is. I venture to say. a revelation tc
us of the manner of divine activity
It is tlie way the Deity works.
The attempt to show that evolution
is unguided, that it is the result of absolute change, fails. What is pointed
to is not unguided random change, but
guided change. The other could not

η

IB.
If you don't own a
rain coat, you have got

something

a

learn

to

ami
comfort
about
about rain coat quality
Our rain
and style.
coats are right in every

particular.

They are
utility garments. A long dressyovercoat in
pleasant

general

weather ; a rain shed*
der in dull weather.
The water runs otf'and
doesn't penetrate the
fabric.

$12,

$10,

and $18.

be done In time.
What we have to realize In regard
to our place In the universe Is that we
are Intelligent, helpful and active parts
of the cosmic scheme We are anioujt
the agents of the Creator. One of the
most helpful Ideas is co-opera t Ion
helping one another. Co operation
this in a new aud stimulating senseco-operation with the Divinity himself

Slj,

H. B. Foster,
Ore Price Clothier,

Copyright lyjS by

Hart SchaiFner & Marx

Norway, Maine,

—Sir Oliver Lodge.

PUSS TO THE RESCUE.
Brought

S. Β. & 1. S. PRINCE

Rabbit to Hungry Philadel
phia Cave Dweller·.

a

When the first settlers came to Phil
of course there were n<>
bouses ready for theui. says Sel in the
Cat Journal, so a good many of the
men dug small caves In the bank o!
the river.
They would dig several
feet Into the bank, then build walls 01

adelphia.

ARE SHOWING

sod In front of the little caves. The)
made the roof by laying branches of
trees on top. covering these with rush
es from the river and putting piece»··
The chiinuey
of sod on the rushes.
was made of stones plastered with

Apron Ginghams

clay.

These caves were used only until the
men had time to cut timber and build
the houses they wished.
One of the old families of Philadel
phia owns a quaint sliver tureen on
which Is engraved a cat seizing a rab
bit. In the early days at Philadelphia
"Elizabeth Hard was living with her

FOR 8 CENTS.

For 10, 12 1-2, 15, 25 Cents.
CALL AND LOOK THEM OVER.

sadly away. Their food was nearly
gone. Only a few biscuits and a little

ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

cheese were left. Just then she saw
her cat coming toward her with a large
rabbit In Its mouth. Mrs. Iîanl cooked
the rabbit and had a nice dinner ready
for Mr. Hard when he came for his
So kitty helped, although
noon rest.
sh.» did not know It

^j|g^

Practice Make» Perfect.
At the appointed time Edwin Jones
had called at his best girl's home, but
somehow Miss Wrinkle was not then
to greet him.
He seated himself In the drawing
room and anxiously awaited her ar

New Go Carts and

Carriages.
LAROE VARIETY

A

t ni fp

—

DISTINCT LINES.

Prices from S2.75 to 20.

rival.

Presently the door o|»ened; hut. alas
It was only her eliïht-year-old brother.
"Hello!" exclaimed Edwin. "Is youi
sister busy?"
"She seeins so." replied the young
ster. "but I don't know Just what she
She's standing in
thinks she's doing
front of the mirror, blushing Just awful
aud whispering to it. 'Ob, Mr. Joues,
"
this is so sudden Γ

Ginghams

New Dress

husband in one of these dug-out caves
while he was building their house. Th;·
work went very slowly, and Eli/alte:h
often helped her husband She brought
the water to make the mortar for the
chlmncy and even helped at one end
of the saw.
One day she was very tired, for stoi
had helped all the morning. (1er hits
baud told her to rest awhile and then
think about dinner. Mrs. Hard walked

t

%

CALL AND SEE THEM.

F.A.THAYER,
<

IILLINQS

BLOCK,

.

SOUTH

PARIS, MAINE.

Brmortat

estera

The

SOCTE PARIS.
SOUTH PARIS POST OFPIC*.
(tmeeHoar·· 7 30 a. H. to 7 30 P. «.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAT.
Commencing Sept. 29,1S*>7.
TRAINS LKAVK SOUTH PARIS
9:30
t.oln* town east)—Λ:*5 Α. Μ., dallT;
uiiv except Sunday; 4 33 p. *·. dally.
3*5
i.ott.K up we^t)-» 50a.m.. dally;
f- *·· >l*lly.
lally except Sunday; !>'4·

A.

*.

P.*.

CHURCH»·.

Vr*t Cong relational Church, Rev. A. T. Mc
Preaching service. 10 45 Α. M
Pastor.
Y P. S. C. Ε 6«
A.
( buret
< :00 p. κ.;
m
L e'r meeting Wednesday evening: at 7 »» p. M
n<it otherwise connected, are cordially In
v.;
.*>111 4Λ
-.'.VyV Kventng
service

,rt.-r

V

V

>K tli·· list
~
η lav.
,,
,,red.

Church. Rev. T.N Kewley, Paator
m-rnhig prnyermeetlng 10:00 A. M. \

nln*'service 10-45
Kuworth

m

*.; Sabbnth Schoo

a.

League Meeting 6 00 p. M. ;
evening 7:3u; claw

uravcir meeting Wednesday
venlng 7 30.

meeting Friday
Baptist Church,

Rev. .1.

Wallace Chesbro
nu "undav, preaching service 10:45 a
ρ,.·„Γ
Y. P.s.c. E.«:15 ρ
ν
at.
,,
J
Wednesday even
4vtr meeting 7^»» p.
All are
-Seat· free.
aver service 7:tt>.

yjli

W

nersallet Church, Rev J. H. Little. Pastor
service every Sunday at 10:45 a. m
it
Pre·,
lunlor I nlon at 3:3C
Λν School at 12 *.
ν
C Γ. at 7 P. M.
Υ
μ
(

>

P.

eTATKD MKKT1NOS.
Régulai
a A M.-Pari Lodge, No. 94.
ln«- fut·»· lav evening on or before fullinoon.
ο κ —Mount Mica l.odge, regular meetI
rsday evening of each week —Aurora
tiret and thirl Monday evenlnge

Κ

;mi.iBent.

κ

•'K—Mount Ple.iean· Rebekah Lodge, No.
etr second and fourth Fridays of each
Fellows' Hall.
\ κ -W. K. Kimball Poet, No. 148. meets
thirl
I
Saturday evenings of each
t an
■n.ntt. in G. A* R. Hall.
«
Κ Klin bai: Circle. Ladles of the G. A.
et- ilrst .ni third Saturday evenings of
i;
month. »n Grand Arm* Hall
Joshua L. Chamberlain Camp meets
;. ! I Tuesday evenings of each month.
··
—Paris
Grange, troni May 1 to Oct. 1,
||
Saturday; during the
.t <nd third
e;.
In
of
the
:
ier
year, meets every Saturday,
r,
.j ange Hall.
of
I. ο G. C -Second and fourth Mondays
....

month.

r;t
s

ι.

e

-,
,p.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1,
on ! an t fourth Wednesday evenlnge

ach month.
P. Hamlin

if

ay

r

evening

at

Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Pythian Hall.

The Lay of the

Lazy

Man.

|vr, ,ιι„.» there a man with soul so dead.
\v
i.ever to himself hath said;
morrow morning 1 will rise
Bef<>r« the sun light* up the skies.
set this clock so it will ring
r* the birds lieglu to sing ;
I:- »tr' lent be'l wll'· me awake;
An irly morning walk I'll take."

••I'

at an Infernal hour
'.rn, the clock with all Its power
noise enough to stir the dead,
Λ·.·ι woke «be man upon the bed—

An I when
»t
Ma !·

Un allie» there a man. I now repeat,
λ
i.ldn't chuck !t In the street,
i.-fe Into trie bed then leap,
λ
a elgh go off to sleep?
—From the March Bohemian.

\\
\ ·.
\

days

Lev. A. W. Pottle of Bucktield
tth Pari» Friday.

was

at

Caucus
Thursday afternoon of this
week, to choose delegates to the state
aud district Republican conventions.

Norway Lodge, I. O. O. F., will confer
the third degree on two candidates for
Mt. Mica Lodge this Tuesday evening.
Mrs. S. C. Ordway was in Portland
list week to attend the aunual meeting

of the Grand

Commandery,

U. O. G. C.

is the reading of a large electric sign, over the entrance to the Bijou
Theatre, which was put up the last of
the week.

"Bijou"

F. Ellingwood left Monday
morning for his summer work in the
Mrs. Ellingwood accomlake region.
panied him.
Mr.

W.

A.

K.

Euglish

Fletcher, principal of the
High School in Worcester,

Mass., was with
last week.

days

relatives here a

few

Mrs. J. J. Murphy, Mrs. George M.
Cutting and Mrs. Fred Abbott went to
Bryant's Pond Thursday to attend the
meetiug of the Pythian Sisters at that

place.

There will be a "food sale" at the
home of Miss Godwin on Pine Street
Friday, April 24th, at 4:30 P. M. Orders
to be tilled can be left with Miss Godwin
any day before Friday.

King Spruce.

This is the title of Holman Day's new
story, just published by Harpers. Where
its scenes are laid, no one needs to be
It is a story of tbe Maiue lumber
told
woo ls.
In fact it just misses being the
prose epic of the woodsman—because it
is a love story. The scenes of the camp
aud the drive, the songs and the fights of
the :rew, the mystery of the great woods,
these give color and atmosphere, and
form the setting for the story of a love
which triumphed over all obstacles.
In character delineation the story is
particularly strong. Dwight Wade, the
central figure of the story, who has the
reader with him from start to finish;
the wretched degenerates of
Misery
Gor>; I'ulaski I). Britt, who dominates
things and men, and allows nothing to
stand in his way until he is stricken
by a higher power than man; El va Barrett, the filial but resolute daughter ot
the lumber king; Nina lde, the sweet,
steadfast friend of both man and woman;
and all the other characters in the story,
are so vividly pictured to us that we
seem to know them all personally—in<tee<i, seem to have known them all our
lives.
If Holman Day's fame were not already
secure, "King Spruce" would make it so.

Id ray

nia dweeisir

ιλ

υινπκ iu

tut?

sack, box and gun, 'twas harder work
than farming.
At the close of the war he found himself in the upper part of the state of
New York. His regiment got its discharge about the tiret of December, and
all he had to do then was to get home
the beet way he could, walking over
frozen ground. Soon his shoes gave
out, bis old shoes. He had no money,
and if he had it would not have been
much use to him, for if you recollect,
continental money did not command
much of a premium in those days.
He made it his home at bis father's
place until 1792. He went to the Banke
fishing summers and courted my grandmother winters. Then they got married. In the year 1800 he made up hie
mind to go down east and take up a
farm. He got to Hartford about the
first of May, felled his trees, built a log
house, and got a chance to spud in some
corn on the clearing of one of his neighbors who had been there two years.
In the spring of 1801 he sent to Massachusetts for my grandmother and children to meet him at Portland. They
packed up their household goods in two
big chests (I have one of those old chests
in my possession now) and started for
Portland in what was called a packet at
that time. They marched and countermarched the Atlantic Ocean for ten
days, and finally arrived at Portland.
There they me» ray grandfather with a
pair of 3-year-old steers and the old
The reason be
mare hitched to a sled.
took a sled was that he could not get
through with anything but a sled.
He loaded his goods on his sled, put a
bushel of rye on the old mare's back,
secured it well, and my grandmother
used the bag of rye for a side-saddle.
Then he tied my father, a boy of 3 years,
on behind, and my uncle Otis, a boy of 1
year, in front. My uncle Charles, a boy
of 0 years, came with his father on the
sled.
How long they were making the journey I don't remember, but my grandmother got there first and found the
clearing and some neighbors to receive
her. They were very glad to see her
and showed her into the house. And
oh! what a bouse! No floor, nothing'
but a big stump for furniture, one half
bag of meal for food, a tin cup or spider
to cook it in.
I have often heard my grandmother
did
say she was never homesick, but she
not lack much of it then. She was a
tailoress by trade, so ehe made a trade
with a neighbor to go to North Turner
and get a load of boards, and pay him in
making clothes.
My grandfather showed up then, and

—

Crity

In Ulxfleld,
Mr George N.

April 15, by Rev. E.
Thompson and Mies

Coats

=

floney

at

SMILEY'S.

Norway, April II,
Thurston, a son.
In Canton, April 9, to the wife of Edwin G.
Small, a son.
In Canton, Aprils, to the wife of Charles A.
Bean, a son.
In West Peru, Apr1U4, to the wife of E. W.
9turtevant. a daughter.
In Dlxflcld, April 1, to the wife of Percy
O'Br'en, a son.
In Rumford Falls, April 16, to the wife of
day evening.
W. Stephens, a son.
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In Qlendon
In Canton, April 5, to the wife of Phil Cormier,
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Weda
son.
ncs lay evenings of each month.
In Hiram, April 1", to the wife of Eira W.
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South Paris Council,
No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday Bosworth, a son.
evening.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 199, meets
Married.
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of eacb
every Thursday Evening. U. B., A. O. Noye*
D vision, No· 12, meets third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No.«33, P. S., second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. 54, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon-

mon'h
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247,
meets second and fourth Thursday evenings of
each month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evening, September to
May, first and third Thursday evtnlngs, May to

and

-

For Your

No matter what your idea is about style, quality or color, for you will find
here the right thing at the right price. Our stock is by far the largest we have
We can prove to
ever shown and our values are positively the best to be bad.
to show
yon these facts if you will come in and look them over, we are pleased
our stock to you.

The Dairy
Filter and Strainer

Our Suits in Black, Grey, Garnet, Navy and Copenhagen Blue, Dark and
Leather Brown, in many styles such as Butterfly, Prince Chap and Cutaway, are at
a price that will fit your pocket book, 910.00, f 12 50, $15.00, $16.50, $18.00, $10.00,
$20.00 and $23.00.

Is one of the greatest Sanitary inventions of the age.
No farmer should be with-

W. Webber,
Belle Decker,

WALKER

Spring Goats.

SON

I

they
pail, jug

Willard M'f'g Co.,
Lewiston,

Norway,

i—

rtlkff' *' co!'

—

Cando Silver Polish.

Eggs

Big

polish,

applying,

Do all the farmers in
this section know

that I handle

Co.,

F. A. Shurtleff &

American Fence?!

|

|

Hard, Stiff, Tough,

thoroughly

galvanizing?

protected by

weights

i>

tts

^57· fr·

EXAMINATIONS

easily put

cheap,

cheapest good

display

pleased

and Millinery Novelties

1 Intelligent

price g
S
guaranteed

pounds of Steel

MILLINERY.

NEW

Spring and Summer Line of Hats

strong-

cordially

inspect

Scientific

Designer.

MISS ISABELLE F. BRYANT,

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

to-day

_1 _1 _1 _0

ury

ISuits

both of Dlxfield.
In IluckQeld, April 15, bv Rev. A. W. Pottle,
Mr. Ernest Hal ley Churchill and MIm Efllc May
We have arrangout one.
Cooper; Mr. Carlton Frnd Churchill and Miss
September.
Silk Rubber, this coat is so stylish and dressy and at the same time so serviceed with
Lizzie Emily Cooper; all of BuckOeld.
In Rumford Fall*, April 12, by Rev. E. W.
able that no woman should be without one, in several kinds, plain colors, stripes
A regular meeting of the Norway
Webber, Mr. Ezra L. Dunton and Miss Grace M. A.
&
W.
Hoard of Trade was beld at Engine Cole, both of Rumford Falls.
and plaids, very long, $10.00, $11.00, $10.50, $18.00. Other long Coats in Panama
In North Witcrford, April 11. bv Rev Geo. P.
House Hall Tuesday evening.
A tine showing of short coats in
for $10.00, $12 50, $13.50, long silk, $11.00.
and
to sell our goods in the
James O. Crooker will go to Boston FuPer, Mr. Franklin Maxflcld Mavb^rrv
in black Chiffon Panama and Broadcloth, $5 1)3,
both of WaterMiss
for
Nason,
shades
$7.50,
$5.08,
Josephine
$4.50,
Myrtle
light
In a short time to take charge of his ford.
towns of Paris, Norway,
$β 98, $9.00, $10.00.
In Oxford, April 8, by Rev. Frederick Newsister's, Cynthia H. Richmond's, busiOxford and Hebron, who
MUs
Berand
Mr.
-lames
Frederick
and
port,
Flag*
sick
is
She
ness affairs.
slight tella Althea Towne, both of Oxford.
very
will be pleased to show
The Children's Coats are very pretty in any color you may want, $2.60 to $7.50.
hopes are entertained for her recovery.
In Rumford Falls, April 11, by Rev. G. B. Han·
The
them at any time.
and
Whitmarsh
W.
W.
daughter,
naford, Mr. Lewis R. Morton and Miss Carrie
G'apt.
Mrs. M. W. Sampson, left for Phila- Robinson, both of Rumford Falls.
shape and construction of
delphia, Baltimore and Washington,
these filters is such that
~
Died.
Thursday. They will for some days be
can be used on a
the guests of Dr. and Mrs. Thompson in
Read what
or any vessel.
Philadelphia. They will return about In LewNton, April 15, James Mayconnell of
the Press says of this wonthe first of May.
Kas-t Bethel, aged 71 yearn.
In Lovt-ll, April 10, Mrs. Cora E., widow of
C. B. Cumminge A Sons are not runderful invention.
Algernon H. Walker.
ning the saw mill at the head of Main In Love il, April 10, Dean H. Wiley, aged
the
power years.
Street owing to the fact that
Buck's
In Hartford, April It!, Miss Ida A. Barrell, I
company use the water from
let aged 54 years.
not
do
and
Brook
dam and Tannery
Eleanor |
In Bryant's Pond, April 10, Mrs
water down the stream.
Whitman, aged about 79 ν ears.
flaine.
Mrs.
Clara
LaBaHlstor,
was
In
Mexico,
7,
April
annual
The
corporation meeting
70 years
held at the Opera House Monday even- aged
In North Norway, April 11, Mrs. Lucy J.
Maine.
MAINE·
STATE OF
ing. The attendance was the largest for (Moody), widow of Leonard Δ. Carter, aged 78
10 months. 5 da- s.
years. The largest vote cast was 207 years,
In Mexico, April 11, Mrs. Newall J. Maloon,
The following officers were elected, viz. :
County of Oxford, es.
aged 53 years.
Sr,nth Paris, Maine, March .11,1908.
In Mexico, April 8, John W. Porter, aged 71
Moderator—A. S. Kimball.
In conformity wlih the provisions of Sec. 17 of
4i
As»e*sors-D. 8. Sanborn, Harry E. Gibson, years.
gar
A
F
48 of th·: Revised Statutes, the following
SHCRTLKFF A. CO.
55
Chapt
I
In Sumner, April 13, Ilenry Po'and, age
and L. H. Cushman.
Is published as a list of the officers and corporatClerk—G. L. Curtis.
years.
Bank elected Ht
Paris
South
Savings
of
the
ors
Gammon.
In Canton, April 13, Mrs. Daniel
Engineers: Chlcf-Geo. F. Hatlmvay.
III? annual election held at said Bank on Thurn1st Asst.— lohn P. Culllnan.
In Greenwood, April 10, Orvllle Ames, aged
House cleaning time is here.
<lay, the 28th day of March, 1909:
2d Asst.—T. I*. Richardson.
about CO years.
OFFICERS :
In Hiram, April 14, Mrs. Lusanna W. HubTax Collector—Frank E. PeCoeter.
Clean
L.
Curtis.
78
Bolster.
Ν
Treasurer—George
bard, aged
years.
President,
Dayton
your silver with
Fire Police—G. A. Morfe, Geo. E. W alker, S.
.1. Hastings B· an.
Vice-1'reetdent,
I.
G. Hat-h, H. E. Mixer, J. P. Edwards ami E. C
M.
Atwoo
George
Treasurer,
Wlnelow.
George M. Atwood.
Secretary,
Brown
tkustef.n :
The only contest was botween Deputy
Barred
our
From
PlyE.
large, standard,
S. Porter Stearns.
N. Dayton Bolster.
Sheriff W. A. Bicknell and narry
3
Kates, 1-6.
We have bred especially William J. Wheeler.
George M. Atwood.
0
«
0
0
1
4
Gibson. Bicknell received 140 and Gib- mouth Rocks.
William, l.f
Henry I). Hammond.
John F. Plummcr.
for
0
and
0
size
0
2
years.
0
for
fur
3
firemen
eight
fancy
egga
Easson, r.f
to
It cleans but does not injure
Voted
son 151.
pay
James S. Wright.
W. Walker.
Albert
In100.
00
15.
$5.00
50
members
$1
per
per
Eggs
Bean.
$1.00,
J.
Hastings
monthly meetings
2
27
11
27 ~5
Totals
It gives the best
the silver.
Voted cubator chicks, 12c. eacb in May, 10c.
MKMIIF.R8 OF TUB CORPORATION :
cents each ; for fires SI.00 each.
BLISS COLLEGE.
Edwin N. Haskell.
1°
y\
S. Dayton Bolster.
to have all poll taxes payable July 1st. in June.
with the least amount
A B. R
B.H. ΡΟ. A. E.
V. P. DkCOSTER,
J. Hastings Bean.
Joseph A. Kenney.
All taxes due and payable Nov. 1st, 'OS.
0
1110
3
Bowker.
W.
Lombard, 3.b
Charles
K.
Plummer.
John
Me.
Buckfield,
of any
0
3
Interest to be charged after Jan. let, '09, 16 20
0
2
1
-4
of labor in
William A. Porter.
Savage, 2-b.
Wall ice Ryerson.
1
0
0
2
7
4
Kicker, 1-b
at 0 per cent. To pay corporation debt,
Henry D. Hammond. Walter L. Gtay.
11111
4
Park.
D.
Oleson, c.f
Albert
ShurtlcflT.
a
used.
A.
ever
Frank
article we have
Police services $000. Vot0 said, "Bathsheby," (pronounced Uashe) j voted $000.
0
2
1
10
4
llamblin, c
\lbert W. Walker.
George K. Morton.
1
to pass over the article relative to
0
0
0
4
4
Burbank, ρ
James G Llttletleld.
I.eamler S. Blillngs.
"what in the devil are you going to do | ed
0
0
0
0
0
Voted
3
treasurer.
James 3. Wright.
of bond for
Alexander, l.f
Franklin Maxim.
In ίο and 25 cent Jars.
them boards?" She said, "You j purchase
0
0 with
0
0
0
3
Charles G. Andrews.
Houston, β.»
Hudson Knight.
to establish an incandescent light ou
0
0
2
3
find me a handsaw and look on and you :
John Bennett.
Hloteom, r.f
Wlnfleld 8. Starblrd.
,0
The
railroad.
the
near
Street
Ltnwood L. Powers.
will see." She got her fluor down and Alpine
George M. Atwood.
At the Pharmacies of
24
was acted
2
7
7
32
Totale
J. Ferdinand King.
Hiram Pulslfcr.
31 had boards enough
left to put up a few1 article relative to swing signs
J. P. Rlchirdson.
Alton C. Wheeler.
all
and
favor
with
swing
signs
Score by Innings.
The
shelves.
neighbors whispered upon
Olban A. Maxim.
Kelson G. Klder.
1 2 345678 0—'Total. |
I must come down. Voted to install a
I). M. Stewart.
Arthur K. Forbes.
among themselves that Hill Cushman's
at
alarm
fire
for
.lames D. Ilaynes.
H.
Howard.
system
Charles
1 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 X—5
storage
P. 11. S
battery
wife was a little too tony for a new
William J. Wheeler.
George B. Crockett.
Bliss College,....0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—2
an
expense of $000. Voted to raise
I.orcn B. Merrill.
Herbert G. F1 toher.
country.
for usual expenses.
Earned runs. Biles College 1. Two base-bit, I
SOUTH PARIS, (2 Stores,) MAINE.
Wm. O. Frothlngham. Grlnflll Stuart.
I recollect one story she told me that $4,500
has moved his swing
Harriman
Oscir Barrows.
II.
S.
Savage. Three-base-hit, Oleson. First base on
9.
Porter
Stearns.
Mrs.
DearStruck out
always pleased mo. One day
A.
L.
Holmes.
l>a'K off Cutting 1; off Kurliank 6.
or
W.
two
Fred
some
Bouncy.
in from the sidewalk
F. A. SIIT RTLEFF A CO.
Left on basej, P.I born, a neighbor, came to make a call. sign
bv Cutting 6; by ISurliank !·
Frank A Taylor.
G. II. Porter.
F. A. SHVRTI.EFF * CO.
feet. It does not swing over the
H S 6; Itllss College 6. Double plays, Clason to | She had a
Alfred H. Jackson.
new,
large size bonnet. three
That American Fence is made of Qeo. A. Brlggs.
on
base
First
errors,
Titcomb.
to
Clark
Hcald.
sidewalk now.
U. Hiram
Kates;
Wilbur L. ram
When she came in my grandmother was
P. H. S. 2; Bliss College 1. Hit by pitched bai
Mrs. Leonard A. Carter died at her
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Secy.
Steel Wire?
Clark. Umpire, Cole. Scorer, Thayer.
out, so she took off her bonnet and laid
after
North
home
at
Saturday,
Norway,
it on the shelf. When ray grandmother
Mrs. Lucy E. Moody That \merican Fence is
a long eickness.
town team IS; r. u. s. 11.
came in she saw the bonnet and thought
in
was
born
Turner, Nov. 1, 1S30,
Carter
the best
a
As was to be expected, the high school it was our old black cat. She grabbed
and married Mr. Carter, May 13, 1851
team lost their game to the town team mortar pestle and let fly, and it knocked
Of the ten childron born to them four, That American Fence is made in all
Patriots' Day, but they put up a good the bonnet into a cocked hat.
Wallace L. Carter of Lynn, Mass., Geo.
In
raind.
nervous
to
call
made
the
old-timers
I
One more incident
and sizes of wire?
fight aud
of Norway, John W. Carter of
inseventh
the
to
settled
them
no
had
those days they
preachers. W. Carter
up
by leading
of
NorCarter
and Edmund B.
Fence is
to
ning.
Up to this point the game was Once in a while a traveling preacher Auburnsurvivo Mrs. Carter. Services That American
I shall he
my
lie would stop way,
but hird to break down?
very exciting, and kept the crowd, part came through the place.
Made by a graduate optician
M
at
residence
son's
her
at
held
were
up,
of whom favored one side and part the | Saturday and advertise to preach the
of a leading American OptiNorth Norway.
g
That American Fence is the
next day. All the boys were sent for
other, in au uproar most of the time.
One Edward A. Finnen alias Austin
cal College.
The score:
g
miles around to give notice. One Satmade?
fence
and
most durable
est
Pinnen was before the Municipal Court
V
Fully equipped for making
urday a man rode up and said ho was a
TOWN TEAM.
with
larceny. He That American Fence is
in
and would like to Tuesday charged
A.B. R. B.H. P.O. Α. Ε. I traveling missionary
and was sentenced to
guilty
pleaded
after
So
him.
0 preach if they would let
0
1
1
3
6
Parlln, r.f, ρ
fence obfact the
in Paris j%il.
4
0
8
To all who wish to see them. You are
2
3
7
Hebbard, l-o
dinner the boys wore sent out to spread thirty days
1;
2
2
1
4
4
The following delegates were elected
Ford, 2-b
offered
he
them.
time
bed
tainable?
About
invited to
Si the Gospel.
2
2
4
1
6
Cole, Ρ *.s
caucus Tuesday, to
ο prayer, and then they gave him a candle at the Republican
ο
l
2
3
β
and
Ν heeler, i f
Auat
make the
attend the district convention
0
1
That
3
β
1
3
Ε. Sh iw, c.f
and told him to go up the ladder and
0
1
2
1
6
F shaw, β β., r.f....
1| goto bed. It was a hot night in June. burn and were instruct-'d for Hon. John
12
12
.........6
rod?
U.
L.
Brlggs, Sb
J.
Stearns.
A.
viz.:
per
3
3
S
2
β
About midnight a bat flew into the P. Swasey,
Lane, c
"θ. W. II. Judkins, Geo. H. Tha't American Fence is
house. The old man said the bat had Hartlett,
narriman.
10
and
S.
18
20
27
33
Andrews
E.
Totale
Ε.
121 got to die if he could hit him. The bat Dunn,
tests that leave no defect
Mr. and Mrs. Everett F. Bicknell enby the manufacturers and the S
P. H. S.
MAINE.
went up the scuttle. The old man folundiscovered.
S
evenSOUTH PARIS,
frionds
their
tertained
Wednesday
A U
Κ. B.H. P.O. A.
dealers?
lowed with candle in one band and
0
1
were:
0
at reaeon1
4
1
Those
α
Glasses
whist.
at
Cutting, 3-b
supplied
present
ing
The
the other.
preacher,
5
0
3 shovel in
1
6
4
Bawson, s.e
That fully So per cent, of the woven 8
Mr. and Mrs. A. 8. Kimball.
able prices, and satisfaction
10 scared almost to death, rose up and
4
3
2
5
Clason, 2 b
Mr. and Mrs.C. E. Holt.
1
0
1
is S
5
1
13.
take
G. Claik, c.
wire fence being used
life, you may
my
my
cried,
"Spare
Mrs. H. D. Smith.
and
Mr.
guaranteed.
0
4
1
1
4
Gate·, 1-b.
Mr. and Mrs. James Oanforth.
My grandfather said, "You
0 money."
0
0
0
4
5
Wltham. 1 f
American?
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Brooks.
0
0
0
0
0
4
fool, lay down and go to sleep. I
Barrows, c.f.
S.
d^
and Mrs. W. W. Whitmarsh.
Mr.
10 don't want
110
4
that
after
L. Clark, ρ
I'm
money.
A.
Walker.
your
Mr. anil Mrs. Geo.
«
.5
Kasson, r.f
Wm. Ccshman.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Stearns.
bat."

Republican Caucus.
To the Republican votera of Paris in
·»'
«la department of N. Dayton Bolster the county of Oxford and state of Maine:
6
»
11
27
42
Totals,
Λ Co., and the firm purpose to increase
You are hereby notified and warned
score uy innings.
their stock and their trade in that de- that a caucus of the Republican voters
12 345678 9—Total.
partment considerably.
of said town of Paris will be held on
0 0 4 0 0 3 4 2 ÎV—18
Town Team,
j\
at
2
o'clock
23,
1908,
April
WheelThursday,
3 0 1 3 0 1 1 0 2— Jl
•v.10ley M Wheeler, Robert W.
P. H. S.,
New Hall, Soirh Paris, to act upon
m
er an·! Merton H. Sumner have be»a at
TwoKarncl run». Town Team 7; P. II 8. 8.
h me t"i a few days from the University the following matter:
base-hits, KorU, Cole, Wheeler, K. Shaw, BrlKK*.
1st. To choose a chairman to preside Lane, Clason. Three base-hits, Hebbanl, Cole,
of Maine, en account of the development
K.Shaw. First base on bal e, off Clark 3; off
of a < t>f scarlet fever in the chapter at said caucus.
Struck out, !>y Clark 10; by
Cole Ϊ. Par II η 2.
2d. To choose a secretary of said Cole
h ise w:.ere they live, necessitating the
Left on bases, P. H. 8.10;
3, Parlln 5.
caucus.
cK>> a_' of the house for a short time.
Town Team 12 Double pity, Haweon to Claeon
3d. To choose eight delegates to at- to liâtes. (lit by pitched ball, by Cole 2, by ParLowell. Scorer,"Thayer.
Λ :.··π <ed letters in South Paris post tend the
Republican State Convention ft» lln 2. t'mplre,
office April 20:
be held in the Armory at Portland,
Norway high school opened its season
M ixs icta M Lovejoy.
at the fair grounds Saturday by burying
Thursday, April 30th, 1903.
Mr Aille W Kimball.
4th. To choose eight delegates to at- Gould Academy of Bethel under a score
Mr Κ I.. Konney.
tend the Second District Republican of 18 to 7.
Mr. A! Bennett.
J. F. Smlser.
Convention to be held in Lewiston,
Next
game at the high
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
Tuesday, May 12th, 1908, for the pur- school Saturday's
is between Paris High
grounds
to
Cona
candidate
of
nominating
pose
School and Norway High School, and an
Myron W. Maxim has removed hie
gress.
is expected.
camp, "dak Lodge," from the place on
">th. To act on any other ma'ters that exciting game
the river bank where it has stood since
came before said caucus.
most exciting game of the day
The
may
properly
it was built, and now has it stored in
Alton C. Wheklkr. Secretary.
was played at the Brick school house
sections. Later he will set it up airain
Georqe M. Atwood, Chairman
grounds when Norway Grammar School
■•η the
top of the hill back of S. G. Burdefeated South Paris Grammar School
Republican Town Committee.
ner's, where it will command a wide
by a score of l> to 8.
view.
Court will be a Day Late.
About the State.
Miss M ax i ne, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The May term of Supreme Judicial
<>eorge B. Bennett, entertained a num- Court for Oxford County is scheduled to
The ice has been out of Sebago Lake
ber of her young girl friends last Monday convene at Rumford Falls on Tuesday,
afternoon, the occasion being her fifth May 12, Judge Spear presidiug. As it for more than a week, and the salmon
birthday. The young folks enjoyed happened, the Second Congressional tiehing is said to be good.
themselves hugely, and left numerous District
Republican convention was callBy a recent decision of the courts,
remembrances of the occasion with their ed to meet on that same day at Lewis- Bowdoin College is allowed to sever the
young hostess.
ton.
Many of the Oxford County law- last bond which united it with the
in court matParis Lodge, F. and A.
Congregational denomination, and has
M., will yers and others interested
conbecome strictly a non-sectariau instituobserve its fiftieth anniversary, which" ters would desire to attend that
vention, and some would do so any way. tion.
comes on the ISth of the coming June.
to
was
called
Judge
A
>mmittee has been chosen to arrange When this fact
A Biddeford boy named Clegg drives
attention, he immediately ordera provisional
of
programme for the affair. Spear's
call
the around town with a haddsome pair
should
Hubbard
It is not expected that it will be any- ed that Sheriff
collie dogs neatly harnessed into an exand
12,
May
on
morning,
court
Tuesday
t
elaborate, but the character of it is
cart and the cute bitch attracts
adjourn it to the next day. Judge Spear press
not yet decided.
much attention. No better broken pair
himself will not be in attendance until
of horses ever went through the streets
At the Bijou Theatre, three changes of
Wednesday, and the jurors and other
pictures and songs are now made each court officers will not be required to at- of Biddeford.
week instead of two, new films aud tend until Wednesday.
While delirious with typhoid fever
going on Monday, Wednesday and
Herbert Gray, a Blue Hill lumber dealer
it
is
L.
S.
Sessions
from his
singing
Friiiay.
and manufacturer, escaped
Alumni of Fryeburg Academy.
a
place of Mr. Bartlett. The attendance
through
nurse
jumped
Monday,
early
at
held
be
will
reunion
The annual
continues to hold up, and patronage ii
window and committed suicide in a well.
Crawford
Boston,
Friday
the
House,
particularly good from Norway.
He had been sick ten days. He leaves
evening, April 24.
a widow and two children and was 43
Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Ware hav« 1
followed
μ
p.
6-6:30
by
Reception
moved from Davis Block, where Mrs
years old.
supper. Tickets $1.00 each.
Ware has conducted a boarding houst
The meeting is to be purely a social
DEATH WAS ON HIS HEELS.
for some years, into Ε. I. Spofford'i
reunion, with the least possible time
Jesse P. Morris of Skippers, Va., bad
house on church Street recently vacate*
He
given to business.
a close call in the spring of 11106.
by C. A. Hemmingway. Mr. and Mrs. J
Please exteDd this notice to those in·
left me
says: "An attack of pneumonia
Cr. Wentworth will move into the ren
terested.
so weak and with such a fearful cough
vacated by the Wares, and will tak»
Please notify in advance how many that
my friends declared consumption
an
order
since
lodgers and boarders there.
will
use,
tickets you
had me, and death was on my heels.
the
hotel.
to
be
must
given
Mt. Mica Lodge will observe the auni
Then I was persuaded to try Dr. King's
Mary Barkows. Asst Sec.,
versarv of Odd Fellowship at their hal I
New Discovery. It helped me immediBoston.
Chambers,
Huntington
next
ately, and after taking two and one half
Saturday evening, April 25. Thi «
Kebekahs have been invited to partici
bottles I was a well man again. I found
State Commissioner's Road Meetings. out that New Discovery is the best rempate with them. The services of Mrs
Marble of Gorham, N. U., a very tin<
State Highway Commissioner Paul D. edy for coughs and lung disease in all
elocutionist, have been secured. Ther > Sargent gives notice of the county road the world." Sold under guarantee at
will also be music, etc., and a pleasan C meetings, which under the law are held P. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drugstore. 50c
Oxford and 91.00. Trial bottle free.
evening is anticipated.
every year in each county. The
meeting is held at Rumford
Silas P. Maxim arrived home the lOtl ( County
The students of Bowdoin College
court
room,
Falls, in the municipal
inst. from a western trip on which b
election
! Thursday, April 23, at 1 p. m. The "elected" Taft president at an
started about the middle of December
the party primaries
other meetings which are nearest Oxford last Monday. In
1 Hiring the time he has been gone he ha
Republican, Taft 107,
are at Portland, Wednesday, the the vote was:
visited relatives and friends in Toledc * County
22d, at 10 Α. μ and at tbe court house Hughes 78, Roosevelt 4; Democratic,
O., Valparaiso, Neb., Lincoln, Neb, in Auburn, on Friday, April 24, at 10 Johnson 40, Bryan 12. In the genera]
Topeka, Kan., and other places. Thoug A. M.
election the vote was, Taft, 129, JohnSI years of
age, he made the journe f
son, 81.
alone. His health has been general! *
of the
Augu.it Belmont, chairman
HE GOT WHAT HE NEEDED.
good and he greatly enjoyed the trip.
ol
Jockey Club, rejoicing over tbe defeat
"Nine years ago it looked as if my
anti-race-track-betting
The annual meeting of the Sout ι Governor Hughes'
had come," says Mr. C. Farthing ol
Paris Board of Trade was held Thursda y bill, says that "such evils as surround time
Mill
Creek, Ind. Ter. "I was so run
are
and
curable,
evening, with a fair attendance. Th 9 betting at the courses, for correction down that life hung on a very slendei
report of the treasurer showed som e have brighter prospects
It was then my druggist recomThe old argument ol thread.
over |S0 in the
treasury, and it wa s and regulation."
mended Electric Bitters. I bought s
an intrinsic evil,
would
voted to remit this
who
alloy
those
h
of
prei
year's dues
bottle and got what I needed—strength
eot members.
Officers for the comiu g like the saloon, and talk about "regu I bad one foot in the grave, but ElectrU
year were elected as follows:
lating" the "evils which surround it.' Bitters put it back on the turf again
President-Frank A. shurtleff
and I've been well ever since." Sole
I A peculiar fact evidencing the prosSecretary-Walter L Ura/
under guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff <S
«ret Vice Preahleut—Aithur E. fort*·.
nul
lua
there
that
la
of Kingileld
Second Vice-President—George B. Crockett.
Co.'· drag store. 60c.
sn a town pauper la fifteen years.
TreMurtr-J. r. Hummer.
Miss

A

Aik for

Bue Ball.

work in New York, whore she went last ing to the supporters of the team.
Alfall, is at home for a short vacation.
though hit rather freely in the second
he settled down and
The weather bureau persists in seud- and third innings,
in the last six innings held Bliss to three
iog out "fair and warmer'' forecasts, but
and those in different innings
the fulfilment of them is postponed on hits,
He is cool headed at critical times and
account of the cold, windy,
cloudy best of all, has excellent control. He
weather.
received much help from Clark, who
The Oild Fellows' annual sermon will caught in his usual good form and kept
be at the Baptist church next Sunday the Bliss base-runners close to the bases,
afternoon at 2:30. All Odd Fellows and only one succeeding in stealing a base.
He
Rebekahs are asked to meet at the hall at
Burbank pitched well for Bliss.
2 o'clock.
was very effective, due partly to Paris'
was
this
lack of batting practice, but
Easter Sunday was the most like a
somewhat offset by his wildness, as he
genuine spring day of anything we have
six bases on balls and hit one batso far had, even though the skies were gave
His bases on balls were very costly
ter.
not clear and the wind was a trifle chilly.
as four of Paris' five rune were scored by
The attendance at all the churches was
men who reached first on a free ticket.
large, and many people were out during
After shutting out Bliss in the first
the afternoon to get the benetit of such
inning Paris scored its first run on a base
promise of spring as there was.
on balls to Titcomb, who stole second
Mr. Chas. F. Chase of Providence, and scored when Oleson dropped Curtis'
R. I., has been engaged by the water fly. A triple by Oleson and a single by
committee to begin work on the survey- Hamblin earned Bliss its first run in the
ing and planning of the water system for second; a double play by Clason and
the village. Mr. Chase is already here Gates put an end to further scoring.
In
and at work and will locate the reservoir Paris'half of the inning Clark was hit
and the pipe liue connecting the two by a pitched ball. Cutting was passed to
Also lay out the pipe line running into first and both scored on Gates' hit and
the village square, and furnish estimates Kicker's error.
and figures for the entire system.
Bliss' last run came in the third. With
two men out Lombard received the only
The meetiug of Paris Grange Saturday,
base on balls that Cutting gave and SavApril 13, was largely attended. Norway
and Kicker followed with singles,
Patrons were the guests 0f the day. age
Ricker was thrown
Lombard.
About une hundred were with us and with scoring
out very prettily by Clark when he tried
a good attendance from our own grange
for second. Paris' last two runs came
tilled our hall. Prof. Wade from the
in the fifth on Curtis' bit, Rawson's
and
of
was
with
Maine
us,
University
sacrifice, two fielders' choice and a base
gave us valuable information upon soil on balls. The
inning that Bliss was
fertility, together with a literary pro- dangerous afteronly
the third was the sixth,
gramme, consisting of music, essays,
and a double play by Clark and Titcomb |
and readings. The day was passed very
spoiled all their hopes of more runs.
pleasantly.
Curtis made two pretty plays at third
Francis A. Cummings, an uncle of C. and seems to be the right man for that
\Y. Bowker of this place, died suddenly position, while Clason covered a lot of
at his home in Hartford, Conn., on the ground in center field and his presence
13th inst. Mr. Cummings was born in on the team gives the boys confidence
Minot. and in early manhood went west, and strengthens the team materially.
but returned and settled in Connecticut.
Following is the score:
He served nearly four years in the civil
P. H. S.
battles and
war, being in numerous
A 11. Κ. Β Η. P.O.
A. E.
twice wounded. Since the war he has Titcomb. 2 b
5
10
10
2
0
0
112
3
b
4
Curtis,
been in various lines of business, and
0
1
1
1
0
β»
3
Kawon,
few
lias been very successful.
For a
3
10
10
3
Clason, c.f
0
6
3
0
2
2
years be has been retired, lie was 74 Clark, c.
0
0
0
3
3
1
Cutting, p.........
years of age.
0
0
0
1
9

was
Monday, April 20.
generally
observed as Patriots' Day by the closing
The
of stores and business places.
George II. Cummlngs of Mechanic factory of the Mason Manufacturing Co.
was shut down for the day, but the Paris
Fa. s was here Wednesday.
Co. ran as usual. A raw
Wednesday Manufacturing
The Newly Weds met
wind made heavy coats a necessity, and
afternoon with Mrs. A. F. Stevens on
as an outdoor holiday the day was not a
Hill Street.
great success. There was a ball game at
Mrs. Faulkner of Lewieton was the the high school grounds, but nothing
The
guest of Miss Charlotte Giles over the else for a holiday programme.
Faster holidays.
Bijou Theatre had a special matinee,
showing Paul Revere'» ride and other
Miss Katherine Morton went Tuesday
good subjects. In the evening the hall
t the hospital at Lewieton for an operawaa tilled beyond its capacity, a crowd
η for appendicitis.
who could not get in being obliged to
Miss Eva E. Walker has been spending wait until after the pictures had been
run through once and a part of the aua lew days with her sister, Mrs. Percy
dience had gone.
Kaukin, at Wells Beach.
>

THE BEST VALUES IN

Powder.

Allen·· Foot-Eaae,
Early Days In Hartford.
NORWAY.
It mukps walking easy. Cures Corns, Bunions.
youthful days I used to enjoy
IngrovtlDg Nails, swollen and Sweating feet. At
all Drujtgïste and Shoe Store?. 25c. Don't accept
Ρ Η. S 5;
BLISS COLLEGE 2.
Dr. J. W. Davie of Scarboro was at
heariDg my grandmother tell me of the
HTATKD MF. ΕΤΙ woe.
substitute. Sample FREE.
Addreas, Alany
as
South Paris Monday.
Parie High School opened its base hall things that happened as long ago
Y.
F. ΛΑ Μ. tegular meeting of Oxford Lodge len 8. Olmsted, Le Boy, Ν.
East But«eaeon Saturday afternoon by defeating 1800 in Hartford, then called
oi
No. IS, In Masonic H ill, Frl.lay Evening on
Rev. I. Β. Mower of Wa'erville sptAe
Bliae Busings College in a finely played tertield.
before full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter
at the Baptist church Sunday eveningBorn.
At the time of the Revolution my No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on 01
Both teams
game by the above score.
Oxford Council, B. 4 8. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Stanley of South played good ball regardless of the fact grandfather enlisted. He was born in before full moon.
Oxford
full
moon.
after
Lodge,
Friday evening,
In WlUon's Mills, April β, to the wife of P. C.
Portland were the guests of relatives that it was their first game and the Plympton, Maes. He hoed and mowed No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening aftei
Ripley, a son.
here Sunday.
weather has been so cold that but little and held the plow, and longed for twen- full moon.
In North Bethel, April 10, to the wife of A. J.
meeting
I. O. O. F.—Norway
could be done. There was a ty-one. His birthday came. His father In Odd Fallows' Hall, Lodge.—Regular
st»arn«, η daughter.
every Tuesday Evening
Miriam, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John practicing
His
he
resisted.
In Mexico, \ prll 4, to the wMe of Ozro Bainbut
od<1
urged,
stoutly
In
alme^ts
weather
and
the
No.
21,
Wlldey Encampment,
A. Scott, is ill with scarlet fever, and the good attendance
sisters wept, his mother prayed, but off Fellows'lia 1, second and fourth Friday B\eu bridge, adiu liter.
though cloudy was not very cold.
In Canton, April 8, to the wife of Oscar Hardy,
house is in quarantine.
Rebek&b
Mt.
of
Lodge,
each
month.
Hope
marched him Inge
Cutting was in the box for Paris and he went and Misted. They
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of eacb a daughter.
In North Hartford, April 7, to the wife of Wtl.
Miss S. L. Rounds, who is taking a pitched his first game for the high on through wet and dry, to tunes more month.
a son.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block Ham Hammond,
course of instruction in social settlement school, and his work was very encourag- loud than charming, and lugging knapIn
to the wife of F. D

F. A. Shurtleff la in Boaton a few
thie week.

John's Letter.
The attractions of trapping fur-bearing
animale seem to be as strong upon J. P.
at three-score and ten as they were almost as far back as our memory runs. It
is in the blood. We do hope that there
will be streams in Paradise where lines
of traps may be set, so that he will never
feel a homesick longing for "Twenty
Mile
River," sometimes called the
4

Nezinscot."

Mrs. Emma Mann.
Mrs. June Hutchlns.
it

..

..Λ..-.,t

tfiaf

tliA Sr»r»lal lut»

And we do hope that just back of his
little indestructible cottage over there,
whose roof never leaks and whose paint
needs no renewal, there will be dozens
and scores of sugar maplee whose leaves
And we also hope day.
never fall nor fade.
Rev. E. S. Cotton was in Portland last
that we may be allowed to drop in oc- week and attended the ministers' meetthat
the
over
talk
and
things
casionally
ing Wednesday.
were when we were young and ran wild
Twenty-nne new members were taken
in the woods, over the hills and far into the W. C. T. U.
Society Tuesday
away.
afternoon.
To be sure, we haven't earned a free
run in elysian fields, and are too poor to
PLENTY OF TROUBLE
purchase celestial freedom. And, by the is caused
by stagnation of the liver and
of
one
know
to
do
any
you happen
way,
To get rid of it and headache
who has earned it or is wealthy enough bowels.
and biliousness and the poison that
to buy it? The fact is, we are a set of
brings jaundice, take Dr. King's New
on the
paupers. We are all deadheads
Life Pills, the reliable purifiers that do
throngh train, with a free pass, too poor the work
without grinding or griping.
to buy a ticket; and Vanderbilt and the
25c at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s drug store.
likes of him are among the deadheads,
pass they are too poor to purchase
with all their ill gotten millions. They
have no part nor lot in the management—
Glad of it. As we
no controlling vote.
have been dealt with liberally in the way
of free passes and as "Jesus paid it all,"
it lies warm upon our heart that there
will bo something worth seeing when the
traiu slows down and stops.
It is rather a satisfaction to reflect
that the Standard Oil Co. will not be
called upon to pipe the celestial territory
and illuminate the cottages of the immortals—if they have cottages—and the
Let them
house of many mansions.
make the most of their opportunities.
The time is short. Every dog has his
day and a decidedly short day at that.
Memorial Day services will be had for
the first time at North Buckfield in the
new grange hall.
Judge Whitman of
Norway will be the speaker. No doubt
he would have been judge had he not attended to our instructions that winter
term of 1856.
Probably he is a much
better judge—of things, on the strength
of that. We never whipped him and he
never deserved it.
The taxpayers of Buckfield are feeling
comfortable over the fact that 10 mills
on the dollar is the rate—lower than we
We can bear that
ever remember it.
kind of trouble with no special help.
on a

THE TWO INVINCIBLES.
COD LIVER OIL AND IRON.

Cod liver oil and iron in some form or
other are prescribed by physicians the
world over, more than any other two
remedies the world has ever known, for
anemia or poor blood, weakness, convalescence, and aH wasting and pulmonary
diseases.
Iron, because It is the basis of the
blood and without a sufficient amount
the blood is impoverished, watery, pale
and impure.
Cod Liver Oil, because it contains curative and reconstructive qualities greatei
than that possessed by any oiher one
medicinal agent.
In Vinol, modern science has given tc
the worid a combination of these twc
world-famed tonics—Cod Liver Oil and
Iron, but shorn of all ueelese oil or dis
agreeable features.
Vinol is made by a scientific, extfact
ive and concentrating procees froir
fresh cods' livers, combining with pep
tonate-of-iron all the medicinal, healing
body building elements of cod liver oil
but no oil.
As a body-builder and strength creatoi
for old people, delicate children, weak
after sickness, am!
run-down

persons,
Donnis Porter, the four-year-old eon of for Chronic Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis
Lee Porter of Dexter, was instantly kill- and all throat and lung troubles, Vino
ed in the dooryard of his home Monday. is unexcelled.
The boy was playing in the yard near a
We ask South Paris people to giv<
pile of logs at which some men were Vinol a trial. It won't cost anything
the
was
struck
and
rolling
by
working
unless it gives satisfaction. F. A. Shurt
logs. The workmen were not aware of leff & Co., Druggists, South Paris, Me
the boy's presence.
A TWENTY YEAR SENTENCE.

"I have just completed a twenty year
health sentence imposed by Bucklen's
Arnica Salve, which cored me of bleeding piles just twenty years ago," writes
0. S. Woolever of LeRaysville, Ν. Y,
Bucklen's Arnica Salve heals the worst
sores, boils, burns, wounds and cuts in
the shortest time. 2δο at P. A. Shurtlefl
A Co.'s drug store.

NOTICE.

In tho District Court of the United State* for thi
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy
ORLANDO A. BISBEE,

]

of DlxfleUI, Bankrupt. )

To the creditor· of Orlando A. Blsbec, In thi
:
County of Oxford and district «foresaid
ο
Notice Is hereby given that on the 18th day
A. Bleb©
April, A. D. 1908, the said Orlando
lire
the
that
and
was duly adjudicated bankrupt,
offlci
meeting of his creditors will be held at theI'arla
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
10
o'clocl
at
D.
A.
1908,
on the 6th day of May,
In the forenoon, at which time the said creditor

Mujr Women Praia· This Remedy.
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
It you have pains In the back, Urlnaiy, Blad
the bankrupt, and trensac
der or Kidney trouble, and want a certain.pleas ! trustee, examine
other bunlnee· as may properly come Ik
such
ant herb cure for woman's Ills, try Motbei
(ore said meeting.
and
Is
a
safe
It
Australian-Leaf.
Gray's
■
by mal I South Paris, April 18,1908.
never-falling regulator. At Druggists orAddress
WALTER L. GRAY.
SO cents.
Sample package TREK.
Refpree In Bankruptcy
Ν.
Y.
The Mother Gray Co., LeBoy,

5

υ. Η. HEALD,

am now

For Sale.

No. 69.—(Spécial) A deelraMe two story single
apartment boute, 10 room*, stable '24x30 ft.. piazdouble bay windows facing south, shade,
hedge and One driveway. Nice young orchardvarieties, Sweets, UoMen .Spec, Peach ami
One
Wealth ν ; also plum, pear and currants.

showing

FOR

—

lines

are

in

m?.ny

Frothingham,

South Paris.

Manure

Spreaders !
12

Spreaders.
carload

to

give

see

get

we

the

them

a car-

I. H. C. Manure
In buying a full

big

a

count which we

are

buyer.

before

your order.

OUR SUITS POSSESS ΤΗΘ

STYLE, THE EXCELLENT
WORKMANSFJIP AND EXPATCLU SIVENESS OF
TERN FURNISHED BY THE

FARMS.

including Colonial and
Buckle in Black and Tan.

load of

stock.

Norway. $1000.

No. 68 —90 ucre farm one mile from Norway
village, forty rode from school house, good nelgl).
burs. Upland strong soil, cuts 30 tone of hay.
Stable and barn connects with dwellings and
A good 12 acre
house suitable *or two familles.
Orchard of 100 trees, 19o7 crop 150
wood lot
b' Is. Volt should sec this farm to be convinced.
Price #2000.
No. 67.—This farm Is situated four tnllee aouth
of South Parle Village, only 1·2 mile to school,
on elevation overlooking surrounding country,
100 acres, 40 acres tillage, 30 acres In large
growth wood, 10 acres pine timber, cuts 25 tons
bay. Buildings only been built a few years and
In best condition, running spring water In all
buildings Good trout brook near and beet ol
ll-hlng. Small orchard. #2600.
No. 68.—50 acre farm three miles from Norway,
3-4 ndle from school, 20 acre· tillage, balance
wood and pasture. Cuts 15 tons hay, can easily
be made to cut .So tons. House 2 stories and ell,
stable and barn, 100 apple trees. 6 near trees, 75
b'ds. apples 1907. In good neighborhood, telephone in house. Only #1200.
No. 6.112—800 acre·, situated In North Nornear
way, overlooking lake Penneeseewassee,
school and church, 4 miles from Norway Village.
200
M
est
1
timber,
A
No.
Cuts 50 tons
hay,
Main house
2000 cords wood, 350 apples tree·.
2 1-2 stories, 12 rooms, and connects with stable
35x45 ft., barn 43x65 ft., silo and four hen houses.
An Ideal farm for dairy, poultry or fruit raising,
•lu>-t the place for a city man to enjoy farm lire
Interspersed with good Ashing and hunting. No
better farm In Norway. Price #4500.
No 62 —This farm has 120 acre·, divided Into
tillage, wood and ρ isture Particularly adapted
to apple irrowth, has 1000 thrifty trees ami liar
vented 300 barrels apples 1907. Cute 35 ton· A
No. 1 hay. Buildings new, situated 11-2 mllei
from South Parle. Price #3ΛΟΟ.
No. 62 1-2.—20 acre farm In Norway Village and
Is an Ideal location for general farming, poultrj
truck, fmall fruits. Best of eoll for early cropt
and right near the best market to eel I the crops
Goo<
Cuts 8 tons hay, paeture for three eows.
buildings and good water. Only #1600. Cal

dis-

going

Call and

placing

soon.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

The Dennis Pike Real Estate Agency,
Tel 136-3.
NORWAY, ME. u-i

SOUTH PARIS.

styles

that comprise our Spring

poultry

or

We have just received

many handsome

No. ISO 1-2.—A fancy two story, 7 room house,
J J χ J 4 and ell, recently built, clean and pretty.
Has the best of spring water and no waiter tax.
One acre of land and new ben houses. For #1300.
Come soon and Investigate.
No. 6112 —Here Is an Ideal place for
raising or truck gardening as there are 5 acres
of land. Λ two story house and sheds, never
falling well of water, near village of South Paris

Oxfords

W. 0.

You see pictured at the
left is only one of the

On line of electrics. Kntate to be settled
Price IJ70U.
No. 70.—Hotel Property In village of Norway.
25 furnished rooms, all personal effects go with
property. Hotel always well patronized. Large
•table. Lot 90x500 ft. Can be bought on mod
liberal terms. Apply at once.

—

styles

new

NOBBY SPRING SUIT

acre.

Ladies and Gentlemen.
Among the

THE

za,

Footwear

Spring

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

REAL ESTATE

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

ClciuiKi anil brmtifiei the hair.
I'romoM a luiuiiant (truvrth.
N<?vcr Faila to Kcatore Gray
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cur» ■-•alp iliirntrt U hair falling.
WO.anJll.OUat I)ru^i«U

I

EYESIGHT; SPECIALIST,

S

Maine.

Paris,

from Oxford County will meet with Mr.
A. D. Parraenter in this place, and 16-19
nominate candidates for the various
county offices.
The many friends of C. D. Waters aie
extending congratulations to bim upon
his appointment to the position of
general freight and passenge/- agent of
the Montpelierand WellH River Railroad.
Rev. and Mrs. Brooks and Master
Paul Quinby Brooks will attend the
Maine Methodist Conference at Augusta
this week.
Mrs. George Home of Lewiston was
the guest of Mrs. H. L. Home on Sun-

RICHARDS,

BEST CUSTOM TAILORS
AT A MUCH LOWER PRICE

We Quote

a

Few Prices:

Men's medium and

light weight

suits, $5.00 to $18.00. These
suit* are in new end desirable

Copyrieht 1908
The How of Kuppcnheimei
Chicago
_

patterns.

We have a nice line of
Rain and Top Coats.
Call and

eoo

Our Display.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Men's Heavy Grain Leather
Shoes for $2.50.
We have
we are

a

line of Men's

selling

for

$3.50.

Heavy

Grain Leather Shoes which

We have them in

Congress, Seamless Bals
iCARRÏÀQË UhBRELLAS. Seamless and
Creedmoor.
Common eight ribbed, wood 1 andle
Extra large,

cart

umbrella,. ...$1.75
$1 85

Plain umbrella with iron stan< lard to fasten

on

back of

the seat,

Fringed
Best

umbrella with iron sti indard,

fringed

umbrella with ire η standard,

Fancy square fringed umbrelh 1
Call and select

one

with iron

">

Ol TVT/il-n

«t..

$5.00

standard,....$6.00

b ifore the best

D
JAMES N. FAV< Jn,

$3-*5
$4.00

are

gone.

PROP. OF THE TUCKEf
harness store,

-WT nrwAy.

Maine.

Three styles. They are solid in every part and are worth
the price. Let us say, and we can prove it, that they are as
good as any $2.50 shoes 011 the market, and better than any
that we have ever seen. What we have said in regard to
these applies to our whole stock. We can save you money
Call and see us.
on all kinds of footwear.

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,
Opera

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Til KM Yii Hiii Alms Buigit

House

Block, Norway, Maine.

Telephone 11Q-8.
t

W. A. Porter,

REAL ESTATE
For Sale.
No. «> 12. —A fa no ν two story. 7 room houae,
£1x24 and ell. recently built, clean and pretty.
Hu the beet of spring water and no water tax.
One acre of land an·! new hen houses. If or $1300.
Come soon ami Investigate.
No. βΐ 12 —Here Is an ideal place for
acres
raising or truck gardening as there are
of land. A two story house and shed*, never
Parts
of
South
near
of
water,
village
falling well

Wayside Laundry,
Hebron, Maine.

Nerway. $1υθο.
No. 60.—Two story, single tenement, 8 room
bouse and stable 2ό*3ϋ ft connected.
Bay-win
dow and veranda facing west.
Large lot for
garden with apple trees. Best neighborhood
and locality. Price $1690.
This property in
No. 61.—Location counts.
business section of Norway and nicely adapted
12 rooms, good
for a first class boarding house.
condition, everything handy. Also a stable
28x40 ft, suitable for a livery and sale stable
If you are thinking of doing a small prodtable
llvery'busliiese bere Is an opportunity, or In conPrice $2300.
nection with a boarding house.
Kasy terms.
No. 65—An Ideal home between Norway aad
1-2 acre lot, 11-2
Paria, and tn the best repair.
story single tenement, β room house and stable.
or

EDWARD C. BEAN,

one

mile from

No. 96.—Concealed Inventors.
1. What a beautiful toue that organ
has!
2. À half breed la on a horse Just outside the gate.
3. Though he Is very poor now, little
elegancies of rank linger In his manners

and conversation.

No. 97.—Jack 8prat.

MANAGER.
First-class work done.

Family Washings

2 1-2 story d welling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
and bath-room,
Norway Consists of nine rooms

acre of land,
village, forty rods from school house, good neigh ; shed and stable. About 3-4
bora. Upland strong soil, cuts 30 tons of hav. with
apple and pear trees. The buildStable and barn connects with dwellings and
the street,
from
A good 12 acre ings are situated high
bouse suitable for two families.
Orchard of 20i> trees, 1S»>7 crop WW with broad piazza shaded with vines,
wood lot
A spring of
bbls. You should see this farm to be convinced. commanding a fine view.
Price $-Ooo.
These buildwater on premises.
pure
south
tulles
four
situate·!
Is
No. 67.—This farm
are well and prettily furnished and
of South Parts Village, only 1-2 mile to school, ings
the owner would be glad to sell the
on elevation overlooking surrounding country,
In
30
acres
large furniture and
100 acres, 40 ac-es til age.
furnishings with the
growth wood, 10 aires pine timber, cuts 2^ ton· i house. This is a gr<»at bargain and will
and
a
few
built
been
;
years
hay. Buildings only
Call on or
In best condition, running spring water in all1 be sold on reasonable terms.
buildings Hood trout brook near and best of address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
flahlng Small orchard. $2bU0.
Maine.
No. 68.—30 acre farm three miles fr. m Norway, ;
3-4 mile from school, 2·' acres tillage, balance
can
13
tons
Cuts
hay,
wood and pasture
easily
be made to cut 30 tons. House 2 stories and ell,
stable and barn, 100 apple trees, 6 pear trees, 75
bbls. apple· 1907. In good neighborhood, telephone In house. Only $1200.

Jeweler and Graduate

No. 62.—This farm lias 12"» aces, divided Into
!
tillage, wood and pasture Particularly
to apple growth, baa 1000 thrifty tree» ami nar
A
tone
35
|
1907.
Cuts
300
barrels
vested
apples
No. 1 hay. Buildings new, situated 1 1-2 miles ;
from South Parle. Price $3300.
20 acre farm In Norway Village and
No. 6S 1
le an Idea) location for general farming, pou'try !
truck, small fruits. Best of soil for early crop» j
and right near the best market to sell the crops
Good
Cuts s tons hay, pasture for three cows.
buildings and good water. Only $161)0. Call

adapted

Tel. 136-3.

Agency,

NORWAY, ME.'

lti?

I

CHANDLER,

Ε. W.

Builders' Finish !
1 will furnlah !HK)ltS and WINDOWS of any
Site or Style at reasonable price·.

Norway, Me.

Klaln,

Morris

ί an Affur·! to ami will pay more for rage, rub!κ.τβ, an t metal than any stranger that calls to
your hou#e.
He pay* from #5 to
per ton for Iron delivered to him here.
Ile buys folded newspapers.
He Is paying for mixed rags, 1 cent a poun<t.
Rubbers according to market.
Paye market
price for bran sacks.

Jack Sprat could eat no fat.
His wife could vat no lean.
A queerer match for harmony,
'Tts said, was seldom seen.

ie prepared. 3. Near at Laud as regards
time. 4. A shelter used especially fot
soldiers in camp.
No. 100.—Charades.
I.

pursuits, if I engage,
My fragrant stock should be
My first with other herbs as sweet
That come from o'er the sea.
In second tight I'd close it up,
In whole

And in my third I'd store
The cash I got by trafficking.
And still I'd long for more.

or

and Job Work

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boar Is for sale.

E.
Weet

CHANDLER,

W.

Stunner,

I

I

A source of wealth, and yet I'm told
It sometimes fails, though often then
Through one who cheats his fellow

I

men.

And this my whole beware of all
Who justly by that name you call.

Timekeepers.

Fine

II.
I first my steed and speed away
To greet tiie sun at break of day.
My trusty second begins and ends
Each man's estate and often lends
A final part in time and peace.
My third the people trust with gold.

Bargains.

Watch
Key

Maine

....

Winders and Stem

Please call and

see

Winders

ple:

pure,

materials.

high-grade

J". H. Fletotier,

For Rent.

Confectioner, Norway. Me.

Opp. Elm House.

Offices or small store to rent in thr
Davis Block, South Paris.

Sltf

is the choice of every girl who has
The reason is simever tasted it.

ntf>

them.

S. Rlotiards.

Inquire

DELICIOUS CONFECTIONERY

OUK

at

South Paris Savings Bank.

^

FOLEY* KIDNEYCURE
Kidneys

Make·

You Will Need an Oil

and Bladder

Right

'

~

When warm days
and the kitchen fire
make cooking a bur-

den—then is the time

try New Perfection
Wick Blue Flame Oil

to

a

Cook-Stove.

Marvelous how this
stove does away with

kitchen discomforts
how cool it keeps the
room in comparison with
conditions when the coal
concentrated heat of the
—

fire

was

burning.

The quick

NEW PERFECTION

Wick Blue Flame (Ml Cook-Stove
the

and

bread,
goes directly to boil the kettle or bake
is diffused about the room to overheat it. Thus using the
•'New Perfection" is real kitchen comfort. Made in three
sizes and fully warranted. If not with your
dealer, write

our

none

nearest agency.

Ra/o L,amp
Τ

JUllt

Juet such
a lamp u

η

everyone
wants—handsome enough
for the parlor; strong enough for the kitchen, camp
Il
or cottage; bright enough fur every occasion.
not with jour dealer, write our neareat agency.

Standard Oil Company of New York
(leeorperetod)

PLE3ASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

In

in our lines

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

give us

MI1VD Σ
a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,

No. 101.—A Primal Acrostic.

All the names described contain the
When rightly
same number of letters.
guessed and written one below auother
the initial letters will spell the name of
a

Shakesftearcan character.

1, A true friend to the hero of a certain play. 2 A sea captain who ligures in α certain play. 3. The hero oi
α certain play. 4. The lover of Jessica
6. Duke of
5. A Prince of Verona.
Atheus.

A CARD.

"Mamma, is that bay ram in the botkind that lasts. tle on
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The
your table?"
We
"Mercy, no, dear Γ' she replied. "That
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
la mucilage."
sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, screen door catch··, «le.
"Ob!" said little Johnny, "perhaps
see them.
and
wheelbarrows.
Call
first
class
a
few
have
that's why I can't get my hat off."
Wheelbarrows—We
have just received a barrel of "CoTelephones and Electrical
Quick climatic changes try strong
lumbia Ignition Batteries" the best fur automobiles and telephones.
constitutions and cause among evils,
nasal catarrh, a troublesome and offenand enuffiog,
sive disease. Sneezing
coughing and difficult breathing, and the
drip, drip of the foul discbarge into the

Supplies—We

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Large Stock

Organs.

of New Pianos and

Organs.

Nice trade for bnyone

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40.
Second hand pianos from $135 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
Here is
other musical merchandise. Write for catalog of playerpianos.
a

good

trade in musical instrument?.

W. J". Wtieeler,
Billings Block,

utli 2

are

AN INSIDIOUS DANGER.
One of the worst features of kidney
trouble Is that it is an insidious disease

and before the victim realises his danger
he may have a fatal malady. Take
-Kidney Cure at the first sign of
trouble aa it corrects irregularities and
Bright'· disease and diabetes,

Foley'a

sale by all druggists.
Ïrevente
or

ISLANDS

IH THE

a

(Baltimore American.)
"For the put nine years I have made
my home in the Hawaiian Islands," said
Mr. William Alanson Bryan, president
of the Pacific Scientific Institution of
Honolulu, at the Rennert. Mr. Bryan is
a scientist whose pet ambition is to add
to the store of human knowledge by a
thorough exploration of the islands of
the Pacific, many of which have never
been visited by a white man. In a pleasant chat about affairs in our island territory, be said:
"There is a peculiar charm about life
in Hawaii, and once a man comes under
its spell he never cares to live anywhere
else. It is not the climate entirely,
though that is near perfection ; it is not
the superb scenery, that cannot be
matched on the globe, nor is it solely
due to the kindly intercourse and hospitality of the inhabitants. All these are
factors in imparting an individuality to
a land that has unfailing charm.
"In Hawaii we have the
greatest
mixture of races, and yet there is no
The
race.
on
based
or
friction
prejudice
individual stands on his own merit.
Chinamen and Englishmen, Japanese,
Kanakas, Germans and Americans will
sit down to a banquet together, and nobody is at a discount because of bis
racial origin. This is true as a general
proposition, but, of coureo, the white
man does not as a rule intermarry eitbei
with the Orientals or the handhome and
captivating native women. The others
cross freely, and, curiously enough, the
offspring of a Chinaman and a Kanaka
girl is a happy' result of intermingled
blood, the little half-breed having ita
mother's beauty and sunny nature and
its father's steadiness and thrift.
"The native Hawaiiane are a vanishing
race, tbere being only about 30,000 ol
them left. They seem to realize theii
melancholy situation, and their general
attitude is of discouragement, as though
it were useless to strive againut destiny.
It is very pathetic, but I see no remedy,
Civilization bas been their mortal foe."

are

UXDÎEKS·

To eat well and heartily without suffering the pangs of indigestion is to realize
By
one of life's greatest pleasures.
their specific action on the digestive

...

I

LEMON

PIE.

Moisten a heaping tablespoonful of
corn starch with a little cold water, then
add a cup of boiling water; stir over the
fire till it boils, and cook the corn starch,
say two or three minutes; add a teaspoon of butter, and a cupful of sugar;
take off the-fire, and when slightly cooled add an egg well beaten, and the juice
and grated rind of a fresh lemon. Bake
with a crust. This makes one small pie.
SALAD

DBE88ING.

One cup eweet milk, two tablespoons
sugar, one small teaspoon of mustard,
one-half of black pepper, one-half of salt,
piece of butter size of a walnut, one
small cup of vinegar, two egg»; put
milk and butter on and let it come to a
boil, then add the eggs, sngar, mustard,
salt and pepper well beaten, let this
thicken; after taking from the fire put
in the vinegar.
LETTUCE

SALAD.

up?1

admit he's lazy, but he has the
making of a good man in him."
"Yes, all he needs is to have some one
kick it out of him."

ΤΠΕ NEW PUKE FOOD AND DRUG
LAW.
We are pleased to announce thai
Foley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds
and lung troubles is not affected by the
National Pure Food and Drug law as il
contains no opiates or other harmful
drugs, and we recommend it as a eafc
Foi
remedy for children and adults.
sale by all druggists.

Reporters

to the Peace
"Did you

returning delegate
Congress.
muzzle the doge of war?'

met the

they asked him.

"Naw," he said, with

some

asperity

"we couldn't even muzzle each other.'

Mr. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne, West Va.
writes: "I was a sufferer from kidnej
disease, so that at times I could not get
out of bed, and when I did I could nol
stand straight. I took Foley's Kidnej
Cure. Oue dollar bottle and part of the

second cured

me

entirely."

Foley's Kid

ney Cure works wonders where otherc

total failures.
gists.

are

For sale by all drug

Wife—Be sure to advertise for Fido in
the morning newspapers.
Next day the wife read as follows it
the newspapers:
"Lost, a mangy lapdog, with one eye
and no tail. Too fat to walk. Answen
to the name of Fido. If returned stuff

ed, 915 reward."

HOW TO AVOID APPENDICITIS
Most victims of appendicitis are those

who are habitually constipated. Orinc
Laxative Fruit Syrup cures chronic constipation by stimulating the liver and
bowels and restores the natural action ol
the bowels. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
does not nauseate or gripe and is mild
and pleasant to take. Refuse substitutes. For sale by all druggists.

"Well, old chip,

after last

night,

are

$4.00
W. O.

Per IOO.

Thayer,

SOUTH PARIS, ΠΕ.
Agent for Compound Incubators anil Zero
! ; >;
Brooder».

Chas, F. Ridlon, Picture Frames
Comer Main and Danforth Sts..

ser-

NORWAY,

vice to

and Pictures,

MAINE.

■

Mats, Mirrors
&
High

Mouldings

Grade Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

and Oil

specialty.

a

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,
SOUTH PARIS.

Nirho'sS·.

mum**-^osit **

I

I

The better the baker.
3

"'·*

·:

χ

■"":··

YOUR GROCER

îFOR SA

Desirable Residence for S le,

The Capt. II. N. Bolster h<mestead situated in South Paris \ ill.t^e,
thoroughly finis' ed, hot water ! cat
ird ail modern equipment* attached,
a two story house, ell and stable,
centrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

»

XHE VERY HJGHESTJ}UALITY

Life==All Else Secondary,

Gross

assets,

Admitted assets,
I,labilities Dec.
Net unpaid losses,

Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
Real estate,
8tocks and bonds,
Cash In office and bank,
Interest and rents,
Premiums In course of collection,

Liabilities Dec.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
A11 other liabilities,

Caeti capital

Surplus

over

all

United States Health and Accident Insurance Co., Saginaw, Mich.
Mortgage laane,
Hock- ami bonds,

Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.

s'et unpaid losses,
Unearned Premiums,
\1I other llabl ilius,
Jasb capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

balances,
All other assets,

??

$

i.

Assets Dec. 31,1007.
Seal estate,
i round rent,
ito-'ks and bonds,
'ash In ollicc and bank,

\gents'balances,

tills receivable,
nterest and rents,
,'remluins In course

3tf 845 35
57,9*1 22

$643,755 22
· 12,5571β
-4ι,β9ΐ 5-

JS'SS
200,000 00
™

164,243 06

$643,755 22

Agent,

Rumford Falls, Maine.

Hanover Fire Insurance Company,
New York.
Assets Dec. 31,1907.

00
$1.12jM7S
3,500 00

2,415,51.) 64

JI5'04i!
3j0 887 -6

Agents' balances,
Interest and rents,

1.687 no

13,11-80

All other assets,

$4,289,219 62
175,0o0 04

Gross assets,
De !uct items not admitted,

Admitted assets,

Liabilities Dec.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,

All other liabilities,
Cash capital
8urplus over all liabilities,

SI, 19U7.

$4,114,163 58
$ 215,881 93
1,947,589 12
43,190 77
1,000.000 no
907,501 76

$4,114.163 58
Total liabilities and surplus,
Moses P. Stiles, Agent, Norway, Maine.
The United Firemen's Ins. Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Assets Dec. 31,1907.
Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans.

Stocks and Bonds,
Cash In Office ami Bank,

Agents' Balances,
Rents,

Interest and

of collection,

31, 1907.

Jnearned premiums,
\ 11 other liabilities,
,'ash

φ 447 783 "1
ΐοο,οοο uo
2,741 ,iV5 6!)
208,433 oj
9,482 46
11,219 59
S,MM86
612,!M9 12

*

1

ÎÎÎ

>■>·

J

"i!

AwVmj
15
.*1.4,-—'» ïî

caplt.il,

Iurplus overall liabilities,

Admitted a-sets,

Liabilities Dec.

$2,o21,22l I;]

31, 1907

Brunswick Fire Insurance Co.
New llrunswlek, New Jersey.
Assets Dtc. 31, 1907.
$ 78,4^*2 9{
It'>al esta'e,
l«m,:iu <x
Mortgage loan»,
309,9*7 7
Slocks ami bonds,
In
and
bank,
37,CM 3.
office
Jash
imtt1 btlancee,
Î7,itttî
2,738 o>
Interest ami rents,
100 0i
111 other Meet·,
New

Admitted assets

Liabilities Dec.
S'et unpaid los*es,
Unearned premiums,
Ml other liabilities,
Jash cap nl,
Mirj lus over «11 ilabllltlei·,

Pnul Fire it Marine Insurance Co.,
Jtt. Paul, Minnesota.
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
} 269,298 21
teal estate,
617,360 on
lloitgage loans,
24 500 oo
Dilaterai loans,
3,1.13,913 .VI
Itocke and bonds,
428.662 ( 2
,'ash In office ami bank,
422,791 35
«gentil' balances,
17,931 is
Mils receivable,
35,hw 74
nterest and rente,
51,156 92
ill other assets,
Gross

Admitted aseets,

Liabilities Dec.

«et unpaid losses,
J η earn ci I premiums,
ν II other liabilities,
,'ash capital,
iurplus over all llabll

31,1907.

(5,001,420 02
f 359,918 51
3,011 052 19
$,796 70
5oo ooo oo

1,126,652 62

ties,

(5,001,420 02
Agents,
Itumford Falls, Maine.
W. J. Wheeler A Co., Agents.
South Paris, Maine.

Total liabilities and surplus,
11. L. Klllott Λ Co.,

The Delaware Insurance Co. of

Philadelphia.

teal estate,

Assets Dec.

31, 1907.

ilortgage loans,
Collateral loans,

itock* and bonds,

,'ash In oillce and bank,
tgents' balances,
nterest and rente,
111 other assets,

Gross assets,

#200,noo 00 j
]51,.V>ohi j
50,ΟΊΟ 00
980,973 41
105,155 57
294,572 95
2.436 13 I
400 001

$1,767,038 06

$1,787,038 06
Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec. 31,1907.
$
Jet unpaid losses,
;*··^ lJ,|
*■

Jneamed premiums,
HI other liabilities,
;ash capital,
iurplus over all liabilities,

'otal liabilities and surplus,
!. E. Tolman Λ < ο., Agents,

MWW»

*1·^

"

141,«'-3 51

$1.787,(38 OK
South Paris, Maine.

London and Lancashire Fire In·. Co.,
of Liverpool, England.
Assets Dec.31, 1907.
# 350,000 00
teal Petite,
2,216,156 07
locks and bonds,
352,327 9·'
and
bank,
lash In office
391,231 52
igents' balances,
3,483 22
tills receivable.
34,565 !<2
ntereet and rente,
82,181 56
ill other assets,
Grose asset·,
)ed ue.t item s not ad mltte· 1,

$3,459,946 28
19S.493 65

$3,261,452 S3
Admitted assets.
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907.
$ JW.IM ·■'
losses,
unpaid
Inearned premiums,
12
L il other liabilities,
?!
859,034 «1
urplus over all liabilities,
let

$'<,261,452 63
llabllltlee and surplus,
Kreeland Howe, Agent, Norway, Maine.

'otal

Orient Insurance Company
Of Hartford, Conn.
Aseets Dec. 31, 1907.
I 167,686
leal estate,
1,731,176
tocks and bonds,
215,174
ash In office and bank,
201.312
gents' balances,

lllle receivable,
nterest and rente,
.11 other assets,

4,076
25,132
39,066

$534,151 5)
ί 31,415 71
245,851 1*
50»

900,00001
56,833 4!
#534,'5' 5!
I·, Maine.

U. S. Branch North British & Mercantile Insurance Co. of London and

itecks an·! bonds,

31, 1907.

regards policy holders,

Total liabilities ami surplus,
W.J. WtlKKLKIt A ( ().,
South

$'!,*·».',71" til
tg-nts.
I'arls, Maine.

as

Jersey Piste 4·Ι«ν» limui-Miice Co.,
of .\ewnrlt, λ. J·
Assets l>ee. 31, 1907.
Mortgage loans,
Itocks an l bonds,
'ach In office and bank,
V gents' balances,
Vrw

merest and rents,
VII other assets,
Gross assets,

deduct Items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.

$ 47'.·,44'.· Nt

31.1&07.

unpaid losses,
Jnearned premiums,
til other liabilities,
;«sh capital,
lurplus overall liabilities,
«et

♦47;» 44·.· Si
Fulls, Maine.

Commrrcr Iiiaur*nce Company
of Albany, W. V.

31, 1907.

Assets Dec.

estate,
ilortgage loans,
teal

mind?"
you clothed and in your right
Gross Assets,
"I ought to be if I'm not. This morn- Deduct items not admitted,.
Gross aseets,
NUT SALAD.
il
*2·?ί'?·ΐί;ί
down
me
a
wife
dressing
gave
161,078 93
ing my
leduct Items not admitted,
$1,995,419 20
A dm I'ted Assets,
off."
Liabilities Dec. 31,1907.
Equal parts apples, celery, and nuts. and my employer trimmed me
<iiwia
54
$2,222,545
Admitted assets,
$ 45,1,8 h.
Net Unpaid Losses,
Cut the apple in eighths, pare and cut
Llabllltlee Dec 31,1907.
L458,818 89
TH S MAY INTEREST YOU.
I Unearned Premiums,
$ l®·** "·
from the end In thin slices. Shave off
et unpaid losses,
other
All
liabilities,
inn'^n (Κ)
no 1 ι Inearned premiums,
No one is immune from Kidney trouble, raih Caultal,
400.000
ίthe ends of ttffe celery stalks in thin
«Λ»
88,46212 / II other lfobllltlee,
crescents. Salted almouds and peanuts, so just remember that Foley's Kidney Surplus orer all Liabilities,
500 ooo oo
ash caplt >1,
cure
and
Mix Cure will stop the Irregularities
!
379,824 3.
pecans and walnuts should be cut.
Total lUbllltles and surplus. $1,9Λ,419 20 8 urplue over all liabilities,
trouble
with mayonnaise and serve with lettuce. any case of kidney and bladder
Geo. L. Curtis, Agent, Norway, Maine.
and
$2.·222,ΜΛΜ
llabllltiea
Total
medicine.
Maine.
sorplas,
of
Louis H. VeiUeux. Agent, Bumfonl Falls,
Salt and pepper the mixture before add- that Is not bevoud the reach
Hamford Fall·, Me.
A
Chas. E. Tolman i Co., Agents, South Paris, Me. 1 L L. Elliott Co., Agent·,
For sale by all druggists.
ing the dressing.

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United Stateo for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
ALBERT r.. SANBORN,
J Id Bankrupt* ?.

of Norway, Bankrupt. )

To the creditors of Albert L. Sanborn, li u.c
County of Ox font and «llatrlirt aforesaid
f
Notice I* hereby given that on the 7th >1
η
April, A. I). 1 «w. the said Albert L. Sari
was 'luly adjudicated bankrupt. and that lb
meeting of his creditors will l>e held at the >:!
o'the Referee, No. S Market Square, South In'-,
-κ
on tlie 2Jnd May of April, Α. I». l'JW, at 10 ·>'·
In the forenoon, at which time the sa'.d ert· i!t «
■

may attend, prove their daim», appoint
and trar.- t
·, examine the bankrupt,
such other burines· u may pro|>erly come !■«
fore aald meeting.
South I'arle, April H. 1908
WALTER L. GRAY.
Iteferee In lt*nkrui>i>

«

truste

NOTICE.

tbo District Court of tiM United SUttt
I InDistrictof
Maine. In Bankruptcy.

1
I u the matter of
In Bankrupt y
LOUIt V TALBOT,
of Kiimfor<t.
N.
Tal1 >t. In tl.e
Louis
To the creditor·) of
County of oxford and district aforesaid
!
7th dav
the
Notice It* hereby given that on
April, Α. I». 1908, the said Louie N. !
?
an·!
that
wa« iluly adjudicated bankrupt,

Bankrupt.)

meeting of his creditors will be he
v>
Market Square, s

I ofiiee of the Referee,

th

fcind day of April, A. D. ISO
I Pari·, on Hie
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which tin.·
] «aid
their cla'.u.·.
creditors

NOTICE.

I η the Dletrti't Court of the United State* f· r
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptry
SAMI'KI. H. RAND,
of Dix Held, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Samatl I). Band, In lb'
County of Oxford ηnd district aforesaid
Notice Is hereby given that on the 11th da·, f
IUt
x prll, A. D. 1'.·">, the sal I Samuel l>
-I
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that tin·
meeting of hie creditor» will l>e held at the
.th
of the Referee, So. 8 Market Square,
I'arls, on the -".<th day of April, Λ. I» 1 ·, at
to o'clock In the forenoon, at which tin .,· a■·■
·.
a
«aid creditors may attend, prove their
I
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, ai.
as
trnnsact such other business
may proper
come before said meeting
South I'arle, April IS, l'.«W.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy
Trader·' Si Mechanic·' In·.
Lowell, Ma··.
Assets Dec.

31,

Co.,

1907.

Mortgage loan,».
Collateral loan!),
St' ck« and bond»,
Ca-h In office and bank,
Agents' balancée,
Interest and rent·),
Uross assets,

31,1Λ>7.

$

34'.

«

"

>>

3i7,'d»ti

t>;7« Ί)
Total liabilities and sarplui,
M. L. Llllotl, Agent, Rumford Kali·, vain·

Ailodtte I assets,
Liabilities Dec.
et unpaid losses,
Tneamed premiums,
III other nihilities,
,'ash capital,

1

Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection anJ
Insurance Company.
Abstract of Statement Jan. 1, l'»1-·
$1 no·'.·
Ca*h capital,
t,i»>o,i:4 u>
Total arsets,
Reserve:

31,1907.

all liabilities,

♦ ">'.CJ 320 4'.·
Total liabilities anil surplus,
II. L. Klllott, Agent, Rumford Kalis, Malue.

l,9i\''Tl1,1

Re Insurance,

For losses unadjusted,
.',(·<» .■·
Surplus to policy liidlers,
L. B. Bralnerd, President and Trca-ur·

r

Κ. B. Allen, Vice President
Fire Insurance Co., ConC. S. Ill tke, Hecretar.
L. F. Mtddlcbr<xik. A»s't >e«'y
cord, Ν. H.
Milk Street
101
Boston
Ο<11
ce,
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
$ 92,553 27 C. Ε Robert*, Manager.
teal estate.
W. II. Allen, Atslitar.t Manager
55
CO,447
lortgage loans,
17,20000
lollater·) loans,
430,774 07
\r>v IIamp«hlre Fire Insurance Co·,
tocks and bonds,
5*.237 73
Manchester, Κ. II.
.'ash In office and bank,
47
57,170
igents'balances,
Assets Dec. 31,11)07.
3,'.<3* 31 Real
nterest and rents,
f 139 .V"*'
estate,
6,324 23
ill other assets,
aei.T.v· ■·'
Mottgtge loans,
7'i,"""*)
I tans,
Collateral
|74·Ι,*51 C3 Stocks and bonds,
Gross assets,
3,347.ΓΊ1,1
-Jo.lifl 42 Casb In otliee and bank,
>educ. Items not admitted,
Û M
Î77.573.B
A Kent»' balance·,
$728,658 21 Bills r celv.ilde.
Admitted a»sets,
Liabilities Dec 31, 1907.
31,3V »
and rents,
Interest
$ 36,698 92
let unpaid losses,
350,125 o|
li
'nearned premiums,
|4,Sno.4<>4
Grose
assets,
8,291 73
>11 other liabilities,
200.000 00
'ash capital,
$4,3«m4"4l2
Admitted assets,
55
131,544
urplus over all liabilities,
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907.
N't t unpaid lusses,
$ 198
$726,658 21 Unearned
Total liabilities ami surplus,
l,75i.M" 71«
premiums,
O. M. Hlchardson, Agent, Canton, Maine.
iivV.K
Allother liabilities,
Maine.
1. H. Vellleuz, Agent, Kumford Falls,
1,100 Out' ι®
Cash capital,
C. K. Tolman A Co., Agents,
U.M.'.C" 14
Surplus over all liabilities,
South I'arls, Maine.
#4,ΐιΐΟ>>4 ITotal llabtlltlM and surplus,
Kreelin l Howe, Agent, Norway, Maine.
Jnited States Fidelity and Guaranty Co.,

The

Capital

4

Baltimore, Maryland.

38
97
85
42
37
03
45

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

Gross assets,
•educt Item» not admitted,

over

JEL·

FOR Colds8

Admitted asset",
Liabilities Dec.
Vet unpaid losses,
Unearned premium'·,
All other liabilities,
Ca*h capital,

Itoe lis and bonds,
;ash In office and bank,
Agents' balances,
nterest and rents,

lurplus

Dr.

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

Real e-tate,

total liabilities and surp'us,
H. L. Klllott, Agent, lUinford

LUNCS

THE

King's
New Discovery
with

$6,832.710 6'j
$ .341,01*4 en
3.793.016 6<i
2 O^.tisu 4:1

Surplus

CURE

#6,444.M7
3-2,7213J
may attend, prove
71*,itl 3!
the bankrnpt,
64 ,'«22 !» ι appoint a trustee, examine
buidnes* aa way pr
7,>7;» 6 transact such other
'•oine before said meeting.
South I'arie, April 8. 1908.
$7,6IH,575 a"
WALTER L. ( i It A V,
783,861 3»l
Itcferee In Hankru·'»·
8|

tiroes assets,
deducted Items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.
ict unpaid lo«ses,
'nearned premiums,

Κ ILL the COUCH

wo

I first

Dec.31,1907.

;ash lu office ami bank,
Agents' balances,
ntere-t accruc<l on bond'·,
Ml other assets,

$5,lOl,42o 02

assets,

31, 1 07.

Total liabilities and surplus,
>1. L. Klllott, Agent, Itumfor! Ka

4,130 479 23
Total liabilities and surplus,
State Agent-·,
Portland, Maine.

it

$.">76,».'!'.· X
42,4»7 '.κ

tiroes assets,
Deduct Itenis not admitted,

Assets

FARM

Not paitlrular aliout l.*at π
for aa!c.
I'l a.-o nil.· price and denertptli.n, an ! :. 1
ion for selling. State when por*ef-l 1.1
be had. WUIdeal with owner*nil·· I ::
L. I>arby»hlre, Box '.N4, Rot-hivler, S V.

(iro-H assets,
J Jcduet lieras Dot admitted,

Edinburgh.

hiving

owner

GOOD

A

teal estate,
Itocks an· 1 bonds,
.'ash In office and bank,
t gents' balances,
nterest an'l runts,
Ml other as-ets,

;hester L. Jordan & Co

$689,146 61

Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec 31, 1907.
Net unpaid lotses,
Unearned premiums,
AII other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

Mortgage loans,

Md.

Maryland Casualty Co., Baltimore,

$8,374,602 38

3,29167

Collateral loans.
8tocks and bonds,
Cash In office and bank,

00
592'?*?
.«5,5>4 43

$4,130,479 23

$787,2*4 87
14$,800 Ro

Real estate,

f 'W,546 £3
63,'23634
46,003 >4

Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.
iel unpaid losse-*,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

Total liabilities and surplus,
LOUIS H. VEILLE X,

$694,291 34

31,1907.

$894.291 3t
Tutal liabilities and surplus,
II. A. Hilton, Agent South Purls, Maine.

Company,

Agents'

$720,088 01
25,796 «7

Grose assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

$6,374.602 38
Total liabilities and surplus,
ALBERT J. STEARNS, Agent, Norway, Maine.

City of New York Insurance
New York.
Assets, Dec.31, 1907.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

~t,41'J 27

8,231 55
53,188 52

$7,500,601 26

L'jî'.tÎ! 00
™
·,5υ0|ϋ00
2,068,536 60

liabilities,

$ 11 ,300 no
568,948 «7

ash In odlce un i bank,
ntere«t ami rents,
\ II other assets,

116,546 ·..·

31,1907.

31,1U07-

Assets Dec

#4,151,1^128
20,7t«2 <>5

562 124 09
25,MO M
313,264 19

j

to hear from

Cet unpaid losses,
above all else brings health."
Jnearned premiums,
Mr. A. C. Brock, chef of the Brock V II other llabl Ules,
Restaurant, Market District, Boston, j iurplui· ovir ail liabilities,
Mass who is a staunch believer in Mr.
Total Habilitiez ami surplus,
$2,021,223 13
Cooper's theory and medicine, has this
W. J. Wheeler A Co Agents,
South l'ail?, SI aine
"I had chronic indigestion for
to say:
I suffered terribly,
over three years.
I was a jreat Eastern Casualty and Indemnity
and lost about thirty pounds.
Ço. of New York.
physical wreck when Γ started this
Assets Dec. 31, 1807.
Cooper medicine, a month or so ago.
Today I ain as well as I ever was in my ι1 itocksInand bonds,
life. I am no longer nervous, my food >h otUce ami bank,
Premiums outstanding,
does not distress me in the least, and 1 ntere.-t an'l rents,
I am gaining
have a splendid appetite.
Gross assets,
$419,324 TJ
llesh very rapidly—in fact, at the rate of
I would not believe any
a pound a day.
Admitted assets,
$419,324 7J
Llabl 1 ties Dec. 31, 1'jo7.
medicine on earth could have done for
$ 1 «,*.♦ ".·
s'ct
losses,
un|ialil
It ie a remarkme what this has done.
*.»T,371 '.Ί
[Jncamul premium?,
able preparation and Mr. Cooper de- Ml other ltabllltlec,
Ι1,72ί 7ï
2ki,<mi m
Jash capital,
serves all his euccees."
91
over
all
'.«5,317
liabilities,
We recommend the Cooper prepara- Surplus
tions as being remarkable medicines.
1419,324 7°J
Total liabilities ami surplus
M. McLeoil, Agent Kuniford Fall·, Maine.
—P. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Gross assets,
)educt Items not admitted,

Gross assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

Admitted assets,

gestive apparatus that is doing its full
duty, getting every particle of vitality
out of all food by transferring it to the
bowels in a perfectly digested state—this

$8,192,056 84
«11,45.» .>8

$3,156,337 64
2,433,891 91

•Wanted·

Atlas Assurance Company, Ltd.,
of London, England.
Achète Dec. 31,1*J07.

Stomach Center of Human

Ar,·
1
ND

an t
1 ■>.

IH7.KN KMtM
y>u money.
ΚΒΛΙ. EST AT Κ AUKSijY, Oxford, M.itr,.

cm nave

Washburn-Crosby Co.

j Deduct items not admitted,
I

For Bale,
Many farm* In Oxford, umt>etlan-l
drofcofrgln Counile*, send for free cat

The better the Flour.
The better the bread.
The better the bread.

ÎidHeûhFl0ur1

31, 1907.
$1.385,687 67
Μοβ,ωΐι ι<>
! Unearned premiums,
unsanitary.
A11
other
liabilities,
I
««'.'noli fm
the
for
Never take medicine
purposi Cash capital,
12.,
i01,Jl·- 9i
of keeping it from being wasted.
Surplus o»cr all liabilities,
Don't be afraid of wearing out the
$7,800,601 26
Total liabilities and surplus,
bathtub
HARRIS L. ELLIOTT, Agent,
Kuuifonl Fulls, Maine
FREKLAND HOWE, Λ Rent, Norway, Maine
The Nurse's Prayer.
Maine
C. Ε TO LSI Λ Ν. Agent, South Parle
GEO. R. HOWE, Agent, Norway, M tine
A mother told her child, a boy of five
years, to say his morning prayer to her
American Surety Company of New
Kneeling before her the little fellov
York, New York.
asked:

"I

Z>SC· 7Qo per 1Q.

in

brawny

have I got to get

patterns and clean

To set your hen» to get pullets that
wiP lay when eggs are high next
winter.
Rose Comb Rhode Island
Bed· are the beet winter
layers there are.
I have as good a flock of Reds as
there is in the state.

Discharge the Cook

Dont

experience.

solemnly:
"Lord, Ο Lord,

—

up stock.

Νorwuy, Me.

hard before I could improve a speed
$827,996 50
Gross assets,
103,070 s3
that had been good enough for the tbea ', Deduct Items not admitted,
tre up to the point whero it would past
17-24,927 76
Admitted assets,
j
muster in a talking machine."
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1907.
φ 16,405 91
I Net unpaid losses,
285,679 43
Rules for Health.
I Unearned premiums,
44,985 95
All other liabilities,
200,OOO 00
Avoid drinking staff from bottles be
Cash capital,
177,856 4"
fore you have looked at the labels.
Surplus over all liabilities,
Refrain from working in coal minei
71
$724,927
Total liabilities and surplus,
where there are likely to be accumula
L. H. VEILLEUX, Agent,
Maine
Kuinforl
Falls,
tions of fire damp.
When the elevator is overcrowdec
The Fidelity and Casualty Company
wait for the next car.
of New York.
Skate only where you know the ice t<
be thick.
Assets Dec. 31, 1907.
$ 970,499 5S
Wait for the car to stop, even if in s< Real estate,
5,852,363 V
! Stocks and bonds,
doing you waste three quarters of a sec j Ca«h in office ami bank,
143,073 441 168 51
time.
of
valuable
ond
your
Agents' balances,
9,570 .V
If the man who calls you a liar is bif Interest and rents,
1 OH
1.175,3s
All other assets,
and
treat him with silent con i

"Mother, shall I say my prayor 01
nurse's prayer?"
The mother, not being aware tba'
nurse ever said any morning prayer, be
came curious.
"Say, nurse's dear," she answered.
Whereupon the little fellow begat

to close out odd

THE...

jJ^Thirty-flve years of successful
depositors.

ON

Carpets

Wool

Norway National Bank,

Bitters remove
organs "L. F." Atwood's
the sensation of fullness and oppression,
cleanse the bowels, and restore the appetite. 35c. at druggists.

Frank Rucb, the keeper of the buffalo
herd in the national forest of Oklahoma,
was talking in his office the other day
about some poor fodder that he had refused.
"Poor stuff it was," said the ex-cowboy. "It must have grown on pool
land. The land must have been as pool
as—as poor as—"
He laughed.
"Once," he said, "a Kansas farmei ι
met on the hot, dusty road a bomesteadei
pushing on excitedly toward the Cherokee Strip.
"
"
said the farmer
'Whar ye bound'
"
'Fer a hundred and sixty acres ο
free land in the Strip,' was the reply
And the man vanished in the glitter ol

When you see a crowd of people run
ning madly in any direction turn and g(
the other way.
Shun jails. They are likely to be ver]

—

THAN TWO THOUSAND CITIES
and TOWNS in EUROPE, ASIA,
AMERICA,
SOUTH
AFRICA,
MEXICO, and the WEST INDIES,
AUSTRALIA, and the EAST INDIES, the PHILIPPINE ISLANDS,
and SANDWICH ISLANDS.

Mr. Alden Collamore.

IT IS TIME

λ LOW PRICE

—

in the UNITED
STATES, we are prepared to issue
checks for any amount ON MORE

invaluable."

Poor Land.

tempt.

Befnlar

payable anywhere

Round Pond, Me., 1906.
"For several years I have used
lb F.' Atwood's Bitters and I recommend them to anyone as the best
For loss of
medicine I ever used.

appetite they

In Addition to Oar

MONEY ORDERS

Hearty
Appetite

OF HAWAII.

«

ended by Ely's Cream
Take the yolks of three bard boiled
Balm. This honest remedy contains no
and salt and mustard to taste;
egge,
cocaine, mercury, nor other harmful in- mash it fine, making a paste by adding a
gredient. The worst cases yield to dessertspoon of olive oil or melted buttreatment in a short time. AH drug- ter (use butter when it is difficult to get
gists, 50c., or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 fresh oil); mix thoroughly and then diWarren Street, New York.
lute by adding gradually a teacup of
vinegar, and pour over the lettuce.
Wife—Mast joa go to tbe olub to· Garnish by slicing another egg and laying over the lettuoe. This is sufficient
night, dear?
Husband—It isn't absolutely necessary, for a moderate eized dish of lettuce.
but I need the rest
throat—all

ABOUT LIFE

PECULIAR CHARM

Create

—

Broil the steak the usual way. Put
quart of oysters with very little of
the liquor into a stew pan upon the tire;
when it comes to a boil, take off the
scum that may rise, stir in three ounces duet and sunshine.
"Well, a month or two went bv, anc
of butter mixed with a tablespoon of
sifted flour; let it boil one minute until on the same dusty road the Kansai
The immense success which has fol·
it thickens, pour it over tbe steak. Serve farmer met the homesteader returning lowed L. T. Cooper during the past year
"
witt
done
he
'what
said,
ye
Hello,'
hot.
with hie new preparation has exceeded
them hundred and sixty acres?'
of the kind ever before witnessFBIED BABBIT.
"The homesteader pointed his wbif anything
in most of the leading cities where
I ed
After the rabbit has been thoroughly proudly toward his mule team.
the young man has introduced the medi"
'See them mules?' said he, 'Wall, ]
cleaned and washed, put into boiling
cine.
Cooper bas a novel theory. He
water, and let it boil ten minutes; drain traded 80 acres of my claim fer 'em\
believes that the human stomach is
"
'What ye do with the other 80?'
it, and when cold, cut it into joints, dip
directly responsible for most disease. To
"
'Don't gimme away,' was the reply
into beaten egg, and then in tine bread
hie own words from an interview
quote
an'
]
was
a
feller
tenderfoot,
crumbs; eeason with salt and pepper. 'but the
his arrival in an eastern city:
upon
him
without
butter
acres
on
them
in
in
other
80
run
the
When all are ready, fry
"The average man or woman cannot be
',
"
it.'
a
moderate
over
mixed
him
knowin'
lard
and sweet
sick if the stomach is working properly,
tire until brown on both sides. Take
i To be sure, there are diseases of a viruPlain Speech.
with
a
teathe
thicken
them out,
gravy
as cancer, tuberculosis,
j lent nature, euchwhich
(New York Sun.)
spoon of flour, turn in a cup of milk or
are organic, and
etc.,
diabetes,
met
s
the
man
turn
over
vaudeville
and
A
all
boil
monologue
up
cream; let
are not traceable to the etomach, but
rabbits. Serve hot with onion sauce. friend in a Broadway car. After thej even fevers
can, in nino cases out of ten,
had talked a while the friend said:
Garnish with sliced lemon.
be traced to something taken into the
"I've been conscious ever since we be
etomach. All of this half-sick, nervous
FBIED OYSTEBS.
gan to talk of some change in you, bu exhaustion that is now bo common, is
Take large oysters from their own I couldn't make out what. I know now
caused by the stomachic conditions, and
liquor into a thickly folded napkin to It Is your voice. You speak so mucl it is because my remedy will and does
dry them; then make hot an ounce each more distinctly than you used to."
the stomach that I am meeting
"That is because I have been talking regulate
of butter and lard in a thick bottom
with such success.
frying pan; season the oysters with pep- into a phonograph," said the vaudeville i "To sum the matter up—a sound d|"The surest remedy on
per and salt, then dip each one into an performer.
egg and cracker crumbs rolled fine, until earth for slovenly speech is to hear s
The New York Plate Glass Ins. Co.,
it will take up no more; place them in little lecture of your own rolled off t
I
42 Cedar St., New York.
;
abou
delicate
and
find
that
the hot grease and fry them a
phonograph record,
Λ Beets Dec. 31, 11)07.
brown, turning them on both sides by half the words have been pronounced ir
$ 5,0001
Mortgage loans,
676.919
eliding a broad-bladed knife under them. direct opposition to Webster and all th< I Stock and bonde,
31,131'
was
That
authorities.
and
of
the
ofllce
and
hot.
rest
In
bank,
them
!
my
Cash
Serve
crisp
114,m;
I practiced for two monthi I Agents' balances,

—

try imitations.

Pianos

RELISH.

one

BCALIAU El)

Roofing-The

s

BEEF

pounds

Have ready about a pint bowl of fine
No. 102.—Three Flower·.
cracker crumbs; butter a doep earthen
1. To a musical instrument add two
dish; put a layer of the cracker crumbs
letters and bave a spring dower.
on the bottom, wet this with some of the
2. To a huarse sound add two letters
oyster liquor; next have a layer of oysand bave a spring flower.
ters; sprinkle with salt and pepper, and
work
silk
3. To a kind of tbiu
open
lay small bits of butter upon them, then
or lace add two letters and bave η auother layer of cracker crumbs and
oyster juice; then oysters, pepper, salt
spring flower.
and butter, aud so on until the dish is
No. 103.—Separated Words.
full,the top layer to be cracker crumbs.
one egg in a cup of milk and
1. Separate famous and bave a nega- Beat up
turn overall; cover the dish and set it
tive aud competent.
in the oven for thirty or forty-five
2
Separate a flatlron and bave minutes; when baked through, uncover
metal.
mournful and a
the top, and set on the upper grate and
3. Separate to make dear and have brown.
termination and a part of tbe bead.
OKANUE MARMALADE.
4. Separate a precious gem anil have
One grape fruit, one orange, one
a tisb and Bometbiug used as a snare.
lemon; get fruit as large as possible,
5. Separate part of a bill and have a
wash, slice vory thin, and use peel with
a
box.
of
bill aud part
it; four quarts of cold water. Let eliced
fruit stand over night in the water, in
Formed long ago. yet made today.
the morning put on the stove in the
I'm most employed while other* sleep; same water. Cook one-half hour after it
What none would like to give η way.
begins to boil with the cover on, then
Yet no one likes to always keep.
take from stove and stay in the water
Answer.—A bed.
until the next morning, then let cook one
and one-fourth hours with the cover off;
the
Puzzler.
to
Key
add twelve cups of sugar and cook oneNo. 88—Word Svueopatlous: 1. S-tarhalf hour. This will make eleven jars
llng, sling 2. B-ask-et, bet 3. B-lll-ow. of marmalade.
bow.
APPLE OMELET.
No. 80.—Schoolmaster's Puzzle: Be
Take nine large tart apples, four eggs,
iudustriuus
aud
bouest.
upright
always
one cup of sugar, one tablespoon of but00.-Word Hunt: A. an. ten. try, tenter; add cinnamon or other spices to
antry.
suit your taste; stew the apples until
Jumble:
01.
Sbakespcareau
No.
they are very soft, mash them so that
"Measure For Measure." "As You Like there will be no lumps; add the butter
It," "Merry Wives of Windsor." "Mer- and sugar while they are still warm, but
chant of Venice." "Winter's Tale." "Tl- let them cool before putting in the beatuntil it is brown; you
moa of Athens," "King Lear," "Borneo en egg; bake this
it all in a shallow pudding dish
and Juliet," "Much Ado About Noth- may put
or in two tin plates to bake.
Very good
ing." "Love's Labour's Lost." "All's with roast
pork.
Well That Ends Well."
COCOANUT PUDDING.
No. 02.—Charade: Catamount.
Half a pound of grated cocoanut, then
No. 03.—Additions: Grant 1 Gourd,
of stale sponge
a
ground 2. Sort, robust. 3. Vane, ave- mix with it half cupful
etir together until
4. Neat, nature. 5. Note, throne cake crumbled fine;
nue.
half a cupful of butter, and
No. 04.—A Spring Greeting: Away, veryoflight
one
sugar; add a coffee cupful of rich
fay, dell, tell, ravishing, briug, .come, milk or cream; beat six eggs very light,
bloom.
and stir them gradually into the butter
No. 00.—Tbe King's Court: I. Chok- nnd sugar in turn with the grated cocoaHaving stirred the whole very
ing. 2. Mocking 3. Sticking 4. Look- nut.
ing. 5. Making, β. Taking. 7. Work- hard, add two teaspoons of vanilla, stir
a buttered dish and bake
ing. 8. Picking. 0. Seeking 10. Drink- again, put into
13 until set, or about three-quarters of an
12. Baking.
11. Peeking.
ing.
boor. Three of the whites of the eggs
Shaking. 14. Smoking. 15. Breaking. could be left out for a
meringue on the
16. Rocking.
top of the pudding. Most excellent.

This is to certify that all druggists are
authorized to refund your money if
Linseed
Oil,
Floor Paints,
House Paints,
Foley's Honey and Tar fails to cure your
Varnishes,
Floor Dressing,
cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals
Barn Paints,
and prevents serious results
Floor Finish,
Tnrpentine, tbe lungs
Hoof Paints,
from a cold. Cures la grippe, coughs,
Brushes.
Liquid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
and prevents pneumonia and consumpWe have some new lines of paints which we believe to be most desirable.
tion. Contains no opiate·. The genuine
is in a yellow psckage. Refuse substibest of all roofings. TUE TIME TESTED KIND. Don't tutes. For sale by all druggists.
Paroid

South Paris.
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of raw, tender beefNo. 98—Diamond.
steak, chop it very tine, put into it salt,
2. A minute
1. A letter in spring.
pepper, and a little sage, two tablemark or sport. 3. Flowers that art· spoons of melted butter, add two rolled
4.
houseA
crackers made very tin<*, also two wellboth beautiful and popular.
beaten eggs. Make it up into the shape
hold beverage. 5. A letter in spring.
of a roll and bake it, baste with butter
and water before baking. Cut in slices
No. 99.—Square Word.
when cold.
2 A tree or plant froui
1. Rapid.
BEEFSTEAK AND OYSTEBS.
which a very bitter article of medicine

Outalde work. ββη·1 In your order·. Pine Lum
ber an·! Shin*!#» on hand Cheap for Caah.

Planing, Sawing

MACCABONI.

Miuce up fine cold chicken, either
roasted or boiled. Season it with pepper and salt, and a little minced parsley
and onion; moisten it with chicken
gravy, or cream sauce; till scalloped
shells that are lined with pastry with the
mixture, aud sprinkle bread crumbs over
Put two. or three tiny pieces
the tops.
of butter over each, and bake brown in a
hot oven.
Take two

Also Window & Door Frames.
If In want of any kind of Flnteh for IneMe

AND

platter.

—Philadelphia Record.
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CHICKEN PATTIES.

Find their doctor.

soon.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

of opoked salmon, (about one
and one-half pints when chopped) twothirds cup of cream or milk, two tablespoons of butter, one tablespoon of flour,
two eggs, one pint of crumbs, pepper
and salt; ohop the salmon fine, mix the
flour and butter together, let the oream
come to a boil, and stir in the flour and
butter, salmon and seasoning; boil one
minute; stir in one well beaten egg and
remove from the fire; when cold make
into croquettes, dip in beaten egg, roll in
crumbs and fry.

One

a

Optioian.

MAINE.

CBOQUETTSS.

SALMON

Boil a chicken until very tender, take
out all the bones, and pick up tbe meat
quite tine. Boil half a pound of maccaroni uutil tender, first breaking it up to
pieces an inch long. Butter a deep pudding dish, put on tbe bottom a layer of
tbe cooked maccaroni, then a layer of
tbe minced chicken, bits of butter, pepper and salt, tbeu some of the chicken
liquor; over this put another layer of
maccaroni, and so on until tbe dish is
filled. Pour a cup of cream over tbe
whole, and bake half an hour. Serve on

LowBstPrices iROxfordCounty.
NORWAY,

Few Home Recipes.

A

CHICKEN

HILLS,

No. 63 1 2.—300 acres, situated In North Norway, overlooking lake Penneeseewaseee, near
school and churcn. 4 miles from Norwav Village.
Cuts SO tons A No. 1 hay. est A)0 M timber,
Main house
ΊΟΟΟ cor is wood, 9B0 apples trees.
2 1-2 stories, 12 rooms, and connects with stable
four
ben houses.
and
silo
43x65
33x40 ft., barn
ft.,
An Ideal farm tor dairy, poultry or fruit raiding
Just the place for a city mau to enjoy farm lite
Intersperse 1 with good dshlng and hunting. No
better farm In Norway, l'rice $4jo.

1· solicited. Address : Editor HOMJUtAEIM'
Column, Oxford Democrat, Bouth Parts, Me.

CBOQUETTSS.
Take any kind of fresh meat or fowl,
chopped very tine, add an equal quantity
of smoothly mashed potatoes, mix and
season with butler, Bait, black pepper, a
little prepared mustard, and a little
cayenne pepper; make into cakes, dip in
egg and bread crumbs, aud fry a light
brown. Â nice relish for tea.
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a

Correspondesoe on (oploe of interest to the Uulles

CHICKEN

FOR SALE.

You will be
Water In house and no water tax.
pleased with this place and the price la within
reach of all, *973.
No. 66.—HO acre farm

for

Agent

le
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F^LRMS.
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SOUTH PARIS,

«Pearl of the Pacific."

HOMEMAKERS* COLUMN.

eal estate,

A (sets Dec.

lortgagc lo^ns,
ollateral loans,
locks and bonds,
ash In office and

gents' balances,

31,1907.

$ 517,403 .«8

11,750 00
124 5*3 00
2,450,756 89
432,807 97
4I0,.»79 56
30,892 37
15;·,262 76

bank,

itèrent and rents,
II other assets,

Scottish I'nlon Λ National Insurance
Co., Kdluburgh, Nrotlanri.

Real estate,

Aeaets Dec.

91, 1907.

Mortgage loans,

Stocks and bonds,
Cash In ofllee and bank,

Agents'balances,

interest and

rents,

Grrss assets,
$4,137,73s 43 Deduct Items not admitted,
230,5831)8

Grose assets,
«duct Items not admitted,

Admitted assets,

t

109 »··«4 >4

4W..V-W

3 Hrti#.7tl to
177 417 M
·>!Ι,'ί·> ·'
39,973 "<

#4,κί·'>

3t.Vr- 4.'

It IÉK.6SI Λ>

Liabilities Dec. 31, l'.O7.
Ι ΓΛ,51η
unpaid losses,
l,7.Vi,>J 7!>
$ 4*9,331 24 Unearnid premiums,
IΛ,'**' '*J
AII
other
00
liabilities,
l^m,245
jnnuoooo
122,'2*1 07 Depot-It capita1,
ÎJSiSJM 4»
1,700,000 00 Surplus over all liabilities,
202,296 04
|4,4.-·'.·'λ! Ή
Total liabilities and surplus
The Rumford Fait in·. Agency, Agenu.
Total liabilities and surplus.
$3,907.166 85
Τ
Rumford Falls, Maine.
L. ELLIOTT, Agent, Bumford Falls, Maine.

Admitted assets,
Liabilities Dec.
et un pi Id losses,
nearned premiums,
11 other liabilities,
ash capital,
urplus over all liabllltlea,

31,1907.

$3,907,155.35

Net

